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ABSTRACT
Aly, Ahmed M. PhD, Purdue University, December 2015. Towards Efficient Process-
ing of Big Spatial Data. Major Professor: Walid G. Aref.
The ubiquity of location-aware devices has resulted in a plethora of location-based
services in which huge amounts of spatial data need to be efficiently processed. To
cope with such proliferation of spatial data, this dissertation addresses two key issues
that are overlooked by existing spatial-query processing platforms: i) the multiplicity
of predicates in spatial queries, and ii) the dynamic nature of big spatial data.
A user’s query can include multiple spatial and relational predicates. However,
existing spatial-query processors focus only on the execution of queries with single
spatial predicates, e.g., range or k-nearest-neighbor (kNN, for short). Queries with
multiple kNN and relational predicates raise correctness and performance challenges.
Because a kNN predicate implicitly applies a ranking operation, applying a kNN
predicate before or after another (spatial or relational) predicate in a query evalu-
ation pipeline may result in different outputs. Hence, classical query optimization
heuristics, e.g., pushing selects below joins, may compromise the correctness of eval-
uation of these queries. This dissertation presents new algorithms and optimizations
that can enhance the performance of these queries while maintaining the correctness
of their evaluation. Furthermore, to arbitrate between the different optimizations,
novel techniques for estimating the cost of the kNN predicates are presented. Ex-
perimental evaluation demonstrates that the proposed algorithms and optimizations,
coupled with the cost estimation techniques, achieve orders of magnitude enhance-
ment in query performance.
To process large-scale spatial data, several cluster-based spatial-query process-
ing systems have been proposed in the literature. However, these systems employ
xv
static data-partitioning structures that cannot adapt to data changes, and that are
insensitive to the query workload. Hence, these systems are incapable of consistently
providing good performance. To close this gap, this dissertation presents AQWA,
an adaptive and workload-aware mechanism for partitioning large-scale spatial data.
AQWA does not assume prior knowledge of the data distribution or the query work-
load. Instead, as data is consumed and queries are processed, the data partitions are
incrementally updated. Experimental evaluation, which is based on real spatial data
and various workloads of range and kNN queries, demonstrates that, compared to
the state-of-the-art systems, AQWA achieves an order of magnitude enhancement in
query performance.
11. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of location-aware devices, e.g., smartphones and GPS-devices, has led to
a variety of location-based services in which large amounts of geo-tagged information
are created every day. This demands spatial-query processors that not only handle
large amounts of spatial data, but also can efficiently process complex spatial queries.
Such queries can contain multiple predicates that involve combinations of spatial
predicates and relational predicates.
This dissertation focuses on two key issues that are not addressed in nowadays
spatial-query processing platforms: i) the multiplicity of predicates in spatial queries,
and ii) the dynamic nature of big spatial data.
1.1 The Multiplicity of Predicates in Spatial Queries
Queries that contain combinations of multiple spatial and relational predicates
arise frequently in practice. Consider a person who is at work and wants to go home.
He wants to find a seafood restaurant that is close to both his home and his office. He
issues the following query: “Find a restaurant that is amongst the five-closest to my
home (spatial kNN predicate) and is within five miles of my work location (spatial
range predicate) and offers seafood (relational select)”.
Although a large spectrum of research has been devoted to the processing of
location-based queries (e.g., [1–8]), none addresses the processing and optimization of
location-based queries that contain multiple location-based predicates. Furthermore,
many algorithms and index structures already exist for processing spatial predicates
either solely or when combined with textual keyword search (e.g., [9–12]). Unfortu-
nately, there has not been enough study on how to efficiently process queries where



























Fig. 1.1. Two different QEPs for a query with a kNN-Select on the inner relation
of a kNN-Join. k = 2 in both predicates. In (a), the kNN-Select is performed after
the kNN-Join, resulting into the pairs: (m1, h1), (m2, h1), (m2, h2), (m3, h2), and
(m4, h1). In (b), the kNN-Select is pushed below the kNN-Join, resulting into the
pairs: (m1, h1), (m1, h2), (m2, h1), (m2, h2), (m3, h1), (m3, h2), (m4, h1), and (m4, h2).
While a query can contain any spatial predicate, e.g., kNN, range, spatial join,
this dissertation focuses on spatial queries with kNN predicates. Queries containing
multiple kNN predicates (or kNN and relational predicates) raise significant query
processing and optimization challenges.
1.1.1 Correctness and Performance Challenges
To illustrate the challenges that queries with multiple kNN predicates embed,
consider the following example. Assume that a car breaks while in travel. The driver
needs to find an hotel and a mechanic shop that are close to each other. At the same
time, the driver wants the hotel to be close to a specific shopping center, so that
he can do shopping while the car is being repaired. The driver issues the following
query: “From the list of mechanic shops and the two closest hotels to each mechanic
shop (kNN-Join), report the (mechanic shop, hotel) pairs, where the hotel is amongst
the two closest neighbors of the shopping center (kNN-Select)”.
Notice that this query involves a kNN-Select on the inner (right) relation of a
kNN-Join. Figure 1.1 gives two possible query evaluation plans (QEPs, for short) for
the query. In the figure, black dots represent mechanic shops, white dots represent
3hotels, and the red triangle represents the shopping center. In Figure 1.1(a), the
kNN-Select is performed after the kNN-Join, while in Figure 1.1(b), the kNN-Select
is pushed below the kNN-Join. As the figure demonstrates, the two QEPs produce
different results.
According to [13], the correct QEP for such query is the one in Figure 1.1(a).
Pushing a kNN-Select under the inner relation of a kNN-Join; as a standard relational
query optimizer would typically do; reduces the scope of the points being considered
in the inner relation. When the kNN-Join is performed, the outer relation will not
have the entire set of points of the inner relation to join with, and hence, the kNN-
Join will not be performed correctly. For example, in Figure 1.1(b), the Mechanic
relation will have nothing to join with except Hotels h1 and h2. Thus, the resulting
pairs will be all the mechanic shops paired with either h1 or h2, which is wrong. In
other words,
(E1 ✶kNN E2) ∩ (E1 × σkσ ,f (E2)) ̸≡ E1 ✶kNN (σkσ ,f (E2)).
The above example demonstrates that the well-known heuristic of pushing selects
below joins [14] is invalid in case of a query with a kNN-Select and a kNN-Join.
This calls for new optimization techniques that can still leverage the pruning effect
of selection without compromising the correctness of evaluation.
As we demonstrate in the rest of this dissertation, similar correctness and per-
formance challenges exist for queries that contain two kNN-Selects, two kNN-Joins,
kNN-Select with relational predicates, or kNN-Join with relational predicates.
1.1.2 Optimization and Cost-Estimation Challenges
For each of the above cases of interaction between kNN predicates and relational
predicates, we present various optimizations and query evaluation plans that can en-
hance the query performance while maintaining the correctness of evaluation. How-
ever, for a spatial-query optimizer to properly choose from the possible query evalu-
ation plans, the execution cost of the kNN predicates needs to be determined.
4Estimating the cost of a kNN predicate is challenging for several reasons. For
instance, the cost of a kNN-Select operator is directly affected by the value of k, the
location of the query focal point, and the distribution of the data. Hence, a cost
model that captures these factors is hard to realize. This calls for efficient and yet
accurate cost estimation techniques that can estimate the cost of a kNN-Select/Join
without incurring much storage or processing overhead.
1.2 The Dynamic Nature of Big Spatial Data
Existing cluster-based systems for processing large-scale spatial data employ static
spatial partitioning methods. Hence, these systems cannot efficiently react to data
changes. For instance, SpatialHadoop [15, 16] supports several partitioning schemes
to handle spatial data in Hadoop. However, these partitioning schemes are static,
i.e., to handle a batch of new data, the whole data needs to be repartitioned from
scratch, which is quite costly.
In addition to being static, existing cluster-based systems are insensitive to the
query workload. As noted in several research efforts, e.g., [17–19], accounting for
the query workload can achieve significant performance gains. In particular, regions
of space that are queried with high frequency need to be aggressively partitioned in
comparison to the other less popular regions. This fine-grained partitioning of the
in-high-demand data can result in significant savings in query processing time.
This dissertation presents AQWA, an adaptive mechanism for partitioning big
spatial data. Unlike existing systems that require recreating the partitions, AQWA
incrementally updates the partitioning according to changes in the data and the query
workload. An important characteristic of AQWA is that it does not presume any
knowledge of the data distribution or the query workload. Instead, AQWA applies
an incremental mechanism that reorganizes the data as queries are processed.
51.2.1 System and Performance Challenges
Partitioning big spatial data while accounting for changes in the data and the
query workload imposes several system and performance challenges. Below, we briefly
highlight these challenges and describe how they are addressed in AQWA.
• Dynamic data-sources: Most sources of big spatial data are dynamic, where
new batches of data are received on an hourly or a daily basis. For instance,
since 2013, more than 500 Million tweets are created every day [20]. AQWA
provides a functionality to append the data partitions with new batches of data.
• Repartitioning overhead: After a batch of data is appended, some (if not all)
partitions increase in size. To have good pruning power at query time, these
partitions need to be split. If the process of repartitioning reconstructs the
partitions from scratch, it would be very inefficient, especially for dynamic sce-
narios, because it will have to reread and rewrite the entire data. To address
this challenge, AQWA applies an incremental mechanism to alter only a minimal
number of partitions according to the query workload.
• Dynamic query-workloads: AQWA adapts to permanent changes in the query
workload. However, AQWA is resilient to temporary query workloads, and
hence avoids unnecessary repartitioning of the data. Furthermore, AQWA keeps
the history of all queries that have been processed. However, AQWA applies
time-fading weights for the queries in order to alleviate the redundant reparti-
tioning overhead corresponding to older query-workloads.
• Limitations of the underlying distributed system: For practical considerations,
it is important to avoid small partitions, which can introduce a performance
bottleneck in a distributed file system (e.g., see [21–24]). Hence, AQWA, avoids
splitting a partition if any of the resulting two partitions is of size less than the
block size in the distributed file system.
6• Concurrency control: As queries are processed by AQWA, some partitions get
split. It is possible that while a partition is being split, a new query is received
that may also trigger another change to the very same partition being split.
Unless an appropriate concurrency control protocol is used, inconsistent parti-
tioning can occur. To address this problem, AQWA applies a simple locking
mechanism that coordinates the incremental updates of the partitions.
1.3 Research Contributions
The research contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:
• We study the different forms of interaction between two kNN predicates within
the same query. We introduce two algorithms, for evaluating a query with a
kNN-Select on the inner relation of a kNN-Join. We study the various cases of
spatial queries with two kNN-Selects/Joins, and introduce efficient algorithms
for their evaluation. We conduct extensive experiments that show how our
proposed algorithms achieve query performance gains of orders of magnitude.
• We introduce the Staircase technique for estimating the kNN-Select cost. In
addition, we study the problem of estimating the kNN-Join cost, which has
not been addressed in any previous work. We introduce three novel techniques
for estimating the kNN-Join cost, namely, the Block-Sample, Catalog-Merge,
and Virtual-Grid techniques. We experimentally demonstrate the efficiency and
accuracy of the proposed estimation techniques.
• We study the different semantics of queries with kNN and relational predicates.
We present various optimization heuristics and query evaluation plans (QEPs,
for short) that enhance the performance of these queries while preserving the
correct semantics. Furthermore, we apply our cost estimation techniques to
arbitrate between the various QEPs of these queries. Based on queries from the
TPC-H benchmark [25] and real spatial datasets from OpenStreetMap [26], we
7demonstrate that our optimizations coupled with the cost model can achieve
query performance gains of up to three orders of magnitude.
• We introduce AQWA, an adaptive data-partitioning mechanism for big spatial
data that: i) incrementally reacts to data changes, and ii) is query-workload-
aware. We present a cost-based model that manages the process of repartition-
ing the data while abiding by the limitations of the underlying distributed file
system. Based on real spatial datasets from Twitter, we experimentally demon-
strate that: i) a query performance gain of one order of magnitude is achieved
in comparison to the state-of-the-art system [16], and ii) minimal overhead is
incurred during the process of repartitioning the data.
Parts of this dissertation are either published or accepted for publication. The
study for spatial queries with two kNN predicates is published in PVLDB, 2012 [27].
The cost estimation techniques for kNN predicates are published in EDBT, 2015 [28].
The study for spatial queries with kNN and relational predicates is accepted for pub-
lication in SIGSPATIAL, 2015. AQWA is published in PVLDB, 2015, as a demo [29];
and has been accepted for publication as a research paper in PVLDB, 2016.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some
common notations and concepts that are used throughout the dissertation. A com-
prehensive study of the processing of spatial queries with two kNN predicates is
presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents new techniques for estimating the cost
of spatial kNN predicates. Chapter 5 presents various optimization heuristics and
query evaluation plans for spatial queries with kNN and relational predicates, and
shows how the proposed cost estimation techniques can be applied to enhance the
performance of these queries. Chapter 6 presents AQWA, an adaptive and workload-
aware mechanism for partitioning and processing large-scale spatial data. Finally,
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation.
82. PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we introduce the common notations and concepts that are used
throughout the dissertation.
We assume that the data consists of points in the two-dimensional space. We
use the Euclidean distance as the distance metric. The techniques and algorithms
presented in this dissertation do not assume a specific indexing structure. The algo-
rithms can be applied to a quadtree, an R-tree, or any of their variants, e.g., [30–34].
These are hierarchical spatial data structures that recursively partition the underly-
ing space/points into blocks until the number of points inside a block satisfies some
criterion (e.g., being less than some threshold).
We focus on the variants of the k-nearest-neighbor (kNN, for short) operations
given below. Assume that we have two tables, say R and S, where each tuple rep-
resents a point in the two-dimensional space and contain some other attributes that
describe the point. For example, for an hotel table, hotel location is the 2D-point
spatial attribute, while hotel name, hotel address, hotel rating, and hotel amenities
are attributes that describe an hotel.
• kNN-Select: Given a query-point q, σk,q(R) returns the k-closest to q from
the set of points in R.
• kNN-Join: R ✶kNN S returns all the pairs (r, s), where r ∈ R and s ∈ S, and
s is among the k-closest points to r.
Observe that the kNN-Join is an asymmetric operation, i.e., the two expressions:
(R ✶kNN S) and (S ✶kNN R) are not equivalent. In the expression (R ✶kNN S), we
refer to Relation R as the outer relation and to Relation S as the inner relation.
We make extensive use of the MINDIST and MAXDIST metrics [35]. Refer to Fig-














Fig. 2.1. The MINDIST and MAXDIST metrics [35].
block, say b, refers to the minimum (or maximum) possible distance between p and
any point in b. Similarly, the MINDIST (or MAXDIST) between two blocks is the mini-
mum (or maximum) possible distance between them. In some scenarios, we process
the index blocks in a certain order according to their MINDIST (or MAXDIST) from a
certain point. An ordering of the blocks based on the MINDIST or MAXDIST from a
certain point is termed a MINDIST or MAXDIST ordering, respectively.
We assume that a query with multiple operators is compiled into a binary tree-
structured Query Evaluation Plan (QEP, for short) of pipelined operators that follow
a lazy evaluation scheme using operator iterators. Each operator is aware of its left
and right child operators. A unary operator, e.g., select, has only one child operator.
A table-scan operator is usually located at the leaf of the QEP. All the operators are
pull-based. Starting from the root, each operator in the QEP calls the getNext()
method of its direct child operator(s) to get a tuple. Then, the same method is
recursively called down the QEP by the underlying operators until the table-scan
operators at the leaf level are reached. Once an operator gets its next tuple(s), it
performs its designated operator logic, be it a select, a join, or a group-by, and reports
its output to its parents to respond to the parent’s getNext() call. For more details
on pull-based query evaluation pipelines, the reader is referred to [14].
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3. SPATIAL QUERIES WITH TWO KNN PREDICATES
This chapter studies the cases of interaction between two kNN predicates within
the same query. For each case, we introduce efficient algorithms that guarantee the
correctness of evaluation, while achieving significant gains in query performance. We
limit our study to queries with no more than two kNN predicates because only two
predicates can adequately exemplify the correctness and performance challenges that
such queries impose.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 studies the evaluation of a
query with a kNN-Select and a kNN-Join. Section 3.3 studies the evaluation of a query
with two kNN-Joins. Section 3.4 studies the evaluation of a query with two kNN-
Selects. Section 3.5 experimentally evaluates the proposed techniques. Section 3.6
includes concluding remarks.
3.1 Introduction
The ubiquity of location-based services demands complex location-based queries
that can contain multiple spatial predicates. This chapter focuses on queries with two
(or more) kNN predicates. The key issue in such queries is that they can produce dif-
ferent results based on the order in which the predicates are evaluated. [13], studies the
conceptual evaluation of queries that include multiple similarity predicates [36]: sim-
ilarity group-by (e.g., group-around) [37], similarity join (e.g., ϵ-join, kNN-join, and
join-around) [38], and similarity selection (e.g., ϵ-selection and kNN-selection). [13],
provides equivalence rules for similarity queries in the form of algebraic transforma-
tions that focus on the correctness of these transformations, but do not introduce any
algorithms for the efficient evaluation of similarity queries. In contrast, this chapter
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introduces efficient algorithms for processing queries with two kNN predicates while
retaining the correctness of their evaluation.
As shown in Chapter 1, queries containing two of these operations embed correct-
ness and performance challenges. For instance, pushing a kNN-select on the inner
relation of a kNN-join is invalid. The lack of such optimization calls for new op-
timization techniques that can still leverage the pruning effect of selection without
compromising the correctness of evaluation.
In this chapter, we study the following cases:
• The case of a kNN-select on the inner relation of a kNN-join.
• The case of a kNN-select on the outer relation of a kNN-join. This case has
been added for completeness. Actually, pushing a selection below the outer
relation of a kNN-join produces correct query results.
• The cases of two chained and unchained kNN-joins. Since the kNN-join is not
a symmetric operation, the two expressions (E1 ✶kNN E2) ∩ (E2 ✶kNN E3) and
(E1 ✶kNN E2) ∩ (E3 ✶kNN E2) are not equivalent. We call the joins in the
former expression chained (E1 → E2 → E3), and those in the latter expression
unchained.
• The case of two kNN-selects.
For each of these cases, we introduce efficient algorithms that not only guarantee the
correctness of evaluation, but also outperform the corresponding conceptually correct
QEPs by orders of magnitude.
More specifically, the contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows.
1. We introduce two algorithms, namely, Counting and Block-Marking, for evalu-
ating a query with a kNN-select on the inner relation of a kNN-join.
2. We study the cases of two chained and unchained kNN-joins, and introduce
efficient algorithms for their evaluation.
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3. We study the case of two kNN-selects, and present an efficient algorithm for its
evaluation.
4. We conduct extensive experiments that show how our proposed techniques out-
perform the conceptually correct QEPs by orders of magnitude.
3.2 kNN-Select with kNN-Join
As discussed in Chapter 1, pushing a kNN-Select on the inner relation of a kNN-
Join is invalid. However, pushing a kNN-Select on the outer relation of a kNN-Join
is valid [13], i.e.,
(E1 ✶kNN E2) ∩ ((σkσ ,f (E1))× E2) ≡ (σkσ ,f (E1)) ✶kNN E2.
To illustrate the above situation, consider the scenario we introduced in Chapter 1.
Assume that the driver issues the following query: From the list of mechanic shops
and the two closest hotels to each mechanic shop, report the (mechanic shop, hotel)
pairs where the mechanic shop is amongst the two closest neighbors of the shopping
center. Notice that in this case, the selection is on the outer (left) relation of the join.
Figure 3.1 gives two different QEPs; QEP1 and QEP2; for the query. In QEP1, the
selection is pushed below the join while in QEP2, the selection is performed after the
join. Clearly, both QEPs produce the same results. This is because as a consequence
of the pushed selection in QEP1, some points of the outer relation will be excluded
from the join. However, performing the join for these excluded points is useless as
the results of the join that have any of these points will have to be excluded anyway
if the selection is to be applied at the end, as in QEP2.
The challenge in pushing a kNN-Select1 on the inner relation of a kNN-Join calls
for new optimization techniques that can still leverage the pruning effect of selection
without compromising the correctness of evaluation.





















Fig. 3.1. Two QEPs for a query with a kNN-Select on the outer relation of a kNN-
Join. k = 2 in both predicates. Both QEPs result in the same pairs: (m2, h1),
(m2,m2), (h3, h2), and (m2, h3).
In the rest of this section, we present two algorithms; Counting and Block-
Marking; for evaluating a query with a kNN-Select on the inner relation of a kNN-
Join. Formally, the two algorithms evaluate a query of the form (E1 ✶kNN E2) ∩
(E1 × σkσ ,f (E2)), that retrieves the pairs (e1, e2), such that e2 is k✶-closest to e1
and kσ-closest to f , where k✶ is the k value of the join, and kσ is the k value of the
selection.
The two algorithms are based on the following insight. First, we compute the
k-nearest-neighbors of f (i.e., perform the selection). Then, for each point e1 ∈ E1, if
we can make sure that the k-nearest-neighbors of e1 cannot intersect the k-nearest-
neighbors of f without computing the k-nearest-neighbors of e1, then we ignore e1 as it
will not contribute to the results of the query. Otherwise, we compute the k-nearest-
neighbors of e1, and intersect them with the k-nearest-neighbors of f . The difference
between the two algorithms is in the way they check if the k-nearest-neighbors of e1
cannot intersect the k-nearest-neighbors of f .
3.2.1 Counting Algorithm
We assume that the count of points in each block is already computed and main-














Fig. 3.2. The small circle to the right confines the k-nearest-neighbors of f in E2.
The search threshold is the distance between e1 and the nearest to it in the k-nearest-
neighbors of f . If the count of the points of E2 in the gray blocks (i.e., blocks that
are completely included within the search threshold) exceeds k✶, point e1 is ignored.
neighbors of f . Then, for each point e1 ∈ E1, we compute the distance between e1 and
the nearest point to e1 in the k-nearest-neighbors of f . We call this distance search
threshold. Then, we determine the count of the points in the blocks that are completely
included within the search threshold. If the count exceeds k✶, i.e., the k value of the
join, then the k-nearest-neighbors of e1 cannot intersect the k-nearest-neighbors of f .
Thus, it is useless to compute the k-nearest-neighbors of e1. Otherwise, we compute
the k-nearest-neighbors of e1, intersect them with the k-nearest-neighbors of f , and
produce pairs of the form (e1, i), where i belongs to the intersection. An illustration
of the Counting algorithm is given in Figure 3.2.
Procedure 3.1 gives pseudocode for the algorithm. We assume the existence of
Method getkNN(p, k) that returns the k-nearest-neighbors of a point, say p, and
Method intersect(P, Q) that returns the set-intersection between two sets of points,
say P and Q. We use both methods throughout this chapter.
To determine the count of points in the blocks of E2 that are completely included
within the search threshold, we scan the blocks of the index of E2 in increasing order
of their MAXDIST from e1. We keep accumulating the count of the points in the
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Procedure 3.1. kNN-Join kNN-Select (Counting)
1: nbrf ← getkNN(f, kσ) // k-nearest-neighbors of f
2: outputPairs← ∅
3: for (e1 ∈ E1) do
4: // Get the distance from e1 to the nearest point to it in nbrf
5: searchThreshold← distance(e1, nbrf .nearest)
6: count← 0
7: maxOrder ← A MAXDIST ordering of E2 blocks from e1
8: while count ≤ k✶ do
9: block ← maxOrder.next()
10: if MAXDIST(block, e1) > searchThreshold then
11: break
12: end if
13: count← count+ block.numberOfPoints
14: end while
15: if count ≤ k✶ then
16: nbre1 ← getkNN(e1, k✶) // k-nearest-neighbors of e1
17: intersection← intersect(nbrf , nbre1)






encountered blocks. Once a block, say BM , having its MAXDIST greater than the
search threshold is encountered, we stop (see Line 11). The reason is that BM and
the ones to follow are not completely included within the search threshold. Also, we
stop if the number of points in the encountered blocks exceeds k✶ (see Line 8). In
this case, processing more blocks would result in a count that is also greater than k✶.
3.2.2 Block-Marking Algorithm
The Block-Marking algorithm proceeds as follows. First, we compute the k-
nearest-neighbors of f . Then, before performing the join, we perform a preprocessing
step for all the blocks of E1. For each block, we determine whether points located
inside the block can contribute to the results of the query or not. If it is the case that
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Procedure 3.2. kNN-Join kNN-Select (Block-Marking)
1: nbrf ← getkNN(f, kσ) // k-nearest-neighbors of f
2: contriburingBlocks← preprocess(nbrf )
3: outputPairs← ∅
4: for (block ∈ contriburingBlocks) do
5: for (e1 ∈ block) do
6: nbre1 ← getkNN(e1, k✶) // k-nearest-neighbors of e1
7: intersection← intersect(nbrf , nbre1)






no point e1 ∈ E1 in the block can contribute to the results of the query, we mark the
entire block Non-Contributing. Otherwise, the block is marked Contributing.
After the preprocessing step, we scan the Contributing blocks of E1. Non-
Contributing blocks are ignored. For each point e1 in a Contributing block, we com-
pute e1’s k-nearest-neighbors, intersect them with the k-nearest-neighbors of f , and
produce pairs of the form (e1, i), where i is a point that belong to the intersection.
Procedure 3.2 gives pseudocode for the algorithm. Line 2 calls the preprocessing step
through Procedure 3.3 listed next.
3.2.2.1 Efficient Preprocessing
To determine whether a block is Contributing or not, we compute the k-nearest-
neighbors of the center of the block.2 Then, the distance between the center and the
farthest of its neighbors is determined, and is added to the length of the diagonal of
the block forming a search threshold. If no point in the k-nearest-neighbors of f is
within the search threshold, then we mark the entire block Non-Contributing. In this
case, any point, say p, in the block will have k✶ or more points that are nearer to p
than any point in the k-nearest-neighbors of f .












Fig. 3.3. A block is marked Non-Contributing if (r + d+ ffarthest) < fcenter.
An equivalent, yet cheaper check can be described as follows.
Refer to Figure 3.3 for illustration. Consider a block, say NC, e.g., the gray block
in Figure 3.3. Let r be the distance between the center of NC and the farthest of
NC’s neighbors, d be the length of the diagonal of NC, and ffarthest be the distance
between f and the farthest of f ’s neighbors, and fcenter be the distance between f
and the center of NC. NC is marked Non-Contributing if:
(r + d+ ffarthest) < fcenter.
A brute-force approach for the preprocessing phase is to scan each block in E1,
compute the k-nearest-neighbors of its center, and perform the check described above
to determine whether the block is Contributing or not. A more efficient approach is
described below.
We scan the blocks of E1 in MINDIST order from f . When a block, say NC, is
marked Non-Contributing, the MAXDIST, say M , between NC and f is determined.
If all the following encountered blocks are also marked Non-Contributing, then we
stop scanning any more blocks when we encounter a block of MINDIST at least M .
Otherwise, if any of the next encountered blocks is not marked Non-Contributing,




= MinDist of Red
Fig. 3.4. The preprocessing phase. The green block is a Non-Contributing block.
All the next scanned blocks are also Non-Contributing (the contour of gray blocks).
Processing stops when the red block is encountered, since its MINDIST from f equals
the MAXDIST of the green block from f . All the next blocks (outside the gray contour)
are considered Non-Contributing without further processing.
plete cycle) of blocks such that all the blocks in the contour are Non-Contributing.
All the blocks outside that contour are considered Non-Contributing without further
processing. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Procedure 3.3 gives pseudocode for the
preprocessing phase.
3.2.2.2 Why Choose the Center of the Block?
An important question to address is: If we choose any location, say c, other than
the center of the block, will this result in a tighter (smaller) search threshold without
falsely marking the block Non-Contributing?
Theorem 3.1 The search threshold is minimum if c is the center of the block.
Proof The search threshold is determined by:
1. the distance between c and the farthest of its neighbors, and
2. an added distance, say x, that is the length of the diagonal of the block in case
c is the center of the block.
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Procedure 3.3. Preprocess Blocks (Block-Marking)
Terms: nbrf : The k-nearest-neighbors of f . M : MAXDIST between f and the first Non-
Contributing block encountered in the cycle (e.g., the green block in the figure).
1: // ffarthest is the distance between f and the farthest of its neighbors
2: ffarthest ← distance(f, nbrf .farthest)
3: contributingBlocks← ∅
4: M ← 0
5: minOrder ← A MINDIST ordering of E1 blocks from f
6: for (block ∈ minOrder) do
7: if (block.MINDIST(f) ≥M) then
8: break // All the remaining blocks are Non-Contributing
9: end if
10: nbr ← getkNN(block.center, k✶) // k-nearest-neighbors of center
11: // r is the distance between center and the farthest of its neighbors
12: r ← distance(block.center, nbr.farthest)
13: fcenter ← distance(block.center, f)
14: if (r + block.diagonal + ffarthest < fcenter) then
15: // Non-Contributing block
16: if (M = 0) then
17: // First Non-Contributing block in the cycle








The purpose of the added distance x is to cover the k-nearest-neighbors of any point
in the block, i.e., guarantee that the k-nearest-neighbors of any point in the block
does not intersect the k-nearest-neighbors of f .
Assume that we randomly select the location of c, and compute its k-nearest-
neighbors. Refer to Figure 3.5 for illustration. The farthest location to c in the block
is the top-left corner of the block, say t. ct = y.3 Point a is the farthest point to c
in its k-nearest-neighbors. ac = r. Point b is the nearest point to t in the k-nearest-
neighbors of f . The region bounded by the search threshold does not intersect the
k-nearest-neighbors of f as shown.















Fig. 3.5. The effect of choosing any point other than the center of the block to
compute the k-nearest-neighbors for. x = 2y is a tight lower bound for the added
distance x that guarantees the correct coverage of the search threshold.
Observe that in Figure 3.5, we illustrate a bounding case in which the three
positions a, b, and c are collinear and are on the diagonal of the block (or its extension).
Point t is in the middle of the distance between Points a and b, i.e., ta = tb = (y+ r).
Any point inside the block other than t will have distance to Point a that is < (y+r),
and also will have distance to point b that is > (y + r).
If x > 2y then tb > (y + r). For any point inside the block, the distance to Point
a will be < (y + r), and the distance to point b will be > (y + r). This means that
the k-nearest-neighbors of any point in the block cannot intersect with the k-nearest-
neighbors of f , i.e., the block is correctly marked Non-Contributing.
If x < 2y then tb < (y + r). For Point t, Point b will be nearer than Point
a. So, even though no point in the k-nearest-neighbors of f is within the search
threshold, the k-nearest-neighbors of a point at the top-left corner will intersect the
k-nearest-neighbors of f , i.e., the block is falsely marked Non-Contributing.
Thus, x = 2y is a tight lower bound for the added distance x. And since y is the
distance from c to the farthest corner of the block, y is minimum if c is the center of
the block. For this reason, the search threshold is minimum if c is the center of the
block.
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3.2.3 Counting vs. Block-Marking
An important question to address is: How do we choose between the Counting and
Block-Marking algorithms? Observe that the Counting algorithm does not require
a preprocessing phase, i.e., once the query is issued, points of the outer relation are
processed. However, the Block-Marking algorithm requires a preprocessing phase to
determine the Contributing and Non-Contributing blocks. Although this is a winning
point for the Counting algorithm, the Block-Marking algorithm always has better
opportunities for being faster.
In the Counting algorithm, for every point in the outer relation, the number of
points in the blocks that are within the search threshold has to be determined. In
other words, the Counting algorithm poses a per-tuple overhead. On the other hand,
the Block-Marking algorithm has a per-block overhead (to determine the Contributing
blocks). Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1, this per-block overhead does
not affect all the blocks of the outer relation. The reason is that the preprocessing
phase stops when a contour of Non-Contributing blocks is encountered.
As we illustrate in Section 3.5, when the number of points in the outer relation
is small, the Counting algorithm has better performance. In this case, because the
density of the points is relatively low, the overhead of the preprocessing phase of the
Block-Marking algorithm is relatively high as it requires computing the k-nearest-
neighbors of the centers of many blocks without significant payoff. On the other
hand, when the number of points in the outer relation is relatively high, i.e., high
density, the Block-Marking algorithm has better performance because entire blocks
will be excluded from the join. On the contrary, the Counting algorithm will have to
process every point.
3.3 Two kNN-Joins
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the kNN-Join is not a symmetric operation, i.e., the


























Fig. 3.6. Two possible QEPs for a query with unchained kNN-Joins. kA−B = kC−B =
2. In (a), (A ✶kNN B) is evaluated before (C ✶kNN B). In (b), (C ✶kNN B) is
evaluated before (A ✶kNN B).
not equivalent. We call the joins in the former expression chained (E1 → E2 → E3),
and the joins in the latter expression unchained.
3.3.1 Unchained kNN-Joins
Consider a query on three data sets, say A, B, and C. The query is to retrieve
the triplets (a, b, c), where a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and c ∈ C, such that b is a kA−B nearest
neighbor of a, and b is a kC−B nearest neighbor of c. Figure 3.6 gives two possible
QEPs for the query. In the figure, solid lines indicate the kNN-Join performed first,
and dashed lines indicate the kNN-Join performed at the end.
Although both QEPs seem to be legitimate, they produce different results; sur-
prisingly none of them is correct. The reason is that if either join is performed first,
then it filters out the input of the inner relation of the other join. For example, in
Figure 3.6(a), when (A ✶kNN B) is performed first, point b3 is filtered out and will not
be amongst the k-nearest-neighbors of any point c ∈ C. Similarly, in Figure 3.6(b),
when (C ✶kNN B) is performed first, point b1 is filtered out and will not be amongst













Fig. 3.7. The conceptually correct QEP for a query with two unchained kNN-Joins.
The two joins (C ✶kNN B) and (A ✶kNN B) are evaluated independently. kA−B =
kC−B = 2. The resulting triplets are: (a1, b2, c1), (a1, b2, c2), (a2, b2, c1), and (a2, b2, c2).
selection on the inner relation of a kNN-Join, which has been proven to be invalid as
we showed in Section 1.
According to [13], to evaluate a query with two unchained kNN-Joins, each join
has to be evaluated independently. The results of the two joins are combined using
some operation that has the same flavor as intersection. This operation takes as input
the two sets of pairs of the outputs of the two joins, and returns the matching pairs
that have the same B component, i.e., intersects the two sets of pairs on B, which
we denote by ∩B. This is illustrated in the QEP in Figure 3.7.
3.3.1.1 Efficient Evaluation
Consider the QEP in Figure 3.7 for evaluating unchained kNN-Joins. Notice that
because the two joins are evaluated independently, we can start with either join.
Without loss of generality, assume that the execution starts by evaluating the join
(A ✶kNN B). We study the issue of choosing the optimal join order later in this
section. This QEP is efficient if every point c ∈ C is part of the final results of the
query. As we show next, if some points in C do not contribute to the results of the
query, computing their k-nearest-neighbors is redundant, and can be avoided without
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Fig. 3.8. For points in Circle L, the join (C ✶kNN B) is redundant and its computation
can be avoided.
losing the correctness of evaluation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8 that shows the
distribution of the data sets A, B, and C.
In Figure 3.8, points of Set A are in Circle Z, points of Set B are divided between
Circles X and M , and points of Set C are divided between Circles Y and L. The
points in Circle M confine the k-nearest-neighbors of the points in Circle L. The
points in Circle X confine the k-nearest-neighbors of the points in Circle Y . The
points in Circle X confine also the k-nearest-neighbors of points in Circle Z. For
all the points in Circle L, performing the join (C ✶kNN B) is redundant because its
result will never intersect the result of the join (A ✶kNN B) as the join result of the
latter is fully contained in Circle X. On the other hand, for the points in Circle Y ,
performing the join (C ✶kNN B) is essential, because its result will be in Circle X
that also contains the result of the join (A ✶kNN B).
To efficiently evaluate a query with two unchained kNN-Joins (A ✶kNN B) and (C
✶kNN B), we follow the following procedure. After evaluating the join (A ✶kNN B),
we determine the blocks of B that contain points b ∈ B that belong to the resulting
pairs (a, b), where a ∈ A. We mark these blocks as Candidate blocks. All the other
blocks are marked as Safe blocks. For example, in Figure 3.8, Circle X is a Candidate
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Search 
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Fig. 3.9. An illustration of the Block-Marking Algorithm for processing a query with
two unchained kNN-Joins. Gray blocks are Candidate blocks. White blocks are Safe
blocks. A block is Non-Contributing if the blocks that are fully or partially contained
within its search threshold are Safe.
Before evaluating the join (C ✶kNN B), we do a preprocessing step similar to the
preprocessing step of the Block-Marking technique in Section 3.2.2. In this prepro-
cessing step, we scan all the blocks of C to determine the blocks that are contributing
or non-contributing to the results of the query. For each block, we compute the k-
nearest-neighbors of its center. Then, the distance from the center to the farthest
point in its neighbors is determined, and is added to the length of the diagonal of
the block to form a search threshold as in Figure 3.9. We mark the block Non-
Contributing if all the blocks that are fully or partially contained within the search
threshold are Safe.
After the preprocessing step, we scan the Contributing blocks of C. Non-
Contributing blocks are ignored. For each point, say c, in a Contributing block,
we compute c’s k-nearest-neighbors, and produce pairs of the form (c, b) that we in-
tersect on B (i.e., ∩B) with the computed pairs of the join (A ✶kNN B). Procedure 3.4
gives pseudocode for the algorithm.
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Procedure 3.4. Unchained kNN-Joins (Block-Marking)
Terms: A, B, C: The input relations of the two joins. kA−B, kC−B: The k values of the
joins (A ✶kNN B) and (C ✶kNN B), respectively.
1: // Perform the join (A ✶kNN B)
2: ABpairs← kNNJoin(A,B, kA−B)
3: BPointsInAB ← project(ABpairs) // Project on B
4: // Determine Candidate blocks of C (a block is Safe by default)
5: for (b ∈ BPointsInAB) do
6: block ← C.index.locate(b)
7: block.isSafe← false
8: end for
9: // Preprocess the blocks of C to determine the Contributing ones
10: contributingBlocks← ∅
11: for (block ∈ C.index) do
12: if (block.isSafe = false) then
13: contributingBlocks.add(block)
14: else
15: nbr ← getkNN(block.center, kC−B)
16: r ← distance(block.center, nbr.farthest)
17: searchThreshold← r + block.diagonal





23: // Perform the join (C ✶kNN B) and intersect on B
24: outputTriplets← ∅
25: for (block ∈ contriburingBlocks) do
26: for (c ∈ block) do
27: nbrc ← getkNN(c, kC−B) // k-nearest-neighbors of c
28: for ((a, b) ∈ ABPairs) do
29: if (b ∈ nbrc) then






A simple optimization for the preprocessing phase is to process only the Safe
blocks. This is because a Candidate block is never marked Non-Contributing as its
center is not contained in a Safe block (refer to the check in Line 12 of Procedure 3.4).
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3.3.1.2 Join Order
In the QEP of Figure 3.7, each kNN-Join is evaluated independently. Thus, chang-
ing the order of the two unchained kNN-Joins leads to the same results for the query.
However, choosing which join to evaluate first can affect the number of Candidate
and Safe blocks, and hence directly impacts the number of Non-Contributing (pruned)
blocks in the second join. Hence, the question: Which of the joins (A ✶kNN B) and
(C ✶kNN B) should be evaluated first?
Consider the case when the points in A and B are uniformly distributed and cover
the whole space, while the points in C are clustered inside a certain region, say R.
If we perform the join (A ✶kNN B) first, there will be no Safe blocks because the k-
nearest-neighbors of the points of A will cover all the blocks in B due to the uniformity
in data distribution. This means that all the blocks of C will be Contributing, i.e.,
no pruning will take place. On the other hand, if we perform the join (C ✶kNN B)
first, the Candidate blocks will be only in Region R and its surroundings. This means
that there will be several Safe blocks. This will result in Non-Contributing blocks in
A that are pruned during the other join (A ✶kNN B).
In conclusion, considering A and C as the outer relations of two unchained kNN-
Joins:
• If either A or C is clustered, the evaluation of the query should start with the
join of the clustered relation. As a consequence, blocks of the inner relation
(e.g., B) will have higher chance to be Safe. This would maximize the number
of Non-Contributing blocks in the outer relation of the second join, and hence
these blocks will be pruned.
• If both A and C are clustered, the evaluation of the query should start with the
join of the relation that has less cluster coverage, i.e., the relation with clusters








































Fig. 3.10. Three different QEPs for a query with two chained kNN-Joins. kA−B =
kB−C = 2. The three QEPs result in the same triplets: (a1, b2, c1), (a1, b2, c2),
(a2, b2, c1), (a2, b2, c2), (a1, b3, c2), (a1, b3, c4), (a2, b3, c2), and (a2, b3, c4).
• If both A and C are uniformly distributed, it is better to use the QEP of
Figure 3.7, i.e., perform both joins independently. If Procedure 3.4 is applied,
then there will be a preprocessing overhead (to mark the blocks) without payoff.
The reason is that all the blocks of the outer relation of the second join will be
Contributing, i.e., no pruning will occur.
In Section 3.5.2.1, we exploit various data distributions and cluster setups that demon-
strate the effects depicted in the above cases.
3.3.2 Chained kNN-Joins
Consider a query on three data sets, say A, B, and C. The query is to retrieve
the triplets (a, b, c), where a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and c ∈ C, such that b is a kA−B nearest
neighbor of a, and c is a kC−B nearest neighbor of b. The query can be evaluated in a
variety of ways as Figure 3.10 illustrates. The three QEPs in the figure produce the
same results for the query, i.e., the following relation holds [13]:
(A ✶kNN B) ∩ (B ✶kNN C) ≡
(A ✶kNN B) ✶kNN C ≡
A ✶kNN (B ✶kNN C).
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The correctness of the above relation can be explained as follows. The join (A
✶kNN B) can be viewed as a selection on the outer relation of the join (B ✶kNN C)
(i.e., selection on B). As discussed in Section 3.2, pushing a selection on the outer
relation of a kNN-Join does not affect the correctness of evaluation. That is why
performing the join (A ✶kNN B) before or after the join (B ✶kNN C) leads to the
same results.
3.3.2.1 Efficient Evaluation
Although the three QEPs in Figure 3.10 produce the same results, they have
different performance. The following points illustrate the pros and cons of each QEP.
• QEP1 is a right deep plan; the results of the join (B ✶kNN C) have to be
materialized before proceeding with the other join. This is a major drawback,
because no output can be produced until after the join (B ✶kNN C) is complete.
Moreover, performing the join (B ✶kNN C) first implies that some redundant
computations will be performed, e.g., getting the k-nearest-neighbors of b1 al-
though none of them will appear in the results of the query as none of them is
amongst the k-nearest-neighbors of any point a ∈ A.
• QEP2 has an extra operator; ∩B; to intersect the results of both joins on B.
Moreover, QEP2 suffers the same redundant computations as QEP1, since QEP2
blindly computes the k-nearest-neighbors of every point b ∈ B regardless of
whether or not b appears in the results of the query.
• QEP3 avoids the redundant computations of QEP1 and QEP2. The k-nearest-
neighbors of a point b ∈ B is computed only if b is produced as a nearest
neighbor to a point a ∈ A. Thus, computing the k-nearest-neighbors of b1 is
avoided in this QEP. This results in remarkable performance gains for QEP3
in comparison to QEP1 and QEP2 especially for relations that have clusters of
points. Clusters of points in B that are not amongst the k-nearest-neighbors
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of any point a ∈ A are pruned in the joins of QEP3. However, both QEP1 and
QEP2 will have to process all the clusters. On the other hand, QEP3 suffers
some repeated computations. In particular, this happens for every point b that
is amongst the k-nearest-neighbors of more than one point in A. For example,
computing the k-nearest-neighbors of b2 is performed twice because b2 appears
in the k-nearest-neighbors of both a1 and a2. Similarly, the k-nearest-neighbors
of b3 are computed twice.
To avoid the repeated computations in QEP3, we cache the results of the join (B
✶kNN C) in a hash table, where b ∈ B is the key, and the value is the set of the k-
nearest-neighbors of b. Whenever a pair (a, b) is produced from the join (A ✶kNN B),
the hash table is probed to check if an entry corresponding to b exists. If such entry
exists, the k-nearest-neighbors of b are retrieved from the hash table. Otherwise, the
k-nearest-neighbors of b are computed. As we show in Section 3.5, caching the results
of the join (B ✶kNN C) significantly improves the performance of QEP3, and thus
outperforms both QEP1 and QEP2.
3.4 Two kNN-Selects
3.4.1 Correct Conceptual Evaluation
When two kNN-Select predicates are combined in a single query, different QEPs
that seem to be legitimate can produce different results. The following example
illustrates such ambiguity in the evaluation of a query with two kNN-Selects.
Assume that a person gets a new job in a city different from where he lives. He
decides to move with his family to the new city, and considers buying a new house
such that the new house is close to both his work and the school of his children. He
wants to select candidate houses to choose from such that these houses are among



























Fig. 3.11. Two possible QEPs for a query with two kNN-Selects. kA−B = kC−B = 2.
In (a), σkNN,Work(House) is performed before σkNN,School(House). The resulting
houses are: x, y, l, m, and z. In (b), σkNN,School(House) is performed before
σkNN,Work(House). The resulting houses are: x, y, n, p, and o.
Figure 3.11 gives two different QEPs for the above query with the corresponding
resulting houses. In the figure, solid lines indicate the kNN-Select predicate performed
first, and dashed lines indicate the kNN-Select predicate performed second.
Although the QEPs in Figure 3.11 seem legitimate, they produce different results.
Surprisingly, both results are wrong. The reason is that when any of the two kNN-
Selects is performed first, it filters out the input of the other kNN-Select. The scope of
the kNN-Select performed at the end will be limited to only the k points that qualify
the first kNN-Select. For example, in Figure 3.11(a), σkNN,School(House) has nothing
to select from except the five houses that σkNN,Work(House) returns. Similarly, in
Figure 3.11(b), σkNN,Work(House) has nothing to select from except the five houses
that σkNN,School(House) returns.
According to [13], for the above query to be correctly evaluated, each kNN-Select
predicate has to be evaluated independently. Then, the results of applying both
















Fig. 3.12. The conceptually correct QEP for a query with two kNN-Select predi-
cates. Each predicate is evaluated independently, and the results are intersected.
The resulting houses are: x and y.
3.4.2 Efficient Evaluation
The QEP in Figure 3.12 for evaluating a query with two kNN-Selects, say σk1,f1(E)
and σk2,f2(E), is efficient if k1 = k2. If k1 ̸= k2, the above QEP suffers some redun-
dancy as the following discussions demonstrate.
Consider a query that has the two kNN-Selects σ5,f1(E) and σ100,f2(E), i.e., k1 = 5
and k2 = 100 (i.e., k2 has a value that is significantly greater than k1). If the algorithm
described in Chapter 2 is applied to σ100,f2(E), the number of scanned blocks for f2
will be large and will cover almost the entire space in which the points reside. This is
not efficient because it does not consider the k-nearest-neighbors of f1. In particular,
the number of scanned blocks for f2 can be smaller and still produce correct results
for the query. This can be achieved by observing that the k-nearest-neighbors of f1
are completely included inside the blocks that contain the k-nearest-neighbors of f2.
Because the final result of the query is determined by intersecting the k-
nearest-neighbors of f1 and f2, this final result cannot include points other than
the k-nearest-neighbors of f1. Consequently, once the k-nearest-neighbors of f1
are determined, the search space corresponding to f2 can be adjusted to cover
just the k-nearest-neighbors of f1. We define the search threshold as the distance








Fig. 3.13. Processing a query with two kNN-Selects. The search threshold is the
distance between f2 and the farthest to it in the k-nearest-neighbors of f1. A block
is considered for f2 if its MINDIST from f2 is less than the search threshold.
b, is considered only if the MINDIST between b and f2 is less than or equal to the
search threshold. This guarantees that the k-nearest-neighbors of f1 are included
in the blocks considered for f2 and in turn, the final result of the query. Refer to
Figure 3.13 for illustration.
Procedure 3.5 gives pseudocode for evaluating a query with two kNN-Select predi-
cates. The procedure starts by computing the k-nearest-neighbors of f1, i.e., evaluat-
ing the predicate with smaller k. Afterwards, the search threshold is determined from
the k-nearest-neighbors of f1. To compute the k-nearest-neighbors of f2, The search
space corresponding to f2 is determined by scanning the blocks in MINDIST order from
E2 and stopping when an encountered block has MINDIST from f2 that is greater than
the search threshold (see Line 14 of Procedure 3.5). Then, the k-nearest-neighbors
of f2 are determined from the blocks in f2’s search space. Finally, the intersection of
the k-nearest-neighbors of f1 and f2 represents the answer of the query.
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Procedure 3.5. 2-kNN-Select
Terms: nbr1, nbr2: The k-nearest-neighbors of f1 and f2, respectively.




5: nbr1 ← getkNN(f1, k1)
6: searchThreshold← distance(f2, nbr1.farthestTof2)
7: f2.searchSpace← ∅
8: // Process the blocks in MINDIST order from f2
9: minOrder ← A MINDIST ordering of the blocks from f2
10: for (block ∈ minOrder) do






17: // Determine the k-nearest-neighbors of f2 from its search space
18: nbr2 ← getkNN(f2, f2.searchSpace)
19: return intersect(nbr1, nbr2)
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed optimization techniques.
We measure the query execution time. To compute the k-nearest-neighbors of a point,
we implement the algorithm in [35]. All implementations are in Java. Experiments
are conducted on a machine running Windows 7 with Intel Core2 Duo CPU at 2.1
GHz and 4 GB of main memory.
Our datasets are mainly generated using BerlinMOD [39]; a benchmark for spatio-
temporal database management systems. The data is downloadable through the
BerlinMOD website [40] with scale-factor 1.0. In BerlinMOD, about two thousand
cars report their movement over Berlin City for 28 days. We remove the time di-
mension from the data to deal with snapshots of points. Depending on the kind of
experiment, we vary the number of points in the datasets, from 32,000 to 2,560,000
data points. A sample snapshot of the data is given in Figure 3.14. In addition to
the BerlinMOD data, and in order to demonstrate some specific effects, we generate
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Fig. 3.14. A sample snapshot of BerlinMOD data plotted on the map of Berlin City.
our own synthetic data. In particular, for some experiments, we generate clustered
data and vary the number of clusters.
We index the data points into a simple grid. Since our algorithms are indepen-
dent of a specific indexing structure, we choose a grid in order to be able to see
the effectiveness of our algorithms even with simple structures. We expect our al-
gorithms to maintain the same effectiveness (if not better) with more robust index
implementations, e.g., using variants of the R-tree or the quadtree.
3.5.1 kNN-Select with kNN-Join
In the following experiments, we study the performance of the two proposed al-
gorithms, Counting and Block-Marking, for a query with a kNN-Select on the inner
relation of a kNN-Join. Figure 3.15 illustrates that the Block-Marking algorithm
outperforms the conceptually correct QEP by orders of magnitude. Blocks of points
of the outer relation that do not contribute to the results of the join are detected
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Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
1 5.4 79 14.62962963
2 5.497243735 158 28.7416763
4 5.488364147 316 57.57635455
8 5.878204705 632 107.5158202
16 6.460800517 1264 195.641391
32 6.978800442 2528 362.2399037
64 8.86710192 5056 570.1975736
128 12.65294229 10112 799.1817056
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Fig. 3.15. Execution time of a query with a kNN-Select on the inner relation of a kNN-
Join. The Block-Marking algorithm outperforms the conceptually correct evaluation
plan by three orders of magnitude.
Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
1 5.4 .983669 0.182160926
2 5.497243735 1.109557 0.201838786
4 5.488364147 1.434321 0.261338527
8 5.878204705 2.303462428 0.391864956
16 6.460800517 4.117870972 0.637362346
32 6.978800442 7.26412143 1.040883959
64 8.86710192 13.55409119 1.528581865
128 12.65294229 26.18392602 2.06939425
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Fig. 3.16. Execution time of a query with a kNN-Select on the inner relation of a
kNN-Join. The Counting algorithm has better performance than the Block-Marking
algorithm when the number of points in the outer relation is low, and vice versa.
and are excluded from the join operation. From the figure, increasing the number of
points in the outer relation emphasizes the pruning effects of the algorithm.
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 compare the performance of the Counting and Block-
Marking algorithms. In Figure 3.16, the number of points in the outer relation is
lower than those in Figure 3.17. As the figures demonstrate, when the number of
points in the outer relation is small, the Counting algorithm has better performance.
In this case, the density of the points is relatively low, and the overhead of the pre-
processing phase required by the Block-Marking algorithm is relatively high because
it requires computing the k-nearest-neighbors of the centers of many blocks without
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Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
10 7.646146581 4.606834912 0.602504132
20 8.140822006 6.888389468 0.846154045
40 8.998639588 10.79707807 1.199856708
80 10.37653535 14.1447825 1.363150804
160 11.80429075 19.07858277 1.616241346
320 16.97678255 37.08761927 2.184608253
640 45.39125181 144.9163955 3.192606278
1280 58 282.8554018 4.876817272
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Fig. 3.17. Execution time of a query with a kNN-Select on the inner relation of
a kNN-Join. The Block-Marking algorithm has much better performance than the
Block-Marking algorithm when the number of points in the outer relation is high.
much payoff. On the other hand, when the number of points in the outer relation is
high, i.e., the outer relation has high density, the Block-Marking algorithm has better
performance because entire blocks are excluded from the join. On the contrary, the
Counting algorithm processes every point.
3.5.2 Two kNN-Joins
3.5.2.1 Unchained kNN-Joins
In the following experiments, we study the performance of the Block-Marking
algorithm for a query with two unchained kNN-Joins, e.g., (A ✶kNN B) and (C ✶kNN
B). As mentioned in Section 3.3.1.2, if both A and C are uniformly distributed, then
it is better to use the conceptually correct QEP of Figure 3.7, i.e., perform both joins
independently, than to use the Block-Marking algorithm. In that case, if the Block-
Marking algorithm is applied, then there will be a preprocessing overhead without
payoff.
To demonstrate the pruning effects of the Block-Marking algorithm, we have the
following experimental setup. Points of B and C are generated using BerlinMOD.
Points of A are generated such that they are clustered inside a certain region. We fix
the number of points in A and B, and vary the number of points in C.
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Outer Size Thousands of points CB CC AB Speedup
1 96.12550659 73.62016462 26.476 3.630665757
2 104.113455 81.52780527 26.598 3.914333971
4 113.7541262 89.32357569 26.68 4.263647908
8 123.5713407 97.89425017 26.75 4.619489373
16 133.3420562 107.6455197 26.86 4.964335672
32 144.3459231 117.4892772 26.93 5.360041706
64 152.3459231 125.4892772 27.1 5.62162078
128 160.3459231 133.4892772 27.23 5.888575951
265 168.3459231 141.4892772 27.37 6.150746187
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Fig. 3.18. Execution time of a query with two unchained kNN-Joins (A ✶kNN B)
and (C ✶kNN B). B and C are uniformly distributed, and A is clustered. The
Block-Marking algorithm outperforms the conceptually correct QEP by an order of
magnitude.
Figure 3.8 illustrates that the Block-Marking algorithm can outperform the con-
ceptually correct QEP by an order of magnitude. As the figure demonstrates, the
Block-Marking algorithm almost has constant performance because it detects the
blocks of C that do not contribute to the results of the query, and excludes them
from the join (C ✶kNN B). However, the conceptually correct QEP has to perform
the join for all the points in C regardless of the layout of the data.
If both A and B are clustered, then applying the Block-Marking technique can
also result in good performance gains. In this case, the evaluation of the query should
start with the join of the relation that has less cluster coverage, i.e., the relation the
clusters of which cover smaller area. This gives a higher chance for pruning effects in
the second join.
To demonstrate this effect, we have the following experimental setup. Points of
B are generated using BerlinMOD. We generate clusters of points in A and C. All
the clusters have the same number of points (4000), have the same area, and are non-
overlapping. We vary the number of clusters such that the number of clusters in A is
greater than the number of clusters in C by 1, 2, . . . , 10. Figure 3.19 illustrates that
starting the evaluation with (C ✶kNN B) results in better performance than starting
with (A ✶kNN B). If the evaluation starts with (C ✶kNN B), the Block-Marking
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Outer Size Thousands of points CB CC AB Speedup
1 38.29333629 45.67441058 26.476 1.725125041
2 104.113455 61.63139239 26.598 2.31714386
3 113.7541262 78.59933969 26.68 2.946002237
4 123.5713407 92.37915415 26.75 3.453426324
5 133.3420562 107.9177254 26.86 4.017785757
6 144.3459231 125.3527215 26.93 4.65476129
7 152.3459231 139.8724955 27.1 5.161346699
8 160.3459231 153 27.23 5.618802791
9 168.3459231 167 27.37 6.101571063
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Fig. 3.19. Execution time of a query with two unchained kNN-Joins (A ✶kNN B) and
(C ✶kNN B). A and C are clustered. Varying the difference between the number of
clusters in A and C; when the number of clusters in C is smaller, starting with (C
✶kNN B) results in better performance.
algorithm detects the clusters of points in A that do not contribute to the results of
the query and excludes them from the join (A ✶kNN B). However, starting with (A
✶kNN B) will fully compute the join for all the clusters without exclusion.
3.5.2.2 Chained kNN-Joins
In the following experiments, we study the performance of the three QEPs of
Figure 3.10, for a query with two chained kNN-Joins, e.g., (A ✶kNN B) and (B ✶kNN
C). For illustration, we call QEP3: Nested Join, and QEP2: Join Intersection.
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, there are two versions of the Nested Join QEP; one
that caches the results of the join (B ✶kNN C) in a hash table to avoid repeating
join computations, and another version that does not do any caching. Figure 3.20
illustrates that caching the results of the join (B ✶kNN C) significantly enhances the
performance.
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the Join Intersection QEP performs the two joins
(A ✶kNN B) and (B ✶kNN C) independently, and then intersects their results on
B (i.e., ∩B. However, the Nested Join QEP performs the join (B ✶kNN C) only
for points b ∈ B that are amongst the k-nearest-neighbors of one or more points in
A. When comparing the two QEPs, we find that both plans have almost the same
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Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
1 1.496639541 0.347428244 4.307765897
2 3.069749127 0.6304444 4.869182956
4 8.390422266 1.570837996 5.34136702
8 26.54477458 4.739589276 5.600648713
16 93.99193822 15.93615056 5.898032769
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Fig. 3.20. Execution time of a query with two chained kNN-Joins (A ✶kNN B) and
(B ✶kNN C). Caching the results of the join (B ✶kNN C) significantly enhances the
performance.
Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
1 1.781349003 1.5562523 1.144640238
2 3.143040314 1.547657211 2.030837508
3 5.530764828 1.82938188 3.023297043
4 8.769589378 2.19160846 4.001439827
5 12.48247571 2.478622752 5.036053066
6 17.69092297 2.908272994 6.082965047
7 22.96303809 3.301599347 6.955125585
8 29.51062578 3.688769093 8.000128237
9 35.41817019 3.9 9.0815821
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Fig. 3.21. Execution time of a query with two chained kNN-Joins (A ✶kNN B) and
(B ✶kNN C). Performance when varying the number of clusters in B.
performance if the data points are uniformly distributed. However, as Figure 3.21
demonstrates, for clustered data, the Nested Join QEP has better performance. We
use the version of the Nested Join QEP that caches the results of the join (C ✶kNN
B). As the number of clusters in B increases, the Nested Join QEP outperforms the
Join Intersection QEP. This is because the Join Intersection QEP blindly does both
joins without any kind of pruning. However, clusters of points in B that are not
amongst the k-nearest-neighbors of any point in A are pruned by the Nested Join
QEP.
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Outer Size Thousands of points Conc Correct Block Marking Counting Speedup
0 5 5 1
1 7 5 1.4
2 9 5 1.8
3 14 5 2.8
4 25 5 5
5 40 5 8
6 65 5 13
7 110 5 22
8 226 5 45.2
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Fig. 3.22. Execution time of a query with two kNN-Selects. The 2-kNN-Select algo-
rithm outperforms the conceptually correct QEP by almost two orders of magnitude.
3.5.3 Two kNN-Selects
In the following experiment, we study the performance of the 2-kNN-Select al-
gorithm, for a query with two kNN-Select predicates, e.g., σk1,f1(E) and σk2,f2(E).
Unlike the 2-kNN-Select algorithm, the conceptually correct QEP fully computes the
two kNN-Selects and then intersects the results, i.e., does not leverage the effect of
doing one select and using its output to prune some of the work of the other. In par-
ticular, this effect is leveraged by the 2-kNN-Select algorithm when k1 and k2 have
different values.
Figure 3.22 illustrates how the 2-kNN-Select algorithm can outperform the con-
ceptually correct QEP by almost two orders of magnitude. In this experiment, we
fix k1 = 10 and vary k2. The x-axis of the figure is log2(k2/k1). As the ratio k1/k2
increases, the performance of the conceptually correct QEP degrades. The 2-kNN-
Select algorithm has almost constant performance, as it adjusts the search threshold
corresponding to the predicate of higher k value to cover just the output of the pred-
icate of lower k value.
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3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented the first complete study for the optimization of
queries with two kNN predicates. Such queries raise two main challenges: i) a cor-
rectness challenge, and ii) a peformance challenge. For different combinations of two
kNN predicates, we presented efficient algorithms that guarantee the correctness of
evaluation, and outperform the corresponding conceptually correct QEPs by orders
of magnitude.
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4. COST ESTIMATION OF SPATIAL KNN OPERATORS
This chapter studies the problem of estimating the cost of the spatial kNN opera-
tors, namely, the kNN-Select and kNN-Join operators. Given a query that has a
kNN operator, the objective is to estimate the number of blocks that are going to be
scanned during the processing of this operator. This chapter introduces cost estima-
tion techniques that maintain a compact set of catalog information that can be kept
in main-memory to enable fast estimation via lookups.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the problem
with some motivating examples. Section 4.2 introduces some preliminaries and dis-
cusses the related work. Section 4.3 presents the Staircase technique for estimating
the cost of the kNN-Select. Section 4.4 presents the Block-Sample, Catalog-Merge,
and Virtual-Grid techniques for estimating the cost of the kNN-Join. Section 4.5
provides an experimental study of the performance of the proposed techniques. Sec-
tion 4.6 contains concluding remarks.
4.1 Introduction
The kNN-Select and kNN-Join operators can be used along with other spatial or
relational operators in the same query. In this case, various query-execution-plans
(QEPs, for short) for the same query are possible, but with some of the QEPs having
better execution times than the others. The role of a query optimizer is to arbitrate
among the various QEPs and pick the one with the least processing cost. In this
chapter, we study the problem of estimating the cost of the kNN-Select and kNN-
Join operators.
To demonstrate the importance of estimating the cost of these operators, consider
the following example query: ‘Find the k-closest restaurants to my location such that
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the price of the restaurant is within my budget’. This query combines a spatial kNN-
Select with a relational select (price ≤ budget). There are two possible QEPs for
executing this query: (i) Apply the relational select first, i.e., select the restaurants
with price ≤ budget and then get the k-closest out of them, or (ii) Apply an incremen-
tal kNN-Select (i.e., distance browsing [41]) and evaluate the relational select on the
fly; execution should stop when k restaurants that qualify the relational predicate are
retrieved. Clearly, the two QEPs can have different performance. Thus, it is essential
to estimate the cost of each processing alternative in order to choose the cheaper QEP.
Observe that distance browsing is also applicable to non-incremental kNN-Select (i.e.,
to QEP(i)). [41] proves that for non-incremental kNN-Select, the number of scanned
blocks is optimal in distance browsing. Thus, in this chapter, we model the cost of
distance browsing being the state-of-the-art for kNN-Select processing.
In addition to modeling the cost of the kNN-Select, we study the cost of the kNN-
Join. The kNN-Join is a practical spatial operation for many application scenarios.
For example, consider the following query that combines a relational or a spatial
predicate with a kNN-Join predicate. Assume that a user wants to select for each
hotel, its k-closest restaurants (kNN-Join predicate) such that the restaurant/hotel’s
price is within the user’s budget (relational predicate), or that the restaurant/hotel’s
location is within a certain downtown district (spatial range predicate). Clearly, es-
timating the cost of a kNN-Join is important to decide the ordering of the relational,
spatial, and kNN operators in the QEP. A kNN-Join can also be useful when multiple
kNN-Select queries are to be executed on the same dataset. To share the execution,
exploit data locality and the similarities in the data access patterns, and avoid multi-
ple yet unnecessary scans of the underlying data (e.g., as in [42]), all the query points
are treated as an outer relation and processing is performed in a single kNN-Join. In
this chapter, we introduce a cost model for locality-based kNN-Join processing [43],
which is the state-of-the-art in kNN-Join processing.
While several research efforts (e.g., see [44–52]) estimate the selectivity and cost
of the spatial join and range operators, they are not applicable to the kNN operators.
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For instance, the cost of a spatial range operator is relatively easy to estimate because
the spatial region of the operator, in which the query answer resides, is predefined
and fixed in the query. In contrast, the spatial region that contains the k-nearest-
neighbors of a query point, in the case of a kNN-Select, or a point of the outer relation
in the case of a kNN-Join, is variable since it depends on the value of k, the location of
the point, and the density of the data (i.e., its distribution). These three parameters
render the problem of kNN cost-estimation more challenging.
In this chapter, we introduce the Staircase technique for estimating the cost of the
kNN-Select. The Staircase technique distinguishes itself from existing techniques by
the ability to quickly estimate the cost of any query using an O(1) lookup. The main
idea of the Staircase technique is to maintain a compact set of catalog information
that summarize the cost. We perform various optimizations to limit the size of the
catalog such that it can easily fit in main-memory. We empirically compare the
performance of the Staircase technique against the state-of-the-art technique [53].
We show that the Staircase technique has better accuracy for spatial non-uniform
data in the two-dimensional space while achieving orders-of-magnitude gain in query
estimation time. Having a fast query execution time is vital for location-based services
that serve multiple queries at very high rates, e.g., thousands of queries per second.
Thus, estimating the cost needs to be extremely fast as it is a preliminary step before
the query itself is executed.
In addition to estimating the cost of the kNN-Select, we introduce three new tech-
niques for estimating the cost of the kNN-Join. Similarly to the Staircase technique,
the proposed techniques employ a compact set of catalogs that summarize the cost
and enable fast estimation. First, we present the Block-Sample as our baseline tech-
nique. Then, we introduce the Catalog-Merge technique that has better estimation
time than the Block-Sample technique, but incurs relatively high storage overhead.
Then, we introduce the Virtual-Grid technique that incurs less storage overhead than
the Catalog-Merge technique. To the best of our knowledge, estimating the cost of
the kNN-Join has not been addressed in previous work.
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The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the Staircase technique for estimating the kNN-Select cost.
• We introduce three novel techniques for estimating the kNN-Join cost, namely
the Block-Sample, Catalog-Merge, and Virtual-Grid techniques.
• We conduct extensive experiments to study the performance and accuracy
tradeoff that each of the proposed technique offers. Our experimental results
demonstrate that:
– the Staircase technique outperforms the techniques in [53] by two orders
of magnitude in estimation time and by more than 10% in estimation
accuracy,
– the Catalog-Merge technique achieves an error ratio of less than 5% while
keeping the estimation time below one microsecond, and
– the Virtual-Grid technique achieves an error ratio of less than 20% while
reducing the storage required to maintain the catalogs by an order of mag-
nitude compared to the Catalog-Merge technique.
4.2 Preliminaries and Related Work
In addition to the index that maintains the data points, we assume the existence of
an auxiliary index, termed the Count-Index. The auxiliary index does not contain
any data points, but rather maintains the count of points in each data block.
Before describing how to estimate the cost of the kNN operations, we briefly
describe the state-of-the-art algorithms for processing the kNN-Select and kNN-Join.
Existing kNN-Select algorithms prune the search space following the branch-and-
bound paradigm. [35] applies a depth-first algorithm to read the index blocks in
MINDIST order with respect to the query point. Once k points are scanned, the
distance between q and the k-farthest point encountered is marked. Refer to Figure 4.1
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Fig. 4.1. In distance browsing [41], when k = 2 and q is a query focal point of a
kNN-Select, only blocks A and C are scanned, i.e., cost = 2.
for illustration. Assume that k = 2. Scanning the blocks starts with Block A (MINDIST
= 0). Two points, y and z, are encountered, so the distance between q and z (the
farthest) is marked and scanning the blocks continues (Block C then Block B) until
the MINDIST of a scanned blocks is greater than the distance between q and z. Thus,
the overall number of blocks to be scanned is 3.
The above algorithm is suboptimal and cannot be applied for incremental kNN
retrieval. The distance browsing algorithm of [41] achieves optimal performance and
can be applied for incremental as well as non-incremental kNN processing. The
main idea of this algorithm is that it can incrementally retrieve the nearest-neighbors
to a query point through its getNextNearest() method. Two priority queues are
maintained: (1) a priority queue for the blocks that have not been scanned yet (blocks-
queue for short), and (2) a priority queue for the tuples in the already scanned blocks
that have not been returned as nearest-neighbors yet (tuples-queue for short). The
entries in the tuples-queue are prioritized based on the distance from the query point,
while the entries in the blocks-queue are prioritized based on the MINDIST from the
query point. Upon an invocation of the getNextNearest() method, the top, say t,
of the tuples-queue is returned if the distance between t and the query point is less
than the MINDIST of the top of the blocks-queue. Otherwise, the top of the blocks-
queue is scanned and all its tuples are inserted into the tuples-queue (ordered based
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on the distance from the query point). To illustrate, we apply the distance browsing
algorithm to the example in Figure 4.1. Assume that k = 2. Block A is scanned first.
Points y and z are inserted into the tuples-queue. The MINDIST of Block C is less than
the distance of the top of the tuples-queue, and hence Block C is scanned and Point
x is inserted into the tuples-queue. Now, Point x is retrieved as the nearest-neighbor
followed by Point y. Observe that the algorithm avoids scanning Block B. Thus, the
overall number of scanned blocks is 2 that is less than the number of blocks to be
scanned if the algorithm in [35] is applied.
In addition to being optimal, the distance browsing algorithm is quite useful when
the number of neighbors to be retrieved, i.e., k, is not known in advance. One use case
is when a kNN-Select predicate is combined with a relational predicate within the
same query. Consider, for example, a query that retrieves the k-closest restaurants
that provide seafood. The distance browsing algorithm gets the nearest restaurant
and then examines whether it provides seafood or not. If it is not the case, the
algorithm retrieves the next nearest restaurant. This process is repeated until k
restaurants satisfying the condition (i.e., provide seafood) are found.
Being the state-of-the-art in kNN-Select processing, we model the cost of the
distance browsing algorithm in this chapter. Observe that the cost of the distance
browsing algorithm is dominated by the number of blocks that get scanned. Thus,
given a kNN-Select, the goal is to estimate the number of blocks to be scanned
without touching the data points. Observe that this goal is challenging because the
cost depends on: (1) the value of k, (2) the location of the query point, and (3) the
distribution of the data that directly affects the structure of the index blocks. These
factors have direct impact on the cost. Refer to Figure 4.1 for illustration. If the
value of k is relatively large, MINDIST scanning of the blocks will continue beyond
Block C, and thus leading to a larger overall number of scanned blocks. Similarly,
if the location of q is different, the MINDIST values will change, and thus leading
to different block ordering during the MINDIST scan, and different overall number of
scanned blocks. Also, if the distribution of the data is different, the index blocks will
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have completely different shapes and locations in space, and this will affect the values
of MINDIST, and hence will affect the overall number of scanned blocks.
[53–55] study the problem of estimating the cost of a kNN-Select operator for
uniformly distributed datasets. The authors of [53] further extend their techniques
to support non-uniform datasets. The main idea is to estimate the value of Dk
(Figure 4.1), i.e., the smallest radius of a circle centered at the query point and that
contains k points. Once the value of Dk is estimated, the number of blocks that
overlap with the circle whose center is the query point and whose radius is Dk is
determined. This number can be computed by scanning the blocks of the Count-
Index in MINDIST order from q.
Given a non-uniform dataset, [53] assumes that the points in each block are uni-
formly distributed and that each block has a constant density. Histograms are main-
tained to estimate the density of each block in the index. To estimate the cost, [53] ap-
plies the following algorithm. The blocks of the Count-Index are scanned in MINDIST
order from q. Hence, the scanning starts from the block, say b, that is closest (ac-
cording to MINDIST ) to q. Observe that if q falls within any block, the MINDIST
corresponding to that block will be zero, and hence scanning will start from that
block. Given the density of Block b, the area of a circle containing k points for that
density is computed and then the value of Dk is determined. If the circle is fully con-
tained inside Block b, the search terminates; otherwise, further blocks are examined
and the combined density of these blocks is computed. Given the combined density,
the area of a circle containing k points is determined. This process is repeated until
the computed circle is fully contained within the bounds of the examined blocks. We
refer to this algorithm as the density-based algorithm.
Although the density-based algorithm in [53] achieves good estimation accuracy,
it incurs relatively high overhead in many cases. For instance, if the value of k is high
or if the density of the blocks around the query point is low, the algorithm will keep
extending its search region by examining further blocks until its search region contains
k points. In addition, at each iteration of the algorithm, the combined density of the
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encountered blocks is computed, which can be a costly operation. The process of
estimating the cost of a database operator has to be extremely fast. Typically, a
database query optimizer keeps a set of catalog information that summarizes the cost
estimates. Then, given a query, it performs quick lookups or simple computations
to estimate the corresponding cost. With that goal in mind, we propose a new cost
estimation technique that incurs no computational overhead at query time, but rather
requires O(1) lookups.
Several query processing techniques have been proposed in the literature for pro-
cessing a kNN-Join, e.g., [6, 43, 56]. [43] represents the state-of-the-art technique in
kNN-Join processing and has proven to achieve better performance than other exist-
ing techniques. The key idea that distinguishes [43] from other existing techniques
is that in any other technique, each point in a block independently keeps track of
its k-nearest-neighbors encountered thus far with no reuse of neighbors of one point
as being neighbors of another point in its spatial proximity. In contrast, [43]’s ap-
proach identifies a region in space (termed locality) that contains all of the k-nearest-
neighbors of all the points in a block. Once the best possible locality is built, each
point searches only the locality to find its k-nearest-neighbors. This block-by-block
processing methodology results in high performance gains.
A naive way to estimate the cost of a kNN-Join operator using the density-based
algorithm of [53] is to treat every point from the outer relation as a query point
for a kNN-Select operator and then aggregate the cost across all the points from the
outer relation. However, this approach is costly. Furthermore, this approach does not
capture the rationale behind the block-by-block processing methodology in kNN-Join
processing as stated above. This calls for efficient cost estimation techniques that can
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Fig. 4.2. Variability of the cost (number of blocks to be scanned) of a query point
given its position with respect to the center of the block. Assume that the dashed
circle includes exactly k points. The cost tends to increase as the query point gets
farther from the center of the block. The maximum cost is at the corners of the block
if we assume uniform distribution of the points within the block.
4.3 Cost Estimation of kNN-Select
4.3.1 The Staircase Technique
In this section, we present the Staircase technique; a new technique for estimating
the cost (i.e., number of blocks to be scanned) of a kNN-Select σk,q(R). The main
idea of the Staircase technique is to maintain a set of catalog information that enables
quick estimation of the cost via lookups. Conceptually, the catalog should reflect the
cost of a kNN-Select for every possible query location and for every possible value
of k. Given a query point, say q, and the value of k, we can search the catalog
and determine the cost. However, maintaining a catalog that covers the domains of
these two parameters (k and the location of q) is prohibitively expensive in terms of
computation cost and storage requirements. The number of possible locations of q is
infinite and the value of k can range from 1 to the size of the underlying table.
One key insight to improve the above approach is to exploit the spatial locality of
the kNN operation to reduce the size of the catalog. We observe that the k-nearest-
neighbors of a query point, say q1, are likely to be among the k-nearest-neighbors
of another query point, say q2, if q1 and q2 are within the spatial proximity of each
other. In addition, any spatial index structure aims at grouping the points that are
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within spatial proximity in the same block. This means that the k-nearest-neighbors
of the points of the same block have high overlap, and hence the query points that
fall within the same block are likely to have similar costs. Given a query point, say q,
we can estimate the cost corresponding to q by the cost corresponding to the center
of the block in which q is located.
Although the above approach yields good estimation accuracy, it is slightly inac-
curate because the cost corresponding to a query point, say q, may vary according
to the location of q with respect to the center of the block, say b, in which q is lo-
cated. For a fixed value of k, the cost corresponding to q is minimum if q is near
the center of b and tends to increase as q gets far from the center until it reaches its
maximum value in the corners of b. Refer to the example in Figure 4.2 for illustration
of this observation. This observation is particularly true if we assume that within a
leaf index block, the points are uniformly distributed. Such assumption is practically
reasonable. A typical spatial index tends to split the data points (which can be non-
uniformly distributed) until the points are almost balanced across the leaf blocks,
and hence points that are within the same block tend to have a uniform distribution
within that block.
Applying the above observation, we estimate the cost corresponding to a query
point, say q, by combining two values: 1) the cost corresponding to the center of the
block, Ccenter, (i.e., the minimum cost), and 2) the cost corresponding to one of the
corners, Ccorner, (i.e., the maximum cost). More precisely, the estimated cost can be
computed as:
Cost = Ccenter +∆ · 2L
Diagonal
, (4.1)
where Diagonal is the length of the diagonal of the block, L is the distance between
q and the center of the block, and
∆ = Ccorner − Ccenter. (4.2)





Estimate = Cost (center) +휟 2L/Diag 
q
휟 = Cost (locality) - Cost (center) 
L
Fig. 4.3. Cost estimation with respect to the center of a block.
Thus, we do not need to precompute the kNN cost for every possible query loca-
tion. Instead, we precompute the cost only for the center and the corners of every
block. Although this can reduce the size of the catalog, we still need to precompute
the cost for every possible value of k, i.e., from 1 to the size of the table. This can
still be prohibitively expensive because it needs to be performed for every block in
the index.
We observe that the cost corresponding to any query point tends to be constant
for different ranges of values of k. The reason is that the number of points in a block
is relatively large, and hence the cost (number of blocks to be scanned) tends to be
stable for a range of values of k. To illustrate this idea, consider the example in
Figure 4.1. Assume that Blocks A and B have 1000 points each. Assume further that
k1 = 500 tuples in Block A have a distance that is less than the MINDIST betweeb
Block B and the query point q. Applying the distance browsing algorithm [41] as
explained in Section 4.2, points in Block A will be inserted in the tuples-queue. The k1
points in Block A will be retrieved from the tuples-queue before Block B is scanned.
Thus, the cost (number of scanned blocks) will equal to 1 for k ∈ [1, k1]. For k > k1,
Block B will have to be scanned, and thus the cost will equal to 2. However, the cost
will remain equal to 2 for k ∈ [k1 + 1, k2], where k2 equals the number of points in
the tuples-queue that have distance less than the MINDIST between Block C and the
query point q.
To better illustrate the above observation, we use the OpenStreetMap dataset and
build a quadtree index on top (as detailed in Section 4.4), and then measure the cost
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Fig. 4.4. Stability of the cost for different values of k.
for large intervals of k.1 The shape of the graph resembles a staircase diagram (and
hence the name Staircase for the technique). As the figure demonstrates, the cost is
constant for relatively large intervals of k. For instance, when k ∈ [1, 520], the cost
is 3 blocks, and when k ∈ [521, 675], the cost is 7 blocks. Observe that this stability
increases as the maximum block capacity increases, i.e., the intervals become larger.
We leverage the above stability property to reduce the storage size associated with
every block in the index. Instead of blindly computing the cost corresponding to the
center (and the corners) of a block for every possible value of k, we determine the
values of k at which the cost changes. We store a set of intervals and associate with
each interval the corresponding cost. We refer to this information as the catalog. The
catalog is a set of tuples of the form ([kstart, kend], size). Refer to Figure 4.4 for
illustration.
4.3.2 Building the Catalog
The process of building a catalog, be it for the center of a block or for one of the
corners, is straightforward. Similarly to the distance browsing algorithm in [41], we
maintain two priority queues, a tuples-queue and a blocks-queue. The blocks-queue
1A similar behaviour occurs for any query point, but with different values.
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Procedure 4.1. Building the kNN-Select-Cost Catalog.
Terms: q: The query point to which we need to build the catalog. MAX K: The
maximum possible/maintained value of k.
1: tupleQ← ∅; blockQ← MINDIST scan w.r.t. q
2: cost← 0; currentK ← 1; catalog ← ∅
3: while (currentK < MAX K) do
4: currentBlock ← blockQ.next()
5: cost++
6: tupleQ.insert(currentBlock.allPoints) ordered according to the distance from q
7: startK ← currentK




12: catalog.add([startK, currentK], cost)
13: end while
14: return catalog
orders the blocks according to a MINDIST scan. In contrast, the tuples-queue orders
the points according to their distance from the query point, say q. We start with the
block in which q is located and insert all the block’s points into the tuples-queue. At
this point, the cost = 1. We keep removing points from the tuples-queue until the
MINDIST in the blocks-queue is less than the top of the tuples-queue. The number of
points, say k1, removed so far from the tuples-queue represents the first interval in
the catalog, i.e., ([1, k1], 1). Then, we scan the next block in the blocks-queue, insert
all its points into the tuples-queue, and increment the cost. We repeat this process
until all the blocks are scanned or a sufficiently large value of k is encountered.
Pseudocode of the process of building the catalog of a query point is illustrated in
Procedure 4.1.
For every block in the index, we precompute five catalogs, one for the center and
one for each corner. We merge the four catalogs corresponding to the corners into one
catalog that stores for each value of k, the maximum cost amongst the four corners.
Thus, we store only two catalogs, one for the center (center-catalog, for short), and
one that corresponds to the maximum cost at the corners (corners-catalog, for short).
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4.3.3 Cost Estimation
Given a query with a kNN-Select at Location q, the cost can be estimated as
follows. First, we identify the block that encloses q and then search in the center-
catalog and the corners-catalog for the intervals to which the value of k belongs.
Observe that the above process for building a catalog yields a sorted list of ranges of
values of k, and hence binary search can be applied to find the enclosing interval and
the corresponding cost in logarithmic time w.r.t. the number of intervals. Then, the
cost is estimated using Equations 4.1 and 4.2.
Because the Staircase technique relies on precomputing the estimates, the auxil-
iary index that contains the statistics, e.g., counts and cost estimates, has to be a
space-partitioning index, e.g., quadtree or grid, so that the query point always falls
inside a block. Observe that the structure of the auxiliary index can be indepen-
dent of the index that contains the actual data points, i.e., the data-index. If the
data-index is a space partitioning index, then the auxiliary index can have the same
exact structure as the data-index. If the data-index is a data-partitioning index, e.g.,
R-Tree, then the structure of the auxiliary index will be different. In either case, the
query point will never be outside a block in the auxiliary index, and hence we will
always be able to estimate the cost
Because the number of blocks in the index can be large, the storage overhead
of the catalogs can be significant. We hence limit the maximum value of k that a
catalog supports to a practically large constant, e.g., k = 10, 000. This would result
in compact catalogs that can be practically maintained for each index block. In the
case when a kNN-Select query has a k value that is greater than 10, 000, we can
estimate its cost by applying the algorithm in [53] using the Count-Index. Figure 4.5
illustrates the typical flow of a kNN-Select query. Queries with k > 10, 000 (that do
not arise frequently in practice) are directed to the Count-Index. All other queries
(k ≤ 10, 000) are served through the catalogs. In Section 4.5, we show that for a real



















Fig. 4.5. Estimating the cost of a kNN-Select.
4.4 Cost Estimation of kNN-Join
As highlighted in Section 4.2, the state-of-the-art technique [43] in kNN-Join pro-
cessing applies a block-by-block mechanism in which, for each block from the outer
relation, the locality blocks are determined from the inner relation. The locality
blocks of a block, say bo, from the outer relation represent the minimal set of blocks
in which the k-nearest-neighbors of any point ∈ bo exist. Thus, each point from the
outer relation searches only the locality of its enclosing block to find its k-nearest-
neighbors.
Before estimating the cost of a kNN-Join operator, we briefly explain how the
locality of a block is computed. Given a block from the outer relation, say bo, the
corresponding locality blocks in the inner relation are determined as follows. Blocks
of the inner relation are scanned in MINDIST order from bo. The sum of the count of
points in the encountered blocks is maintained. Once that sum reaches k, the highest
MAXDIST, say M , of an encountered block is marked and scanning of the blocks
continues until a block of MINDIST greater than M is encountered. The encountered
blocks represent the locality of bo. For example, consider the process of finding the












Fig. 4.6. Building the kNN-locality blocks. The gray block Q is a block from the
outer relation; other blocks are from the inner relation.
from Block Q. This means that scanning starts with Block Z. Assume that Block Z
contains 700 points. Now, the sum of the count of points in the encountered blocks
(in this case, only Block Z) exceeds k. The MAXDIST between Block Q and Block
Z is marked, and scanning the blocks continues (Blocks X, Y , and T , respectively)
until Block L is encountered. At this point, scanning is terminated because Block L
has MINDIST from Block Q that is greater than the marked MAXDIST (between Blocks
Q and Z). Hence, the number of blocks in the locality of Block Q is 4.
A naive way to estimate the cost (i.e., the total number of scanned blocks) of a
kNN-Join is to compute the size of the locality blocks for each block in the outer
relation and sum these sizes. However, this can be expensive because the number of
blocks in the outer relation can be arbitrarily large. In the rest of this section, we
present three different techniques that address this problem.
4.4.1 The Block-Sample Technique
Instead of computing the locality for each block of the outer relation, we pick a
random sample of these blocks, compute the locality size of each block in the sample,
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and then aggregate the total size and scale it to the total number of blocks in the
outer relation. We refer to this technique as the Block-Sample technique.
Given a set of no blocks from the outer relation, we pick a random sample of size
s. If the aggregate locality size of the s blocks is agg, then we estimate the overall
join cost as agg×nos . The sample blocks are chosen to be spatially distributed across the
space in which the blocks of the outer relation reside. To get such sample of blocks,
we do either a depth-first or breadth-first index traversal for the blocks of the outer
relation and skip blocks every nos .
Although the above technique can result in high accuracy when the sample size
increases, it incurs computational overhead upon receiving a kNN-Join query. As
mentioned earlier in Section 4.2, a typical query optimizer requires fast estimation
of the cost, possibly through quick catalog-lookups. With this goal in mind, we
introduce next a catalog-based approach.
4.4.2 The Catalog-Merge Technique
The main idea of the Catalog-Merge technique is to precompute the size of the
locality of each block in the outer relation and store it in a catalog. Given a kNN-Join
query, we can simply aggregate the precomputed values in the catalogs of the blocks
of the outer relation. However, the size of the locality depends on the value of k, so
we need to precompute it for every possible value of k, which can be prohibitively
expensive.
Similarly to the case of a kNN-Select, we observe that the size of the locality
of a given block tends to be constant (stable) for relatively large intervals of k. To
illustrate, consider the example in Figure 4.6. Assume that Block Z has 700 points.
If k has any value between 1 and 700, exactly the same set of blocks will represent the
locality of Block Z, i.e., the size of the locality will be the same. To better illustrate
this observation, we use the OpenStreetMap dataset and build a quadtree index on




























































































































Fig. 4.7. Stability in the size of the kNN-locality blocks for different values of k.
selected block.2 Figure 4.7 illustrates that the size of the locality is stable for large
intervals of k.
To build the locality-catalog of a block, we identify the inflection points in the
range of values of k at which the locality size changes, e.g., k = 313, 5380, . . . , 9368 in
Figure 4.7. This can be performed using binary search within the range of values of
k. In particular, we start with k = 1 and compute the locality size, say S. Then, we
perform a binary search for the smallest value of k at which the locality size would be
greater than S, i.e., the inflection point, say ki. At this moment, we identify the first
range of values as [1, ki − 1]. Afterwards, we perform another binary search starting
from k = ki to get another range of values of k. This process is repeated until no
inflection points are found, i.e., when the maximum value of k is reached.
A more efficient approach is to build the locality-catalog incrementally through
two rounds of MINDIST scan of the Count-Index. These MINDIST scan rounds can
be achieved using two priority queues in which the blocks of the Count-Index are
ordered according to their MINDIST from the block we need to build the catalog
for. The two MINDIST scan rounds are interleaved. One scan explores the blocks that
should contain at least C points. We refer to this scan as Count-Scan. The other scan
explores the blocks that have MINDIST ≤ the highest MAXDIST value of the explored
2A similar behaviour occurs for any block, but with different values.
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blocks so far from Count-Scan. We refer to this queue as Max-Scan. We maintain a
counter, say C. Whenever a block from Count-Scan is retrieved, its MAXDIST, sayM ,
is marked and the value of C is incremented by the number of points in the retrieved
block. Then, blocks from Max-Scan are scanned until the MINDIST is greater than
the highest value encountered for M . At this point, a new entry is created in the
catalog by aggregating the number of blocks retrieved from Max-Scan thus far. This
process is repeated until C reaches the maximum value of k or all the blocks of the
inner relation are consumed by Count-Scan.. Pseudocode for the process is given in
Procedure 4.2. Refer to Figure 4.6 for illustration, where we compute the catalog
of Block Q. We start with C = 1. In Count-Scan, we explore Block Z, update
C to be 700, and mark the highest MAXDIST encountered. Then, in Max-Scan, we
explore Blocks X, Y , and T because their MINDIST is less than the largest MAXDIST
encountered. At this moment, we create a catalog entry ([1, 700], 4) that represents
the start and end values of C with the cost of four blocks (namely, Z, X, Y and T ).
Afterwards, we continue Count-Scan to explore Block X. Assuming that Block X has
500 points, we update C to be 700+500 = 1200 and also mark the MAXDIST between
Blocks X and Q. Then, in Max-Scan, we explore Block L because its MINDIST is less
than the highest MAXDIST marked thus far. Now, the cost is incremented by 1 due
to Block L. We create a new catalog entry ([701, 1200], 5).
Observe that the above approach is cheap because it relies only on counting (using
the Count-Index) with no scan of the data. Assume that for a given block from the
outer relation, the number of blocks in its locality is L. The above approach visits
each of the L blocks at most twice, i.e., the running time is O(L) per block.
Note that, by definition, the locality conservatively includes all the blocks needed
for the kNN search (see [43] for details), i.e., the locality contains the k-nearest-
neighbors for every point in the outer block, say Q. Although it is true that for some
k1 > k all the nearest-neighbors of some points in Q may exist in already scanned
blocks (by Count-Scan), there will be some points, e.g., near the corners of Q, that
might have some of their k-nearest-neighbors in unscanned blocks. Hence, in our
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Procedure 4.2. Building the locality-catalog of a block.
Terms: Q: The block to which we need to build the catalog. MAX K: The maximum
possible/maintained value of k.
1: CountScan← MINDIST Scan from Q
2: cBlock ← CountScan.next()
3: MaxScan← MINDIST Scan from Q
4: mBlock ←MaxScan.next()
5: C ← 1; aggCost← 0;
6: Catalog ← ∅; highestMaxDist← 0
7: while (C < MAX K) do
8: startK ← C
9: while (cBlock.MAXDIST ≤ highestMaxDist) do
10: C+ = cBlock.count
11: cBlock ← CountScan.next()
12: end while
13: highestMaxDist← cBlock.MAXDIST from Q
14: endK ← C




19: Catalog.add([startK, endK], aggCost)
20: end while
21: return Catalog
approach, we jump into new ranges of k (and new corresponding cost) whenever a
block is retrieved through Count-Scan.
Observe that if a block retrieved from Count-Scan has MAXDIST that is less than
or equal to the highest MAXDIST encountered thus far, it will not lead to any scan
in Max-Scan, and hence will lead to a repeated cost in the next entry of the catalog.
For instance, in Figure 4.6, if the MAXDIST between Blocks Q and Z is greater than
the MAXDIST between Block Q and Block X (the next in Count-Scan), then the next
new entry in the catalog will be ([701, . . .], 4), i.e., will have the same cost. To get
rid of these redundant entries in the catalog, we continue Count-Scan until the value
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Fig. 4.8. Flow of the Catalog-Merge process.
4.4.2.1 Preprocessing
For each block in the outer relation of the kNN-Join, we compute a temporary
catalog that is similar to the one in Figure 4.7(b). If the number of blocks in the
outer relation is no, then this process requires O(no · L), where L is the average size
of the locality of a block. This can be costly if no is large. To solve this problem, we
take a spatially distributed random sample of the blocks of the outer relation. We
compute a temporary catalog only for the sample blocks and not for each block in the
outer relation. Afterwards, we merge all the temporary catalogs, and produce a single
catalog that contains the aggregate cost of all the temporary catalogs. Each entry in
the final catalog has the form ([kstart, kend], size), where size is the estimated join
cost when kstart ≤ k ≤ kend.
Because each temporary catalog is sorted with respect to the ranges of values of
k, we apply a plane sweep over the ranges of values of k and aggregate the cost.
To illustrate, consider the example in Figure 4.8. k1 is the smallest value of k in
the catalog entries. This means that the aggregate cost for the interval [1, k1] is
2 + 5 + 6 + 4 = 17. k2 is the next smallest value of k, and hence another interval
[k1, k2] with aggregate cost = 17 − 5 + 13 = 25 is created in the output catalog.
Similarly, for interval [k2, k3], the aggregate cost = 25 − 4 + 8 = 29 and for interval
[k3, · · · ], the aggregate cost = 29 − 6 + 9 = 32. A min-heap is used to efficiently
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determine the next smallest value across all the temporary catalogs in the plane sweep
process.
To reduce the size of the catalog, we limit the maintained values of k to some
practically large constant, e.g., 10,000. In Section 4.5, we show that for a real dataset
of 0.1 Billion points, the size of the catalog is about 1 MB.
4.4.2.2 Cost Estimation
Observe that the resulting kNN-Join catalog is sorted w.r.t. the values of k. Given
a kNN-Join query, we can lookup the estimate cost using a binary search to find the
catalog entry corresponding to the given k value.
Although the process of building the catalog is performed once, it can be costly if
the number of tables in the database schema is large, say n. The kNN-Join catalog
information is required for every possible pair of tables in the database schema, and
hence 2 × (n2) catalogs need to be built (because the kNN-Join is asymmetric). Al-
though sampling can speed up the merging process of the temporary catalogs, it is still
expensive to compute 2×(n2), i.e., a quadratic number of catalogs across the database
tables. To address this issue, we introduce our third cost estimation technique that
requires only a linear number of catalogs.
4.4.3 The Virtual-Grid Technique
Similarly to the Catalog-Merge technique, in the Virtual-Grid technique, we main-
tain a set of catalog information that is built only once before executing any queries.
The key idea is to estimate the cost corresponding to a dataset, say D, when D is the
inner relation of a kNN-Join. Given the n relations in the database schema, where
each can potentially be an outer relation in a kNN-Join with D, instead of computing
n catalogs corresponding to D, we compute only one catalog that corresponds to the
join cost between a virtual index and D.
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Fig. 4.9. The Virtual-Grid technique for estimating the cost estimation of a kNN-Join.
4.4.3.1 Preprocessing
Refer to Figure 4.9 for illustration. Given the index of a dataset (e.g., the red
quadtree decomposition in the figure), we assume the existence of a virtual grid that
covers the whole space.3 For each block (grid cell) in the virtual-grid, we compute a
catalog that is similar to the one in Figure 4.7(b) with the difference that the locality
is computed with respect to the given index. We associate all these virtual-grid
catalogs with the given index (e.g., the quadtree). We repeat this process for each
relation in the database schema, i.e., associate with every index a virtual-grid-cost.
Observe that unlike the Catalog-Merge approach, this requires linear storage (and
preprocessing time) overhead.
4.4.3.2 Cost Estimation
Given a kNN-Join query, we retrieve the virtual-grid corresponding to the inner
relation. Then, we estimate the cost by scaling the cost corresponding to the part of
the virtual-grid that overlaps with the outer relation. In particular, for each grid cell,
say C, in the virtual-grid, we retrieve the locality size, say L, stored in C’s catalog.
Then, we select the blocks in the outer relation that overlap with C. This can be
3This can be achieved for real datasets where the bounds of the earth are fixed.
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performed using a range query on the outer relation. For each of the overlapping
blocks, say O, in the outer relation, we multiply L by the ratio between the diagonal
length of Block O and the diagonal length of Block C. We sum these products across
all the cells of the virtual-grid. The overall sum represents the join cost estimate.
Assuming that the number of blocks in the outer relation is no, the estimation
process is O(no). The reason is that eventually, all the blocks of the outer relation get
selected (through the range query performed at each grid cell). In other words, re-
gardless of the grid size, all the blocks will be selected and the corresponding products
have to be aggregated. In Section 4.5, we study the estimation time for different grid
sizes while fixing the size of the outer relation and demonstrate that the estimation
time is almost constant for different grid sizes.
4.5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed estimation tech-
niques. We realize a testbed in which we implement the state-of-the-art techniques
for estimating the cost of a kNN-Select (i.e., [53]) as well as our proposed estima-
tion techniques. To have a ground truth for the actual cost of the kNN operators,
we implement the Distance Browsing algorithm for the kNN-Select as well as the
locality-based algorithm for the kNN-Join. Our implementation is based on a region-
quadtree index [57], where each node in the quadtree represents a region of space
that is recursively decomposed into four equal quadrants, or subquadrants, with each
leaf node containing points that correspond to a specific subregion. The maximum
block capacity in the quadtrees used in our experiments is set to 10,000 points. All
implementations are in Java. Experiments are conducted on a machine running Mac
OS X on Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.3 GHz and 8 GB of main memory.
We use a real spatial dataset from OpenStreetMap [26]. The number of data
points in the dataset is 0.1 Billion points. Figure 4.10 displays a sample of the data
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Fig. 4.10. A sample of OpenStreetMap GPS data and the corresponding region-
quadtree decomposition overlaid on top.
that we plot through a visualizer that we have built as part of our testbed. The figure
also displays a region-quadtree decomposition that is built on top of the data.
To test the performance of our techniques at different data scales, we insert por-
tions of the dataset into the index at multiple ratios. For instance, for scale = 1, we
insert 10 Million points, for scale = 2, we insert 20 Million points, and so on until
scale = 10 in which all the 0.1 Billion points are inserted. Our performance metrics
are the estimation accuracy (i.e., error ratio), the estimation time, the preprocessing
time, and the storage overhead. We limit the maximum maintained value of k in all
the catalogs to 10,000.
4.5.1 Cost Estimation of kNN-Select
In this section, we present the performance of the Staircase technique in estimating
the cost of a kNN-Select and compare it with the density-based technique of [53].
We evaluate two variants of the Staircase technique, 1) Center-Only, where the cost
corresponding to a query point, say q, is estimated as the cost corresponding to the
center in which q is located, and 2) Center+Corners, where the cost is estimated







































(b) kNN-Select estimation time.
Fig. 4.11. Performance of the Staircase technique.
4.5.1.1 Estimation Accuracy
In this experiment, we measure the average error ratio in estimating the cost of
100,000 queries that are chosen at random. For each query, we compute the actual
cost, compare it with the estimated cost, and measure the error ratio. We compute
the average error ratio of all the queries.
Figure 4.11(a) illustrates that the Staircase technique achieves a smaller error
ratio than that of the density-based technique. The error ratio reaches less than 20%
when the cost is estimated using the Center+Corners variant.
4.5.1.2 Estimation Time
In this experiment, we measure the time each estimation technique requires to
estimate the cost of a query. Figure 4.11(b) illustrates that the Staircase technique
is almost two orders of magnitudes faster than the density-based technique. Observe
that the Center+Corners variant of the Staircase technique is slightly slower than
the Center-Only variant because the former requires two catalog lookups, one from
the center-catalog and the other from the corners-catalog. Also, observe that the
estimation time of the density-based technique increases as the value of k increases.














































(b) The storage requirements of the Stair-
case technique.
Fig. 4.12. The preprocessing overhead of the Staircase technique.
the encountered blocks are estimated to contain k points. In contrast, the estimation
time of the Staircase technique is constant regardless of the value of k because the
Staircase technique relies on just a single catalog lookup (two lookups in case of the
Center+Corners variant).
4.5.1.3 Storage Overhead and Preprocessing Time
In this experiment, we measure the storage requirement and preprocessing time
of each estimation technique. Observe that the density-based technique has no pre-
processing time requirements because it precomputes no catalogs.
Figure 4.12(a) illustrates that the Staircase technique incurs relatively high pre-
processing overhead to precompute the catalogs of all the index blocks. Observe that
as the scale factor increases, the preprocessing time increases because more blocks
will need to be processed. Also, observe that the Center-Only variant incurs less pre-
processing overhead than the Center+Corners variant because the former computes
only one catalog per block while the latter computes five catalogs and merges four of
them. Notice that this preprocessing phase is an offline process that does not affect
the performance of the online cost estimation process.
Figure 4.12(b) illustrates that density-based technique consumes little storage
overhead, basically, due to the density values maintained at each block in the index.
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In contrast, the Staircase technique has higher storage overhead due to the maintained
catalogs. Observe that as the scale factor increases, the storage overhead increases
because more blocks will be present in the index and each of them will have a separate
catalog. However, the storage requirements of the Staircase technique are less than 4
MBs even for the largest scale factor. Also, observe that the Center-Only variant of
the Staircase technique incurs less storage overhead than the Center+Corners variant
because the former maintains only one catalog per block while the latter maintains
two catalogs.
4.5.2 Cost Estimation of kNN-Join
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed techniques for estimat-
ing the kNN-Join cost, namely the Block-Sample, Catalog-Merge, and Virtual-Grid
techniques.
4.5.2.1 Estimation Accuracy
In this experiment, we estimate the cost of a kNN-Join between two indexes of
0.1 Billion points each for a random value of k, compare it with the actual cost,
and then calculate the error ratio. We repeat this process for various sampling sizes
for both the Block-Sample and Catalog-Merge techniques, and for various grid sizes
for the Virtual-Grid technique. Figure 4.13(a) illustrates that the Block-Sample and
Catalog-Merge techniques can reach an error ratio that is less than 5% for a sample
size > 400. Figure 4.13(b) illustrates that the Virtual-Grid technique achieves less
than 20% error ratio.
4.5.2.2 Estimation Time
In this experiment, we measure the time required to estimate the cost of a kNN-
Join between two indexes of 0.1 Billion points each. Figure 4.14 gives the performance
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Sample Size Sampling Catalog-
Merge
50 0.7009162811 0.7008260071 0.2990837189 0.2991739929
100 0.3707252654 0.3696292927 0.6292747346 0.6303707073
150 0.2661080514 0.2067652432 0.7338919486 0.7932347568
200 0.1582350472 0.1564650453 0.8417649528 0.8435349547
250 0.1091684442 0.1091684442 0.8908315558 0.8908315558
300 0.0724024064 0.0425112648 0.9275975936 0.9574887352
350 0.0485313713 0.045096186 0.9514686287 0.954903814
400 0.045080457 0.0436056034 0.954919543 0.9563943966
450 0.045080457 0.045080457 0.954919543 0.954919543















(a) Block-Sample and Catalog-Merge.







































k  Time Virtual Grid Time Sampling  Time Merge 9.40E-06
2 0.0067521 0.1021397 2.00E-06 9.51E-06
4 0.0067521 0.1027982 1.90E-06 9.73E-06
8 0.0057706 0.1027574 2.60E-06 1.01E-05
16 0.0065028 0.1033054 2.00E-06 1.03E-05
32 0.0054803 0.100227 2.20E-06 1.09E-05
64 0.0060371 0.1015519 3.00E-06 1.25E-05
128 0.0075605 0.1058457 2.60E-06 1.55E-05
256 0.0060793 0.1170518 2.30E-06
512 0.0055929 0.1127618 2.40E-06
1024 5.7448E-03 1.10811E-01 3.00E-06
2048 0.0060307 0.1132967 3.70E-06
4096 0.0062047 0.121824 3.80E-06



































Fig. 4.14. Performance of the kNN-Join techniques.
for different values of k. The number of samples used in the Catalog-Merge and Block-
Sample techniques is fixed to 1000. The grid size used in the Virtual-Grid technique
is 10 × 10. As the figure demonstrates, the Catalog-Merge technique is more than
four orders of magnitude faster than th Block-Sample and Virtual-Grid techniques.
The reason for this variance in performance is that the Catalog-Merge technique
maintains one catalog for every pair of relations (indexes) in which the estimate cost
is maintained; the cost is directly retrieved from the catalog via one lookup. In
contrast, the Block-Sample technique computes the locality for a sample of blocks,
which is costly. Also, the Virtual-Grid technique aggregates the cost across each of
the grid cells after computing the overlap with the outer relation, which is costly as
well.
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(a) Block-Sample and Catalog-Merge.






































Fig. 4.15. The performance of the techniques for estimating the kNN-Join cost.
Figure 4.15(a) gives the performance of the Block-Sample and Catalog-Merge
techniques for different sample sizes. Observe that the estimation time of the Block-
Sample technique increases as the sample size increases.4 In contrast, the estimation
time of the Catalog-Merge technique is constant irrespective of the sample size because
estimation is performed through one lookup through a precomputed catalog, i.e., the
sample size only affects the preprocessing time as we show next.
Figure 4.15(b) gives the performance of the Virtual-Grid technique for different
grid sizes. As the figure demonstrates, the estimation time is almost constant re-
gardless of the grid size. As highlighted in Section 4.4, the reason is that the time
required for estimation depends on the number of blocks in the outer relation, not on
the number of cells in the grid. For each grid cell, the overlapping blocks from the
outer relation have to be retrieved regardless of the size of the grid.
4.5.2.3 Storage Overhead and Preprocessing Time
In this experiment, we measure the storage and preprocessing time requirements
for maintaining a set of catalogs for the estimation of kNN-Join queries between 10
indexes that we create. We test the performance at different scale factors, i.e., create
10 different indexes for each scale factor. For instance, if the scale factor is 5, this
means that we create 10 indexes and insert 50 Million points into each of them.
4The slope of the curve is low due to the use of a log-scale.
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Merge VG
0.0558084 0.246354 5.022756 2.46354
0.0534019 0.246354 4.806171 2.46354
0.0658084 0.264411 5.922756 2.64411
0.0734019 0.243485 6.606171 2.43485
0.0724877 0.243437 6.523893 2.43437
SF VG Sampling Merge 8.24852E-02 0.345739 7.423668 3.45739
1 2.46354 0 5.022756 0.0805076 0.260742 7.245684 2.60742
2 2.46354 0 4.806171 8.19151E-02 0.237085 7.372359 2.37085
3 2.64411 0 5.922756 0.0892106 0.240105 8.028954 2.40105
4 2.43485 0 6.606171 9.7598E-02 0.25227 8.78382 2.5227
5 2.43437 0 6.523893
6 2.45739 0 7.423668
7 2.60742 0 7.245684
8 2.37085 0 7.372359
9 2.40105 0 8.028954























(a) The preprocessing time.
Merge VG No With
979 383 1.05732 0.041364
1235 383 1.3338 0.041364
1600 383 1.728 0.041364
1788 383 1.93104 0.041364
1922 383 2.07576 0.041364
1788 383 1.93104 0.041364
SF Ladder Ladder (No 
Corners)
1726 383 1.86408 0.041364
1 1.05732 0.041364 1613 383 1.74204 0.041364
2 1.3338 0.041364 1549 383 1.67292 0.041364


























(b) The storage requirements.
Fig. 4.16. The preprocessing overhead of the techniques for estimating the kNN-Join
cost.
sample size Time Sampling Time Merge
100 3.186099 2.48E-06 0.0354011
200 3.5950122 2.10E-06 0.03994458
300 4.0731507 1.90E-06 0.04525723
400 4.5092259 1.90E-06 0.05010251
500 4.9857399 2.70E-06 0.05539711
600 5.5953702 2.00E-06 0.06217078
700 6.1541415 2.00E-06 0.06837935
800 6.3598923 2.10E-06 0.07066547
900 7.2662589 2.00E-06 0.08073621












































































Fig. 4.17. The preprocessing time of the techniques for estimating the kNN-Join cost.
In Figure 4.16, we fix the grid size in the Virtual-Grid technique to 10×10 and the
sample size for the Catalog-Merge technique to 1000. Figure 4.16(a) demonstrates
that the Virtual-Grid technique requires a constant amount of preprocessing time
(about two seconds) regardless of the scale factor. The reason is that the preprocessing
time depends only on the number of grid cells; for each grid cell, a catalog is computed.
Figure 4. 6(b) demonstrates that the Virtual-Grid technique requires almost an
order of magnitude less storage than the Catalog-Merge techniques. The reason is
that the Catalog-Merge technique maintains a catalog for every pair of indexes, i.e,
2 × (102 ) = 90 catalogs. In contrast, the Virtual-Grid technique maintains a catalog









sample size Time Sampling 1229 1.32732
100 0.17712 1377 1.48716


















































Grid Size Virual Grid 632 0.07584
4x4 0.01092 716 0.08592
5x5 0.01128 754 0.09048
6x6 0.01788 911 0.10932
7x7 0.02424 1078 0.12936
8x8 0.02748 1146 0.13752





























Fig. 4.18. The storage overhead of the techniques for estimating the kNN-Join cost.
In Figures 4.16 and 4.18, we fix the scale factor to 0. As Figures 4.17(a)
and 4.18(a) demonstrate, the Catalog-Merge technique requires preprocessing time
and storage overhead as the sample size increases. The reason is that, as the sample
size increases, more temporary catalogs get created during the process of merging
the catalogs, which are likely to result in more entries in the final merged catalog.
Similarly, Figures 4.17(b) and 4.18(b) demonstrate that the Virtual-Grid technique
requires more preprocessing time and storage overhead as the grid size increases be-
cause it maintains a catalog for every grid cell.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we studied the problem of estimating the cost of the kNN-Select
and kNN-Join operators. Table 4.1 summarizes the performance tradeoffs of the es-
timation techniques we presented. Experimental results using real spatial datasets
from OpenStreetMap demonstrate that: 1) the Staircase technique for estimating
the cost of a kNN-Select is faster than the state-of-the-art technique [53] by more
than two orders of magnitude and has better estimation accuracy; 2) the Catalog-
Merge and Virtual-Grid techniques for estimating the cost of a kNN-Join achieve less
than 5% and 20% error ratio, respectively, while keeping the estimation time below
one microsecond and one millisecond, respectively; and 3) the Virtual-Grid technique
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Density-Based [53] Medium Medium None None
Staircase (Center-Only) Low Medium Low Medium




Block-Sample High High None None
Catalog-Merge Low High Medium Medium
Virtual-Grid Medium Medium Low Low
reduces the storage required to maintain the catalogs by an order of magnitude com-
pared to the Catalog-Merge technique.
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5. SPATIAL QUERIES WITH KNN AND RELATIONAL
PREDICATES
This chapter studies the class of queries that combine kNN and relational predicates.
Because the kNN is a ranking operation, applying a kNN operator before or after the
relational predicates in a QEP can produce different query results, leading to different
query semantics. In particular, this renders classical relational query optimization
heuristics, e.g., pushing selects below joins, inapplicable to such class of queries.
This chapter presents various query optimization heuristics for queries that involve
combinations of kNN-Select/Join predicates and relational predicates.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the problem
with some motivating examples. Section 5.2 discusses the related work. Sections 5.3
and 5.4 study the optimization of queries with relational predicates along with a kNN-
Select or a kNN-Join, respectively. Section 5.6 experimentally evaluates the proposed
optimizations. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
5.1 Introduction
This chapter studies the class of queries that combine spatial kNN predicates
with relational predicates. Such queries arise frequently in practice. Examples of
such queries include: (i) Find a restaurant that is close to my location (kNN-Select
predicate) and is within my budget (relational select); (ii) Find (hotel, restaurant)
pairs that are close to each other (kNN-Join predicate) such that the hotel is a 5-
star hotel (relational select), or that the restaurant offers vegetarian food (relational
select), or that the hotel is one of my preferred ones (relational join with my-preferred
hotels table).
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Queries that involve both kNN and relational predicates raise important chal-
lenges. To illustrate, consider the following example for two queries that involve
kNN-Join and relational predicates. Assume that we have a Restaurant Table, say
R, and an Hotel Table, say H, with the schemas: (id, location, seafood) and (id,
location), respectively. Attribute R.seafood is Boolean and takes the value True if
the restaurant provides seafood, and False otherwise. The k-NN-Join operates on
Attributes R.location and H.location that represent the locations of the tuples in
the two-dimensional space.
Example 5.1
(a) For each hotel, find the restaurants that provide seafood and are amongst the
hotel’s k-closest restaurants.
(b) For each hotel, find the k-closest restaurants from those that provide seafood.
Figure 5.1 gives the QEPs, relational algebraic expressions, and the output cor-
responding to the two queries of Example 5.1 for k = 4. The triangles denoted by
h1 and h2 represent the locations of the tuples in the Hotel Table, and the circles
represent the locations of the tuples in the Restaurant Table, denoted by r1 through
r9. For each Restaurant tuple, the value of the Boolean attribute R.seafood is indi-
cated inside the corresponding circle (An ‘X’ indicates that seafood=False while a
checkmark indicates that seafood=True ). As the figure demonstrates, the two QEPs
produce different outputs.
Although the above queries seem similar, they have different semantics. In the
expression: (σB(A ✶kNN B)), conceptually, the kNN-Join should be performed before
filtering any restaurants. In contrast, in the expression: (H ✶kNN σ(R)), conceptu-
ally, the kNN-Join should be applied after all the non-seafood restaurants are filtered
out. Nowadays spatial query processors do not disambiguate these semantics. We
refer to the semantics of the former expression as Pre-Filter and the semantics of the






For each hotel, find the restaurants 
























h1 k = 4
(a) A query with a Pre-Filter kNN-Join.
The output pairs are: (h1, r2), (h1, r5),



























For each hotel, find the k-closest 
restaurants from those that provide 
seafood.
(H ⋈kNN 휎 (seafood=)(R)
(b) A query with a Post-Filter kNN-Join. The
output pairs are: (h1, r1), (h1, r2), (h1, r5),
(h1, r8), (h2, r2), (h2, r4), and (h2, r5),
(h2, r8).
Fig. 5.1. The Pre-Filter and Post-Filter semantics for queries with kNN-Join and
relational predicates.
It is up to the user to choose the proper semantics for the query. While in the above
example it might be more intuitive that the user requires the Post-Filter semantics
(i.e., retrieve exactly k restaurants for each hotel regardless of the closeness between
the hotel and the restaurants), in some other scenarios, the closeness of an entity can
have high significance on the intended semantics of the query. To illustrate, consider
the following example:
Example 5.2
For each school, we need to make sure that the nearest hospital has an urgent care
unit. Assume that we want to find the schools that do not satisfy this condition, i.e.,
schools with the nearest hospital not having an urgent care unit.
A possible solution to the above query is to select for each school the nearest
hospital, i.e., a kNN-Join (k = 1), and then apply a relational predicate (has urgent
care = False) to each resulting pair. Finally, the list of intended schools is retrieved.
Observe that if the relational predicate is applied first before the kNN-Join, during
the evaluation of the kNN-Join, every school will be joined with a hospital that does
not have an urgent care. In this case, the final result will be all the schools, which
is clearly not the correct query answer because some schools may have a neighboring
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hospital that does have an urgent care unit. These schools were filtered out (too
early) by the relational predicate.
In addition to the challenge of disambiguating the semantics of queries with kNN
and relational predicates, a performance challenge emerges. Assume that a user
intends to apply the Pre-Filter semantics for the query in Figure 5.1(a). Similarly to
relational joins, the kNN-Join is a relatively costly operation. A well-known heuristic
for optimizing a join is to push the select(s) below the join in the QEP (e.g., see [14]).
However, if we apply such heuristic to the QEP of Figure 5.1(a), it will lead to
the Post-Filter semantics. The lack of such optimization calls for new optimization
techniques that can still leverage the pruning effect of selection without compromising
the correctness of evaluation according to the intended semantics.
In addition to the above case of interaction between kNN-Join and relational pred-
icates, we study the cases of interaction between kNN-Select and relational predicates.
For each case, we identify the possible semantics, and present optimization techniques
that can enhance the query performance while preserving the semantics. To arbitrate
between the possible optimization alternatives and the possible QEPs for each query,
we utilize our techniques in Chapter 4 to estimate the cost of the kNN predicates and
decide the cheapest QEPs to execute.
The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:
• We identify the various semantics for queries with kNN and relational predi-
cates.
• We present various optimization heuristics for queries with kNN-Select/Join and
relational predicates that can enhance the query performance while preserving
the semantics (Sections 5.3 and 5.4).
• We extend the cost model presented in Chapter 4 to show how a query optimizer
can arbitrate between the various QEPs that queries with kNN and relational
predicates can have (Section 5.5).
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• We conduct extensive experiments using queries from the TPC-H bench-
mark [25] and real spatial datasets from OpenStreetMap [26]. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate that the optimization heuristics coupled with the cost
model can achieve a query performance gain of up to three orders of magnitude
(Section 5.6).
5.2 Related Work
A large body of research has tackled location-based queries. We categorize the
related work that is in line with the scope of this chapter into three main classes:
(1) processing single-operator spatial queries, (2) processing queries that involve spa-
tial and non-spatial operators, and (3) estimating the cost and the selectivity of spatial
operators.
In the first class, several research efforts have targeted the efficient processing
of queries with single spatial or spatio-temporal operators, e.g., k-nearest-neighbor,
reverse nearest-neighbor, aggregate nearest-neighbor, range, and spatial-join opera-
tors (e.g., see [35, 58–62]). However, queries in this class are purely spatial with no
relational predicates.
In the second class, two lines of research have been pursued:
1. Processing spatial queries with relational operators: Secondo and the Berlin-
MOD benchmark [39, 63] study the processing of queries that involve combi-
nations of spatial range predicates and relational predicates. However, they
address neither the optimization of these queries nor the processing of queries
that combine kNN and relational predicates. [64] studies the processing of the
spatial kNN-Select/Join predicates inside a relational database, but does not
address the optimization of such predicates when combined with relational pred-
icates in the same query.
2. Spatial keyword queries: [9] surveys the state-of-the-art for geo-textual indices
that address spatial keyword queries. Usually, these indices have two compo-
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nents: (i) a spatial index, e.g., an R-tree and (ii) a text index, e.g., an inverted
file. Some indices loosely combine these two components while others integrate
them tightly resulting in hybrid indices, e.g., the IR-Tree [10–12]. Although
useful, these indices are optimized only for spatio-textual search and cannot be
directly used for general predicates on relational attributes, e.g., hotel price and
customer rating of a restaurant, etc.
In the third class, several research efforts (e.g., see [44–52]) tackled the estimation
of the selectivity and cost of the spatial join and range operators. [28, 53] study the
cost of the kNN predicates. In this chapter, we extend the cost model presented
in Chapter 4 to optimize the execution of queries that combine kNN and relational
predicates.
5.3 kNN-Select with Relational Predicates
As discussed in Section 5.1, depending on the order of evaluating a kNN-Join in
a QEP, a query with a kNN-Join and relational predicates can have two semantics,
namely, the Post-Filter and Pre-Filter semantics. Similarly, queries with kNN-Select
and relational predicates have the same two semantics. To illustrate, consider the
following example. We use the same schema as in Example 5.1.
Example 5.3
(a) From the k-closest restaurants to my location q, find the restaurants that provide
seafood.
(a) From the restaurants that provide seafood, find the k-closest to my location q.
Figure 5.2 gives the QEPs, relational algebraic expressions, and the output cor-
responding to the two queries of Example 5.3 for k = 4. We use the same notations
as in Figure 5.1. As the figure illustrates, the two queries produce different results,
and hence they have different semantics. We refer to the semantics of the query
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(a) A query with a Pre-Filter kNN-Select.












From the restaurants that provide 













(b) A query with a Post-Filter kNN-
Select. The output is: r1, r2, r5, and r8.
Fig. 5.2. The Pre-Filter and Post-Filter semantics for queries with kNN-Select and
relational predicates.
As mentioned in Section 5.1, it is up to the user to choose which semantics to
apply. In the rest of this section, we study alternative query optimization heuristics
that can enhance the execution of the above queries while preserving their semantics.
5.3.1 Pre-Filter kNN-Select
Given an input Relation, say Rs, a query with a Pre-Filter kNN-Select retrieves
the tuples that qualify a set of relational predicates from among the tuples that are
k-closest to a certain query-point, say q. The relational predicates can arbitrarily
involve selects, joins, or group-by’s on Rs as well as other relations, say R1 through
Rn. Based on the semantics of the query, tuples from Rs that are amongst the
nearest-neighbors say q are the only tuples that should contribute to the result of the
query. Intuitively, to process such query, the kNN-Select should be performed early
in the QEP, and then the relational predicates should be applied afterwards. Refer
to QEP(a) in Figure 5.3 for illustration.
Because the cost of the kNN-Select depends on many parameters, e.g., the value
of k and the location of q, performing the kNN-Select early in the QEP may be costly
and can lead to suboptimal overall query performance. This is especially true when











































Fig. 5.4. The k-in-circle optimization
predicates first and selecting the tuples that belong to the kNN may result in better
performance. An interesting problem is how to select the nearest-neighbors after
applying the relational predicates knowing that if a regular kNN-Select predicate is
applied, it will lead to the Post-Filter kNN semantics. To address this problem, we
introduce the k-in-circle optimization heuristic. For each tuple, say t, that qualifies
the relational predicates, we count the number of points that are included inside the
circle centered at t and whose radius equals the distance between q and t. If the
number of points in the circle is ≥ k, we determine that t does not belong to the
answer of the query, and vice versa. Refer to Figure 5.4 for illustration. Assume
that points t1 and t2 qualify the relational predicates. When k = 4, t1 belongs to the
nearest-neighbors of q because the corresponding circle encloses 2 points; in contrast,
t2 is ignored because the corresponding circle encloses 4 points.
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Notice that the counting process is robust. Since we store the count of points in
each block of the index, when a block is completely included within the circle, the
count of points in that block is simply added to the total count without examining
any of the points in that block. Similarly, when a block is completely outside the
circle, that block is pruned.
To further enhance the k-in-circle optimization, instead of performing the counting
for every tuple that qualifies the relational predicates, we apply the counting only for
the k-closest to the query location. These k-closest tuples can be efficiently computed
using a priority queue. Afterwards, we scan these k-closest tuples in decreasing order
of their distance from the query point (by successive retrievals of the top element in
the priority queue). Given the top element in the priority queue, we do the counting
process and if the corresponding count is ≥ k, we ignore that tuple and get the next
tuple from the priority queue. If the count is < k, we determine that this tuple and
all the remaining tuples in the priority queue belong to the answer of the query. For
instance, in Figure 5.4, if both t1 and t2 qualify the relational predicates and k = 5,
t2 is scanned first because it is is farther to q than t1. Since the circle corresponding
to t2 encloses 4 points, we conclude that t2 belongs to the answer and consequently
t1 does.
As we show in Section 5.5, depending on the cost of the relational predicates as
well as the cost of the kNN-Select, we arbitrate between QEP(a), QEP(b).
5.3.2 Post-Filter kNN-Select
Given an input Relation, say Rs, a query with a Post-Filter kNN-Select retrieves
the k-closest tuples to a certain query-point, say q, from the tuples that qualify a
set of relational predicates. The relational predicates can arbitrarily involve selects,
joins, or group-by’s on Rs as well as other relations, say R1 through Rn.
According to the semantics of this query, pushing the kNN-Select below the rela-








































Fig. 5.5. Different QEPs for queries with Post-Filter kNN-Select.
Filter semantics. Conceptually, the relational predicates should be evaluated first.
Afterwards, tuples that qualify these predicates are processed to find the k-closest to
the q. Refer to QEP(a) of Figure 5.5 for illustration.
Observe that the kNN-Select operator in QEP(a) operates with no index infor-
mation because the tuples that qualify the relational predicates are computed as part
of the evaluation of the query, and hence have no corresponding index. Furthermore,
when the selectivity of the relational predicates is low, i.e., when many tuples qualify
the relational predicates, QEP(a) can be costly. The reason is that in this case, the
relational predicates are applied to all the tuples and many tuples of these tuples will
be compared according to their closeness to q, however, in the end, only k of these
tuples comprise the answer to the query. Thus, although QEP(a) is legitimate, it can
have bad performance. One important observation is that the k tuples that comprise
the answer of the query are likely to be located around or within the locality of q.
Hence, when the value of k is relatively small, applying the relational predicates to
tuples that are far from the query-point is redundant and can be avoided without
affecting the correctness of evaluation of the query.
To address this issue, [41] presents the Distance-Browsing approach for processing
kNN-Select. The main idea of this approach is that it can progressively retrieve
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the next nearest-neighbor of a query point through its getNextNearest() method.
The Distance-Browsing approach is incremental; every time the getNextNearest()
method is invoked, it does not redo the search from scratch. Instead, an internal state
is kept to enable the efficient retrieval of the next nearest point without re-scanning
the data points.
To process a query with a Post-Filter kNN-Select, one can apply QEP(b) of Fig-
ure 5.5. Each time the getNextNearest() of the kNN-Select operator is invoked, the
next nearest tuple is returned, and then the relational predicates are applied to that
tuple. Once k tuples qualify the relational predicates, the execution terminates (see
the ‘Stop After k’ operator at the root of the QEP). In Section 5.5, we show how to
choose between QEP(a) and QEP(b).
Although the Distance-Browsing approach is good for queries with Post-Filter
kNN-Select, it is inefficient when applied to queries with Post-Filter kNN-Joins be-
cause it operates on a tuple-by-tuple basis while processing a kNN-Join is more effi-
cient when applied on a block-by-block basis. In Section 5.4.2, we present a block-
by-block approach for processing Post-Filter kNN-Joins.
5.4 kNN-Join with Relational Predicates
In this section, we study the various cases for interleaving a kNN-Join with rela-
tional predicates. [13] studies the conceptual evaluation of queries that involve sim-
ilarity predicates [36], e.g., similarity joins including ϵ-join and kNN-joins [38]. [13]
provides equivalence transformation rules that guarantee the correctness of evaluation
for such queries. According to [13],
σA(A ✶kNN B) ≡ σ(A) ✶kNN B.
In other words, when there is a relational predicate, e.g., select on the outer rela-
tion of a kNN-Join, applying the relational predicate after computing the kNN-Join,
i.e., (σA(A ✶kNN B)) is equivalent to applying the predicate to the outer relation
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before computing the kNN-Join, i.e., (σ(A) ✶kNN B). The reason is that applying
the relational predicate before the kNN-Join will filter out some tuples (points) from
the outer relation that would also be filtered out anyway if the relational predicate
is applied after the kNN-join (Refer to [13, 27] for more detail). Thus, pushing the
relational predicates below the outer relation of a kNN-Join is a valid query opti-
mization heuristic. In contrast, when there is a relational predicate, e.g., a relational
select on the inner relation of a kNN-Join, applying the relational predicate after
computing the kNN-Join is not equivalent to applying the relational predicate to the
inner relation before computing the kNN-Join, i.e.,
σB(A ✶kNN B) ̸≡ A ✶kNN σ(B).
As explained in Example 5.1 (see Figure 5.1 in Section 5.1), we refer to the kNN-
Join in Figure 5.1(a) as Pre-Filter and the one in Figure 5.1(b) as Post-Filter. In
the rest of this section, we present various optimization alternatives that can enhance
the execution of queries with kNN-Join and relational predicates while preserving the
semantics of these queries.
5.4.1 Pre-Filter kNN-Join
In this section, we study queries with Pre-Filter kNN-Join, where the relational
predicates are on the inner relation of the kNN-Join. Conceptually, the kNN-Join
should be applied first, then the resulting tuples are filtered out by the relational
predicates. Refer to QEP(a) of Figure 5.6 for illustration.
Although QEP(a) is legitimate, it can suffer from repeated redundant compu-
tations. It is highly likely that a point in the inner relation corresponds to the
k-nearest-neighbors of more than one point in the outer relation, e.g., Point r2 in
Figure 5.1(b). [65] shows that for k = 1, the number of the reverse nearest neigh-
bors of a point can reach up to six. For higher values of k, the number of reverse
nearest neighbors of every point can be much higher, leading to a large number of
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Fig. 5.6. Different QEPs for queries with Pre-Filter kNN-Join.
repeated computations. To avoid this redundancy, we use a cache (i.e., a hash table)
that stores for every processed tuple whether it qualifies or disqualifies the relational
predicates. If a tuple is already processed (i.e., exists in the hash table) and qualifies
the relational predicates, it is directly emitted to the output, otherwise, it is ignored.
QEP(b) of Figure 5.6 is another alternative for evaluating queries with Pre-Filter
kNN-Join. In this QEP, the relational predicates are applied to the inner relation first
and the qualifying tuples are materialized into a temporary relation. Afterwards,
the k-in-circle optimization heuristic is applied as we explain below. Notice that
this optimization allows for pushing relational select(s) below the kNN-Join without
compromising the correctness of evaluation.
In QEP(b), for every tuple, say po, in the outer relation, the k-closest tuples in
the materialized relation are determined and scanned in a decreasing order of their
distance from po. As discussed earlier in Section 5.3, this can be efficiently achieved
using a priority queue. For each pair (po, pi), where pi ∈ the materialized relation,
we count the number of points from the inner relation that are contained within the
circle centered at po and whose radius is the distance between po and pi. If the number
of points within that circle is ≥ k, pi is ignored, otherwise, the pair (po, pi) is added
to the answer of the query as well as all the pairs (po, pr), where pr is any point that






















































Fig. 5.7. Different QEPs for queries with Post-Filter kNN-Join.
Observe that in QEP(a), any index-based algorithm for processing the kNN-Join
(e.g., [43]) can be applied. In contrast, in QEP(b), the materialized relation has no
corresponding index. In this case, the kNN-Join is executed using a nested-loops
join [14]. In Section 5.5, we show how to choose between QEP(a) and QEP(b).
5.4.2 Post-Filter kNN-Join
In this section, we study queries with Post-Filter kNN-Join, where the relational
predicates are on the inner relation of the kNN-Join. Conceptually, the relational
predicates should be applied to the inner relation first and the qualifying tuples are
materialized in a temporary relation.1 Afterwards, the kNN-Join can be performed
between the outer relation and the materialized relation. Refer to QEP(a) of Fig-
ure 5.7 for illustration.
QEP(b) of Figure 5.7 is another alternative for evaluating queries with Post-Filter
kNN-Join. In this QEP, the index on the inner relation is used with no need to mate-
rialize the tuples that qualify the relational predicates. Given a block from the outer
1Similarly to QEP(a) of Figure 5.6, the materialized relation has no corresponding index that the
kNN-Join operation can leverage.
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relation, say bo, we scan the blocks of the inner relation in MINDIST order from bo. We
apply the relational predicates to the points in these blocks from the inner relation and
add those tuples that qualify the relational predicates to a list, say qualifyingList.
Once the size of qualifyingList reaches or exceeds k, we record the highest MAXDIST,
say highestMaxDist, from bo of the encountered blocks. We continue scanning until
a block is encountered whose MINDIST is greater than highestMaxDist. Afterwards,
for every point in bo, the nearest neighbors in qualifyingList are determined and are
added to the result of the query. Observe that when a scanning round corresponding
to a block from the outer relation is completed, the scan operator is reset to start a
new round of scan according to the MINDIST of the next block; For illustration, refer
to the dashed line from the kNN-Join operator to the Scan operator in QEP(b) of
Figure 5.7.
Similarly to QEP(b) of Figure 5.6, repeated computations of the relational pred-
icates can occur for points from the inner relation that belong to the k-nearest-
neighbors of multiple points in the outer relation. We apply the same caching mech-
anism to solve this problem. In particular, if a tuple is already processed (i.e., exists
in the hash table) and qualifies the relational predicates, it is directly passed to the
kNN-Join operator, otherwise, it is ignored. For illustration, refer to the dashed line
from the Scan operator to the kNN-Join operator in QEP(b) of Figure 5.7.
5.5 Cost-Based Optimization
In order to decide which query processing strategy to use for a query with either a
Pre-Filter or a Post-Filter kNN-Select/Join, estimating the cost of these kNN predi-
cates is essential. For instance, for a query optimizer to choose between QEP(a) and
QEP(b) in Figure 5.5, the cost of the kNN-Select predicate needs to be determined.
We apply the cost estimation techniques presented in Chapter 4 for estimating the
cost of the kNN-Select and kNN-Join operators. In particular, we apply the Staircase
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and Catalog-Merge techniques to estimate the cost of the kNN-Select and kNN-Join,
respectively.
In the rest of this section, we show how the cost model can be used to arbitrate
between the alternative QEPs that each query can have.
Pre-Filter kNN-Select
Refer to Figure 5.3 for illustration. The cost of the kNN-Select in QEP(a) is
directly estimated using the Staircase technique. However, in QEP(b), the kNN-
Select operates with no spatial index, and hence the cost is determined by the cost of
the relational operators. Notice that the CPU cost of the kNN operator applies the
k-in-circle optimization is O(n log k) in CPU time, where n is the number of tuples
that qualify the relational predicates below the operator.
Depending on the cost of the relational predicates as well as the cost of the kNN-
Select, we choose either QEP(a) or QEP(b).
Post-Filter kNN-Select
Refer to Figure 5.5 for illustration. Estimating the cost of the kNN-Select operator
in QEP(b) can be described as follows. Because there is no correlation between the
location of a tuple and whether it qualifies the relational predicates, we can assume
that the tuples that qualify the relational predicates are uniformly distributed in the
space. If the selectivity of the relational predicates is ρ ≤ 1, then k(1−ρ) tuples will
contain k tuples that qualify the relational predicates. Thus, we substitute the value
of k by k(1−ρ) and then apply the Staircase technique to estimate the cost of the kNN-
Select. However, in QEP(a), the kNN-Select operates with no spatial index, and
hence the cost is determined by the cost of the relational operators.
Depending on selectivity and cost of the relational predicates and the value of k,
we choose either QEP(a) or QEP(b) of Figure 5.5.
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Pre-Filter kNN-Join
Refer to Figure 5.6 for illustration. The cost of the kNN-Join in QEP(a) is straight-
forward. In this case, the kNN-Join operates in a standard way, and hence its cost can
be estimated by directly using the Catalog-Merge technique. However, in QEP(b),
the kNN-Join operates with no index on the inner relation, and hence its cost is
equivalent to the cost of a nested-loops join [14]. The cost of the relational predicates
in both QEP(a) and QEP(b) is the same because QEP(a) applies a caching technique
that avoids any repeated computations. Depending on the relational selectivity and
the value of k, we choose either QEP(a) or QEP(b).
Post-Filter kNN-Join
Refer to Figure 5.7 for illustration. In QEP(a), the kNN-Join operates with no
spatial index, and hence its cost is the same as the cost of a nested-loops join. The
overall cost of this QEP equals the cost of performing the relational predicates plus
the cost of a nested-loops join [14]. Estimating the cost of the kNN-Join operator
in QEP(b) can be described as follows. Similarly to kNN-Select queries, we assume
no correlation between the location of a tuple and whether it qualifies the relational
predicates, and hence we assume that the tuples that qualify the relational predicates
are uniformly distributed in the space. If the selectivity of the relational predicates
is ρ ≤ 1, we substitute the value of k by k(1−ρ) , and then apply the Catalog-Merge
technique to estimate the cost of the kNN-Join.
Depending on the selectivity and cost of the relational predicates and the value
of k, we choose either QEP(a) or QEP(b) of Figure 5.7.
5.6 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed optimization tech-





















Fig. 5.8. Part of the schema of the TPC-H benchmark.
and kNN-Join algorithms as described in [41,43]. In addition, we employ our Staircase
and Catalog-Merge techniques as described in Chapter 4 to estimate the cost of the
kNN operators. Our implementation is based on a region-quadtree index [57], where
each node in the quadtree represents a region of space that is recursively decomposed
into four equal quadrants, subquadrants, and so on with each leaf node containing
points that correspond to a specific subregion. We choose the quadtree because the
blocks of a quadtree do not spatially overlap. This property leads to robust perfor-
mance for kNN queries. In our testbed, we tried an R-tree implementation, but it
does not yield the same good performance as the quadtree even for the baseline kNN
queries due to the spatial overlap of the R-tree blocks. All implementations are in
Java. Experiments are conducted on a machine running Mac OS X on Intel Core i7
CPU at 2.3 GHz and 8 GB of main memory.
The datasets used in the experiments are based on the TPC-H benchmark [25]. We
choose to use the TPC-H benchmark because it is a well-crafted source of relational
data with well-defined schema and queries with complex relational expressions. We
generate various instances of the data using the TPC-H generator with different scale
factors. Figure 5.8 gives part of the relational schema of the TPC-H benchmark
tables. The size of each table is displayed as multiples of the scale factor (SF). For
instance, if SF = 10, then the size of the Orders Table is 10×1.5M = 15M tuples. For
illustration, only the attributes that are relevant to the queries we use are displayed.
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In Figure 5.8, each of the Customer and Supplier tables has an address attribute.
The TPC-H-generated values for this attribute are randomly generated strings. We
replace them with real location data from OpenStreetMap [26]. The location of each
point in the data represents the (lat, long) coordinates of real GPS data collected
world-wide.
The queries we use in the experiments are derived from Query Q13 specified by
the TPC-H benchmark. We choose this query for the following reasons: 1) it contains
a reference to the address attribute in a way that makes it natural to use with a kNN
predicate, 2) it has relatively complex relational constructs, e.g., group-by, and joins,
allowing us to demonstrate that the proposed optimizations work well with relatively
complex relational predicates, and 3) the relational constructs in the query allow us
to try different selectivity values, and hence demonstrate how our cost estimation
model can be used to make the right choice for a QEP.
For each customer, say c, Q13 retrieves the number of orders c has made. To
enable different selectivities for our corresponding relational predicates, we change
the query to retrieve a customer if he made at least one order with price > t.
This threshold represents a tuning parameter for controlling the selectivity or the
reduction factor of the relational expression. The modified query can be expressed
in SQL as follows:
SELECT C.Custkey, COUNT(O.Orderkey) AS N
FROM Customer C, Orders O
WHERE C.Custkey = O.Custkey
AND O.TotalPrice > t
GROUP BY C.custkey
HAVING N > 0;
We try all the possible values of t and map each value to the corresponding reduc-
tion factor using histograms for the TotalPrice Attribute. Furthermore, to speedup
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the execution of the above query, we assume the existence of a hash index on Custkey
Attribute of Table Orders (to speed up the join between the Tables Customer and
Orders) as well as a B+Tree index on the TotalPrice Attribute. Furthermore, we
assume that both Supplier and Customer Tables are indexed using region quadtrees
based on Attribute Address.
We embed a kNN-Select or a kNN-Join into the above query. For each possible
query semantics, we have two possible QEPs. Furthermore, we estimate the cost of
each these two QEPs and choose the one that has the least cost. We refer to the
QEP that automatically chooses the best QEP based on the estimated cost as the
Cost-Based QEP.
For the queries we study, our performance metric is the execution time. We moni-
tor this metric after varying: 1) the value of k, 2) the selectivity (i.e., reduction factor)
of the relational expression, and 3) the scale factor, i.e., the size of the database.
5.6.1 Pre-Filter kNN-Select
In this experiment, we study a query with a Pre-Filter kNN-Select. Given a
threshold, say t, and a query-point, say q, that is chosen at random, the query
chooses from the k-nearest customers to q those who have made at least one order
of TotalPrice > t. The query can be expressed in SQL as follows:
SELECT C.Custkey, COUNT(O.Orderkey) AS N
FROM Customer C, Orders O
WHERE C.Custkey = O.Custkey
AND O.TotalPrice > t AND C is kNN q
GROUP BY C.custkey
HAVING N > 0;
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We examine two QEPs for the query; Refer to QEP(a) and QEP(b) of Figure 5.3
for illustration. We refer to QEP(a) as kNN-First and QEP(b) as Relational-First. In
addition, we examine the Cost-Based QEP that automatically chooses either QEP(a)
and QEP(b) based on the estimated cost.
Figure 5.9 gives the performance of the three QEPs and shows how the Cost-
Based QEP succeeds to choose the best QEP in most of the cases. Figure 5.9(a)
illustrates that the kNN-First QEP has almost constant performance irrespective
of the value of the reduction factor because the value of k is constant. Because
the value of k is small in this case, it is cheap to apply the kNN-Select first and
apply the relational predicates afterwards to only k tuples, and hence the kNN-
First QEP has better performance (by up to two orders of magnitude). However, as
Figure 5.9(b) demonstrates, the performance of the kNN-First QEP degrades as the
value of k increases, which is a natural result. In contrast, the Relational-First QEP
has constant performance; because the reduction factor is constant (90%), the k-in-
circle optimization enables the QEP to process the same number of tuples regardless
of the value of k.
Figure 5.9(c) illustrates that for different scale factors, when the value of k is small,
the Cost-Based QEP always makes the right choice of choosing the kNN-First QEP,
leading to three orders of magnitude gain compared to the Relational-First QEP.
Last but not least, the Cost-Based QEP succeeds to choose the best QEP in most
of the cases. Note that there are some cases where the Cost-Based QEP does not
make the right choice, but this happens near the points of intersection between the
two curves of the performance of the Relational-First and kNN-First QEPs. In this
case, the two QEPs have almost the same performance; it does not matter which
QEP to choose. In contrast, Figure 5.9(c) demonstrates that when the difference in
performance between the two QEPs is significant, i.e., three orders of magnitude, the
Cost-Based QEP always succeeds in making the right choice.
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k Relational First kNN First Optimized
100% 6.693000000000001E-4 0.0010654 5.0050000E-04
99% 0.016011400000000002 2.9190000E-04 2.550000E-04
98% 0.027221099999999998 1.9610000E-04 1.7510000E-04
97% 0.0407575 2.0230000E-04 1.3560000E-04
95% 0.0462737 1.9540000E-04 1.5030000E-04
94% 0.06283140000000001 1.7740000E-04 1.2920000E-04
92% 0.0792482 1.7620000E-04 1.3170000E-04
91% 0.0941053 1.6470000E-04 1.2820000E-04
89% 0.10990789999999999 1.9360000E-04 1.4130000E-04
87% 0.1332827 1.360000E-04 1.1780000E-04
86% 0.15555170000000001 1.7340000E-04 1.2560000E-04
84% 0.1666587 1.370000E-04 1.1550000E-04
82% 0.19164399999999998 1.2680000E-04 1.1280000E-04
80% 0.21357469999999998 1.6030000E-04 1.2420000E-04
78% 0.24253809999999998 1.650000E-04 1.2750000E-04
76% 0.250772 1.6310000E-04 1.2310000E-04
74% 0.26539579999999996 1.6280000E-04  1.2080000000000001E-4
72% 0.2851578  1.5759999999999998E-4 1.2790000E-04
70% 0.3092874 1.6420000E-04 1.2590000E-04
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(a) k = 10. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
2 0.001678467 1.354870000E-04 1.042870000E-04
4 0.0015371200000000001  1.0958099999999999E-4 1.120460000E-04
8 0.00157484 1.030870000E-04  1.0943300000000001E-4
16 0.001514646  1.0946799999999999E-4 1.180180000E-04
32 0.001514073  1.2080399999999999E-4 1.265440000E-04
64 0.0015193099999999998 1.41940000E-04 1.434330000E-04
128 0.001505158  1.7929800000000002E-4 1.81760000E-04
256 0.001517781 2.472940000E-04 2.406190000E-04
512 0.001512343  3.5766199999999996E-4 3.566730000E-04
1024 0.001476753 6.654180000E-04 0.00150091
2048 0.0015114570000000001 0.001328516 0.001504528
4096 0.0014910099999999999 0.002841012 0.001502604
8192 0.001485234 0.006742477 0.00151326
16384 0.0014819549999999999  0.015434357000000001 0.001519814
32768 0.001491675 0.037404645 0.001485536
65536 0.001493848  0.07148369099999999 0.0016035950000000002
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(b) Reduction Factor = 90%. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
1 0.3304166 2.8170000E-04 2.3840000E-04
2 0.632641 2.130000E-04  1.9350000000000001E-4
3 0.9996132  2.4060000000000002E-4 2.0280000E-04
4 1.4449976 2.9560000E-04 2.6130000E-04
5 1.9974636000000001 6.1440000E-04 3.5530000E-04
6 2.5183135  0.0008415999999999999 5.7250000E-04
7 2.8012444 0.0010773 7.610000E-04
8 3.2014989999999997  9.4199999999999997E-4 9.0209999999999998E-4
9 3.7978969 9.0050000E-04 0.0013259
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(c) k = 10. Reduction Factor = 70%.
Fig. 5.9. Performance of queries with Pre-Filter kNN-Select.
5.6.2 Post-Filter kNN-Select
In this experiment, we study a query with a Post-Filter kNN-Select. Given a
threshold, say t, and a query-point, say q, that is chosen at random, the query
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chooses the k-closest customers to q from those customers who have made at least
one order of TotalPrice > t. The query can be expressed in SQL as follows:
SELECT C.Custkey, COUNT(O.Orderkey) AS N
FROM Customer C, Orders O
WHERE C.Custkey = O.Custkey
AND O.TotalPrice > t
GROUP BY C.custkey
HAVING N > 0
ORDER BY distance(C.address, q)
LIMIT k;
We examine two QEPs for the query; Refer to QEP(a) and QEP(b) of Fig-
ure 5.5 for illustration. Similarly to the above experiments, we refer to QEP(a)
as Relational-First, QEP(b) as kNN-First, and the QEP that automatically chooses
either QEP(a) and QEP(b) as the Cost-Based QEP. For the Relational-First QEP, we
use the B+Tree index on the TotalPrice Attribute to retrieve the tuples of TotalPrice
< t.
Figure 5.10 gives the performance of the three QEPs. As illustrated in the figure,
there is a variability in the dominance of one QEP over the other. For instance, in
Figure 5.10(a), when the reduction factor is high, the performance of the Relational-
First QEP is better by more than two orders of magnitude. In this case, tuples of
TotalPrice < t are quickly retrieved from the B+Tree and the k-closest tuples are
quickly selected from them. However, the kNN-First QEP terminates only when k
tuples that qualify the relational predicates (TotalPrice < t) are retrieved (refer to the
‘Stop After k’ operator at the top of the kNN-First QEP). Hence, for the same case
of high reduction factor, early termination is unlikely to happen for the kNN-First
QEP as the MINDIST Scan operator will keep scanning almost all the blocks in the
entire space. In contrast, a low value of the reduction factor implies that k matching
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k Relational First kNN First Optimized
100% 5.8440000E-04 0.0757491 3.960000E-04
99% 0.0179871 0.0796794 0.0157022
98% 0.023135700000000002 0.0732617 0.0720953
97% 0.0333567 0.0718294 0.0723066
95% 0.0453385 0.0730146 0.0720857
94% 0.0629458 0.0724717 0.0739821
92% 0.07682710000000001 0.0740796 0.0733134
91% 0.09336459999999999  0.07362149999999999 0.073656
89% 0.1090842 0.0776683 0.0774657
87% 0.1286985 0.0782176 0.0747213
86% 0.1462945 0.0779223 0.0754981
84% 0.1688583 0.0646461 0.0647395
82% 0.1865599 0.0206187 0.0214246
80% 0.2295662 0.0110285 0.0117131
78% 0.23195990000000002 0.0029365 0.0026782
76% 0.2506984  0.0023380000000000002 0.001998
74% 0.2717945 0.0020029  0.0020299999999999997
72% 0.29390459999999996 0.0021151  0.0018984000000000002
70% 0.3217175 0.0029548 0.0021882

























(a) k = 10. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
2 0.02274018 0.00160834  0.0013175899999999998
4 0.022792859999999998  0.0014066500000000002 0.00143728
8 0.02141976  0.0012642800000000002 0.00138475
16 0.02204526 0.0011303  0.0012817500000000001
32 0.021305969999999997 0.00180271 0.00176031
64 0.02124978 0.0022586 0.00195047
128 0.021615549999999997 0.0043241  0.0042818299999999995
256 0.02136282 0.01074497 0.01032937
512 0.02137446  0.021887669999999998 0.02186395
1024 0.021725759999999997 0.06165687 0.06116523
2048 0.02182145  0.061007410000000005 0.06103974
4096 0.0211715 0.07427499 0.02161474
8192 0.02158385 0.07474616 0.02138852
16384 0.02156111  0.07390659000000001 0.0215752
32768 0.021479110000000003  0.07378111999999999 0.02133674
65536 0.02148277  0.07422920000000001 0.02149929
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(b) Reduction Factor = 90%. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
1 0.3949871  0.0035207000000000003 0.0023335
2 0.7526830999999999 0.0024196 0.0020685
3 1.1921441  0.0037614000000000002 .0034584999999999998
4 1.6386310000000002 0.0059969 0.0046222
5 2.2804284 0.0070815 0.0075132
6 2.7817077 0.0089059 0.0078278
7 3.1541080999999997 0.0100175 0.0106626
8 3.7514055999999996 0.0052786 0.0053868
9 4.2444259 0.0051658 0.0053083
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(c) k = 10. Reduction Factor = 70%.
Fig. 5.10. Performance of queries with Post-Filter kNN-Select.
tuples will be found around q, and hence, early termination is more likely to happen;
the kNN-First QEP will dominate in this case.
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Similarly, Figure 5.10(b) shows that for small k values, the kNN-First QEP per-
forms better because in this case, early termination is more likely to happen. The
opposite happens when the value of k increases because early termination is unlikely
to occur in this case. In either case, the Relational-First QEP blindly processes the
input table without leveraging the spatial locality, and hence has almost constant
performance. Figure 5.10(c) illustrates that for different scale factors, when the value
of k is small, the Cost-Based QEP always makes the right choice of choosing the
kNN-First QEP.
5.6.3 Pre-Filter and Post-Filter kNN-Joins
In this experiment, we use a kNN-Join between the Supplier and Customer tables,
where a relational expression is applied on the Customer Table (i.e., the inner table
of the kNN-Join). In particular, we study two queries:
1. A query with a Pre-Filter kNN-Join: Given a threshold t, retrieve for each
Supplier, from the k-closest customers those who have made at least one order
with TotalPrice > t.
2. A query with a Post-Filter kNN-Join: Given a threshold t, retrieve for each
Supplier, the k-closest customers from those who have made at least one order
with TotalPrice > t.
Similarly to the above experiments, for each of the above queries, we examine
two QEPs as well as the Cost-Based QEP that automatically chooses the QEP with
the least cost. We refer to QEP(a) and QEP(b) of Figure 5.6 as kNN-First and
Relational-First, respectively. Similarly, we refer to QEP(a) and QEP(b) of Figure 5.7
as Relational-First and kNN-First, respectively.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 give the performance of the various QEPs at different pa-
rameter settings. Figures 5.11(a) (and similarly Figure 5.12(a)) shows that when the
reduction factor is high, the Relational-First QEP performs better (by three orders
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k Relational First kNN First Optimized
100% 0.002207 5.490011 0.001487
93% 0.061983 5.754822 0.059239
83% 0.327015 5.545671 0.270646
73% 1.367916 5.815512 5.746199
62% 5.762468 5.563226 5.545767
52% 16.670159 5.594278 5.865136
42% 37.361266 5.581632 5.622989
32% 62.30598 5.856759 6.312049
23% 73.972997 5.832877 5.819359
15% 83.73096 6.042945 6.178185
9% 89.498643 5.985041 5.852393
5% 94.918833 8.808368 8.85052
2% 117.638498 8.212492 8.12087
1% 116.840654 5.979445 5.838426
0% 112.184556 5.572681 5.703245
0% 94.15064 6.044073 6.346543
0% 98.664749 5.888218 6.072339
0% 100.053194 6.199191 6.075868
0% 98.945148 5.959994 5.955868
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(a) k = 10. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
2 3.210176 7.83618 3.115617
4 3.051159 7.483974 3.157592
8 3.21044 7.649299 3.211116
16 3.631102 7.801648 4.219021
32 4.36491 8.134001 4.35069
64 5.953663 9.257545 6.200536
128 9.639772 10.274567 9.323741
256 15.273249 10.479671 15.104638
512 25.589272 12.634 12.672052
1024 45.000000 17.000000 17.000000
2048 0.037663 16.86284 0.036709
4096 0.038414 22.879524 0.037021
8192 0.03853 34.335574 0.035817
16384 0.040665 57.551771 0.037396
32768 0.037447 96.014853 0.036284
65536 0.040507 159.59552 0.037741
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(b) Reduction Factor = 70%. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
1 0.154542 7.866915 0.143663
2 0.264664 13.737849 0.266937
3 0.46414 22.715973 0.500000
4 0.572792 32.653996 0.563743
5 0.803002 50.469578 0.800000
6 0.968354 57.021773 1.000000
7 1.137138 73.287195 1.067144
8 1.8 91 1.8
9 2.1000000 1.0400000E+02 2.1000000
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(c) k = 10. Reduction Factor = 90%.
Fig. 5.11. Performance of queries with Pre-Filter kNN-Join.
of magnitude). In this case, customers that qualify the relational predicate are mate-
rialized into a small relation, and hence, the kNN-Join will be easy to perform, either
with the k-in-circle optimization for a Pre-Filter query or with a standard kNN prior-
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k Relational First kNN First Optimized
100% 0.001041 2.519863 0.001256
93% 0.062413 2.471201 0.063606
83% 0.343127 2.708336 0.254357
73% 1.237234 0.718096 1.216719
62% 5.422859 0.599195 5.405849
52% 18.516569 0.993757 1.00000
42% 39.779304 1.410121 1.433821
32% 57.04617 1.719543 1.752693
23% 68.772523 1.887414 1.999756
15% 74.258866 2.036427 2.076049
9% 79.231951 2.208585 2.192766
84% 0.1658034 0.1061858 0.110057
82% 0.1866733 0.1076675  0.11112079999999999
80% 0.2075317  0.10543899999999999 0.1044456
78% 0.228196  0.10662920000000001 0.1063328
76% 0.2493047 0.1062583 0.1066177
74% 0.27425069999999996  0.10676179999999999 0.1065593
72% 0.29983550000000003 0.1073199  0.11166620000000001
70% 0.3311136 0.1085952 0.1078531
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(a) k = 10. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
2 3.173294 0.506358 0.506358
4 2.88049 0.458829 0.458829
8 2.914539 0.552116 0.552116
16 3.119796 0.80734 0.80734
32 3.374836 1.26437 1.26437
64 4.13046 2.273735 4.000000
128 6.390151 4.443825 4.443825
256 15.785437 12.325146 15.325146
512 43.910639 41.259341 41.259341
1024 158.000000 156.000000 156.000000
2048 11.05549 14.63724 11.228123
4096 11.762675 14.857406 11.220543
8192 11.261203 14.859429 11.26417
16384 11.359621 14.921687 11.367106
32768 11.335909 14.907366 11.31365
65536 11.333462 15.118812 11.32726
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(b) Reduction Factor = 70%. Scale Factor = 1.
k Relational First kNN First Optimized
1 0.154804 3.107691 0.142653
2 0.328856 13.208616 0.229773
3 0.454158 37.908507 0.44236
4 0.56527 74.92399 0.54367
5 0.753942 125.816809 0.700000
6 0.937881 181.154378 1.12652
7 1.011916 254.786524 1.300000
8 2.202748 349.269958 2.200000
9 2.7 467 2.9
10 3.0000000 5.8000000E+02 3.2
Selectivity of the Whole 























(c) k = 10. Reduction Factor = 90%.
Fig. 5.12. Performance of queries with Post-Filter kNN-Join.
ity queue for a Post-Filter query. The kNN-First QEP blindly applies the kNN-Join
without leveraging the pruning effect of the high relational selectivity. In contrast,
when the reduction factor is low, the kNN-First QEP performs better (by two orders
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of magnitude) because the size of the materialized relation is large in this case, which
degrades the performance of the Relational-First QEP.
Figure 5.11(b) (and similarly Figure 5.12(b)) shows that the performance of both
the Relational-First and kNN-First QEPs degrades as the value of k increases, which
is a natural result because the k-nearest-neighbors have to be determined in either
QEPs.
Figure 5.11(c) (and similarly Figure 5.12(c)) shows that the difference in per-
formance between the QEPs is maintained for different scale factors when the other
parameters are fixed. In this case, because the reduction factor is high, the Relational-
First QEP outperforms the kNN-First QEP by almost two orders of magnitude.
Last but not least, the Cost-Based QEP succeeds in selecting the best QEP in
most of the cases except near the points of intersection between the two curves. This
is especially true when the difference in performance is significant, e.g., three orders
of magnitude as in Figures 5.11(c) and 5.12(c). This proves the robustness of our cost
estimation model.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive study for the various cases of queries
with kNN and relational predicates. Such queries embed two challenges: i) a seman-
tics disambiguation challenge, and ii) a performance challenge. We clarified the dif-
ferent semantics that emerge from the coexistence of kNN-Select/Join and relational
predicates within the same query. We presented various optimization heuristics to en-
hance the performance of these queries while preserving their correct semantics. For
each query, we applied a cost-based estimation model that arbitrates between the var-
ious optimizations and possible QEPs that the query can have. Our experiments that
are based on the TPC-H benchmark and real spatial datasets from OpenStreetMap
demonstrate orders of magnitude enhancement in query performance.
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6. ADAPTIVE PARTITIONING OF BIG SPATIAL DATA
This chapter presents AQWA, a dynamic mechanism for partitioning big spatial data.
Unlike existing cluster-based systems for processing big spatial data that employ
static partitioning structures, AQWA can react to changes in the data distribution
and query workload in a way that minimizes the processing time of spatial queries.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 6.1 discusses the limitations of
existing cluster-based systems for processing big spatial data, and briefly mentions the
challenges that emerge when addressing these limitations. Section 6.2 discusses the
related work. Section 6.3 gives an overview of AQWA. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 describe
how data partitioning and query processing are performed in AQWA. Section 6.6
explains how concurrency and system failures are handled in AQWA. Section 6.7 gives
an experimental study of the performance of AQWA. Section 6.8 includes concluding
remarks.
6.1 Introduction
The ubiquity of location-aware devices, e.g., smartphones and GPS-devices, has
led to a large variety of location-based services in which large amounts of geotagged
information are created every day. Meanwhile, the MapReduce framework [66] has
proven to be very successful in processing large datasets on large clusters, particularly
after the massive deployments reported by companies like Facebook, Google, and
Yahoo!. Moreover, tools built on top of Hadoop [67], the open-source implementation
of MapReduce, e.g., Pig [68], Hive [69], Cheetah [70], and Pigeon [71], make it easier
for users to engage with Hadoop and run queries using high-level languages. However,
one of the main issues with MapReduce is that executing a query usually involves
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scanning very large amounts of data that can lead to high response times. Not enough
attention has been devoted to addressing this issue in the context of spatial data.
Existing cluster-based systems for processing large-scale spatial data employ spa-
tial partitioning methods in order to have some pruning at query time. However, these
partitioning methods are static and cannot efficiently react to data changes. For in-
stance, SpatialHadoop [15, 16] supports static partitioning schemes (e.g., see [72]) to
handle large-scale spatial data. To handle a batch of new data in SpatialHadoop, the
whole data needs to be repartitioned from scratch, which is quite costly.
In addition to being static, existing cluster-based systems are insensitive to the
query workload. As noted in several research efforts, e.g., [17–19], accounting for the
query workload can be quite effective. In particular, regions of space that are queried
with high frequency need to be aggressively partitioned in comparison to the other
less popular regions. This fine-grained partitioning of the in-high-demand data can
result in significant savings in query processing time.
In this chapter, we present AQWA, an adaptive and query-workload-aware data
partitioning mechanism that minimizes the query processing time of spatial queries
over large-scale spatial data. Unlike existing systems that require recreating the par-
titions, AQWA incrementally updates the partitioning according to the data changes
and the query workload. An important characteristic of AQWA is that it does not
presume any knowledge of the data distribution or the query workload. Instead,
AQWA applies a lazy mechanism that reorganizes the data as queries are processed.
Traditional spatial index structures try to increase the pruning power at query
time by having (almost) unbounded decomposition until the finest granularity of
data is reached in each split. In contrast, AQWA keeps a lower bound on the size of
each partition that is equal to the data block size in the underlying distributed file
system. In the case of HDFS, the reason for this constraint is twofold. First, each file
is allocated at least one block (e.g., 128 MB) even if the size of the file is less than the
block size in HDFS. In Hadoop, each mapper typically consumes one file. So, if too
many small partitions exist, too many short-lived mappers will be launched, taxing
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the system with the associated setup overhead of these mappers. Second, allowing
too many small partitions can be harmful to the overall health of a computing cluster.
The metadata of the partitions is usually managed in a centralized shared resource.
For instance, the NameNode is a centralized resource in Hadoop that manages the
metadata of the files in HDFS, and handles the file requests across the whole cluster.
Hence, the NameNode is a critical component that, if overloaded with too many small
files, slows down the overall cluster (e.g., see [21–24]).
AQWA employs a simple yet powerful cost function that models the I/O overhead
of executing the queries. The cost function integrates both the data distribution and
the query workload. AQWA repeatedly tries to minimize the cost of query execution
by splitting some partitions, which in turn, maximizes the query throughput. In order
to choose the partitions to split and find the best positions to split these partitions
according to the cost model, two operations are excessively applied: 1) Finding the
number of points in a given region, and 2) Finding the number of queries that overlap
a given region. A straightforward approach to support these two operations is to
scan the whole data (in case of Operation 1) and all queries in the workload (in
case of Operation 2), which is quite costly. The reason is that: i) we are dealing
with big data in which scanning the whole data is costly, and ii) the two operations
are to be repeated multiple times in order to find the best partitioning. To address
these challenges, AQWA employs a set of main-memory structures that maintain
information about the data distribution as well as the query workload. These main-
memory structures along with efficient summarization techniques from [73,74] enable
AQWA to efficiently perform its repartitioning decisions.
AQWA supports spatial range and k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN, for short) queries.
Range queries are relatively easy to process in distributed platforms because the
spatial region (i.e., window) that bounds the answer of a query is predefined, and
hence the data partitions that overlap that region can be determined before the query
is executed. However, the spatial region that confines the answer of a kNN query is
unknown until the query is executed. Existing approaches (e.g., [16]) for processing a
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kNN query over big spatial data require two rounds of processing in order to guarantee
the correctness of evaluation, which implies high latency. AQWA presents a more
efficient approach that guarantees the correctness of evaluation through a single round
of computation while minimizing the amount of data to be scanned during processing
the query. To achieve that, AQWA leverages its main-memory structures to efficiently
determine the minimum spatial region that confines the answer of a kNN query.
AQWA can react to different types of query workloads. Whether there is a single
hotspot area (i.e., one that receives queries more frequently, e.g., downtown area), or
there are multiple simultaneous hotspots, AQWA efficiently determines the minimal
set of partitions that need to be split, and accordingly reorganizes the data partitions.
Furthermore, when the workload permanently shifts from one (or more) hotspot area
to another, AQWA is able to efficiently react to that change and update the partition-
ing accordingly. To achieve that, AQWA employs a time-fading counting mechanism
that alleviates the overhead corresponding to older query-workloads.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are as follows.
• We introduce AQWA, a new mechanism for partitioning big spatial data that:
1) can react to data changes, and 2) is query-workload-aware. Instead of recre-
ating the partitions from scratch, AQWA adapts to changes in the data by
incrementally updating the data partitions according to the query workload.
• We present a cost-based model that manages the process of repartitioning the
data according to the data distribution and the query workload while abiding
by the limitations of the underlying distributed file system.
• We present a time-fading mechanism that alleviates the repartitioning over-
head corresponding to older query-workloads by assigning lower weights to older
queries in the cost model.
• Unlike the state-of-the-art approach (e.g., [16]) that requires two rounds of
computation for processing a kNN query on a distributed platform, we show how
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a kNN query can be efficiently answered through a single round of computation
while guaranteeing the correctness of evaluation.
• We show that AQWA achieves a query performance gain of one order of mag-
nitude in comparison to the state-of-the-art system [16]. This is demonstrated
through a real implementation of AQWA on a Hadoop cluster where Terabytes
of real spatial data from Twitter are acquired and various workloads of range
and kNN queries are processed.
6.2 Related Work
Work related to AQWA can be categorized into four main categories: 1) central-
ized data indexing, 2) distributed data-partitioning, 3) query-workload-awareness in
database systems, and 4) spatial data aggregation and summarization.
In the first category, centralized indexing, e.g., B-tree [75], R-tree [32], Quad-
tree [31], Interval-tree [76], k-d tree [77], the goal is to split the data in a centralized
index that resides in one machine. The structure of the index can have unbounded
decomposition until the finest granularity of data is reached in each partition. This
model of unbounded decomposition works well for any query workload distribution;
the very fine granularity of the splits enables any query to retrieve its required data by
scanning minimal amount of data with very little redundancy. However, as explained
in Section 6.1, in a typical distributed file system, e.g., HDFS, it is important to limit
the size of each partition because allowing too many small partitions can be very
harmful to the overall health of a computing cluster (e.g., see [21–24]). Moreover, in
Hadoop for instance, too many small partitions lead to too many short-lived mappers
that can have high setup overhead. Therefore, AQWA keeps a lower bound on the
size of each partition that is equal to the data block size in the underlying distributed
file system (e.g., 128 MB in HDFS).
In the second category, distributed data-partitioning, e.g., [16, 78–83], the goal is
to split the data in a distributed file system in a way that optimizes the distributed
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query processing by minimizing the I/O overhead. Unlike the centralized indexes,
indexes in this category are usually geared towards fulfilling the requirements of the
distributed file system, e.g., keeping a lower bound on the size of each partition.
For instance, the Eagle-Eyed Elephant (E3) framework [78] avoids scans of data
partitions that are irrelevant to the query at hand. However, E3 considers only one-
dimensional data, and hence is not suitable for spatial two-dimensional data/queries.
[15,16] present SpatialHadoop; a system that processes spatial two-dimensional data
using two-dimensional Grids or R-Trees. A similar effort in [81] addresses how to
build R-Tree-like indexes in Hadoop for spatial data. [84, 85] decluster spatial data
into multiple disks to achieve good load balancing in order to reduce the response
time for range and partial match queries. However, all the efforts in this category
apply static partitioning mechanisms that are neither adaptive nor query-workload-
aware. In other words, the systems in this category do not provide a functionality
to efficiently update the data partitions after a set of data updates is received (i.e.,
appended). In this case, the partitions for the entire dataset need to be rebuilt, which
is quite costly and may require the whole system to halt until the new partitions are
created.
In the third category, query-workload-awareness in database systems, several re-
search efforts have emphasized the importance of taking the query workload into con-
sideration when designing the database and when indexing the data. [17, 18] present
query-workload-aware data partitioning mechanisms in distributed shared-nothing
platforms. However, these mechanisms support only one-dimensional data. [19]
presents an adaptive indexing scheme for continuously moving objects. [86] presents
techniques for supporting variable-size disk pages to store spatial data. [87] presents
query-adaptive algorithms for building R-trees. Although the techniques in [19,86,87]
are query-workload-aware, they assume a centralized storage and processing platform.
In the fourth category, spatial data aggregation and summarization, several tech-
niques have been proposed for efficiently aggregating spatial data and supporting
spatial range-sum queries. In AQWA, computing the cost function requires support
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of two range-sum queries, namely, 1) counting the number of points in a spatial range,
and 2) counting the number of queries that intersect a spatial range. [74] presents the
idea of maintaining prefix sums in a grid in order to answer range-sum queries of
the number of points in a window, in constant time, irrespective of the size of the
window of the query or the size of the data. The relative prefix sum [88] and the
space-efficient relative prefix sum [89] were proposed to enhance the update cost and
the space required to maintain the prefixes. [90] further enhances the idea of prefix
sum to support OLAP queries.
Extending the idea of prefix sums in a grid for counting the number of rectangles
(i.e., queries) that intersect a spatial region is a bit challenging due to the problem
of duplicate counting of rectangles. Euler histograms [73] were proposed to find the
number of rectangles that intersect a given region without duplicates. [91] and [52]
employ the basic idea of Euler histograms to estimate the selectivity of spatial joins.
AQWA employs the prefix sum techniques in [74] and a variant of the Euler histogram
in [73] to compute its cost function in constant time, and hence efficiently determine
its repartitioning decisions.
6.3 Preliminaries
In AQWA, we consider range and kNN queries over data points in the two-
dimensional space. The goal is to spatially partition the data such that the amount of
data that is scanned by the queries is minimized by avoiding unnecessary scans of the
data. For instance, if a range query, say q, partially overlaps a big partition, say p, p
should be split such that q reads only its relevant data. The process of partitioning




AQWA tries to minimize the I/O overhead of executing the queries, which in turn,
maximizes the query throughput. In AQWA, the I/O overhead of executing a query is
estimated by the number of records (i.e., points) that the query has to read. AQWA
assigns a cost to each data partition that reflects how frequent the data inside the
partition is read, and also how big the partition is. More formally, given a partition,
say p, the cost corresponding to p is:
C(p) = N(p)×Q(p), (6.1)
whereN(p) is the number of points in p, andQ(p) is the number of queries overlapping
p. The goal is to minimize the cost corresponding to all the partitions.
Theoretically, the number of possible partitioning layouts is exponential in the
total number of points because a partition can take any shape and can contain any
subset of the points. For simplicity, we consider only partitioning layouts that have
rectangular-shaped partitions. Moreover, to abide by the restrictions of typical dis-
tributed file systems, e.g., HDFS, we consider only partitions that are of size greater
than a certain limit, e.g., the block size in HDFS.
In AQWA, the query workload is not known in advance. As the queries are
processed, the query workload is automatically learned, and the underlying data
points are partitioned accordingly. Similarly, when the query workload changes, the
data partitions are updated accordingly. Furthermore, as new batches of data are





















Fig. 6.1. An overview of AQWA.
6.3.2 Overview of AQWA
Figure 6.1 gives an overview of AQWA that is composed of two main components:
1) a k-d tree decomposition1 of the data, where each leaf node is a partition in
the distributed file system, and 2) a set of main-memory structures that maintain
statistics about the distribution of the data and the queries. To account for system
failures, the contents of the main-memory structures are periodically flushed into
disk. Upon recovery from a failure, the main-memory structures are reloaded from
disk. Four main processes define the interactions among the components of AQWA,
namely, initialization, query execution, data acquisition, and repartitioning.
• Initialization: This process is performed once. Given an initial dataset, statis-
tics about the data distribution are collected. In particular, we divide the space
into a grid, say G, of n rows and m columns. Each grid cell, say G[i, j], will
contain the total number of points whose coordinates are inside the boundaries
1The ideas presented in this chapter do not assume a specific data structure and are applicable to
R-Tree or quadtree decomposition.
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of G[i, j]. The grid is kept in main-memory and is used later on to find the
number of points in a given region in O(1).
Based on the counts determined in the initialization process, we identify the best
partitioning layout that evenly distributes the points in a kd-tree decomposition.
We create the partitions using a MapReduce job that reads the entire data
and assigns each data point to its corresponding partition. We describe the
initialization process in detail in Section 6.4.1
• Query Execution: Given a query, we select the partitions that are relevant
to, i.e., overlap, the invoked query. Then, the selected partitions are passed as
input to a MapReduce job to determine the actual data points that belong to
the answer of the query. Afterwards, the query is logged into the same grid that
maintains the counts of points. After this update, we may (or may not) take a
decision to repartition the data.
• Data Acquisition: Given a batch of data, we issue a MapReduce job that
appends each new data point to its corresponding partition according to the
current layout of the partitions. In addition, the counts of points at each cell
in the grid are incremented according to the corresponding counts in the given
batch of data.
• Repartitioning: Based on the history of the query workload as well as the
distribution of the data, we determine the partition(s) that, if altered (i.e.,
further decomposed), would result in better execution time of the queries.
While the initialization and query execution processes can be implemented in
a straightforward way, the data acquisition and repartitioning processes raise the
following performance challenges:
• Overhead of Rewriting: A batch of data is appended during the data acquisition
process. To have good pruning power at query time, some partitions need to
be split. Furthermore, the overall distribution of the data may change. Thus,
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we may need to change the partitioning of the data. If the process of altering
the partitioning layout reconstructs the partitions from scratch, it would be
very inefficient because it will have to reread and rewrite the entire data. In
Section 6.7, we show that reconstructing the partitions takes several hours for
a few Terabytes of data. This is inefficient especially for dynamic scenarios,
where new batches of data are appended on an hourly or daily basis. Hence, we
propose an incremental mechanism to alter only a minimal number of partitions
according to the query workload.
• Efficient Search: We repeatedly search for the best change to do in the parti-
tioning in order to achieve good query performance. The search space is large,
and hence, we need an efficient way to determine the partitions to be further
split and how/where the split should take place. We maintain main-memory
aggregates about the distribution of the data and the query workload. AQWA
employs the techniques in [73,74] to efficiently determine the partitioning deci-
sions via main-memory lookups.
• Workload Changes and Time-Fading Weights: AQWA should respond to per-
manent changes in the query workload. However, we need to ensure that AQWA
is resilient to temporary query workloads, i.e., avoid unnecessary repartitioning
of the data.
AQWA keeps the history of all queries that have been processed. However,
we need to differentiate between fresh queries, i.e., those that belong to the
current query-workload, and relatively old queries. AQWA should alleviate
the redundant repartitioning overhead corresponding to older query-workloads.
Hence, we apply time-fading weights for the queries in order to alleviate the
cost corresponding to old queries according to Equation 6.1.
• Keeping a lower bound on the size of each partition: For practical considera-
tions, it is important to avoid small partitions that can introduce a performance
bottleneck in a distributed file system (e.g., see [21–24]). Hence, in AQWA, we
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avoid splitting a partition if any of the resulting two partitions is of size less
than the block size in the distributed file system (e.g., 128 MB in HDFS).
6.4 AQWA
6.4.1 Initialization
The main goal of AQWA is to partition the data in a way that minimizes the cost
according to Equation 6.1. Initially, i.e., before any query is executed, the number
of queries that will overlap each partition is unknown. Hence, we simply assume
a uniform distribution of the queries across the data. This implies that the only
component of Equation 6.1 that matters at this initial stage is the number of points
in each partition. Thus, in the initialization process, we partition the data in a way
that balances the number of points across the partitions. In particular, we apply a
recursive k-d tree decomposition [77].
The k-d tree is a binary tree in which every non-leaf node tries to split the un-
derlying space into two parts that have the same number of points. Only leaf nodes
contain the actual data points. The splits can be horizontal or vertical and are chosen
to balance the number of points across the leaf nodes. Splitting is recursively applied,
and stops if any of the resulting partitions is of size < the block size. Figure 6.2 gives
the initial state of an example k-d tree with 7 leaf nodes along with the corresponding
space partitions. Once the boundaries of each leaf node are determined, a MapRe-
duce job creates the initial partitions, i.e., assigns each data point to its corresponding
partition. In this MapReduce job, for each point, say p, the key is the leaf node that
encloses p, and the value is p. The mappers read different chunks of the data and then
send each point to the appropriate reducer, which groups the points that belong to
the same partition, and ultimately writes the corresponding partition file into HDFS.
The hierarchy of the partitioning layout, i.e., the k-d tree, is kept for processing
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Fig. 6.2. An example tree with 7 leaf partitions.
the leaf nodes of the tree that overlap q are selected and passed as input to the
MapReduce job corresponding to q.
Efficient Search via Aggregation
An important question to address during the initialization process is how to split
a leaf node in the tree. In other words, for a given partition, say p, what is the best
horizontal or vertical line that can split p into two parts such that the number of
points is the same in both parts? Furthermore, how can we determine the number of
points in each split, i.e., rectangle? Because the raw data is not partitioned, one way
to solve this problem is to have a complete scan of the data in order to determine the
number of points in a given rectangle. Obviously, this is not practical to perform.
Because we are interested in aggregates, i.e., count of points in a rectangle, scan-
ning the individual points involves redundancy. Hence, in the initialization process,
we preprocess the raw data as in a way that enables quick lookup (in O(1) time) of
the count corresponding to a given rectangle. We maintain a two-dimensional grid
that has a very fine granularity. The grid does not contain the data points, but rather
maintains aggregate information. In particular, we divide the space into a grid, say
G, of n rows and m columns. Each grid cell, say G[i, j], initially contains the total
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Fig. 6.3. The prefix-sums for finding the number of points in an arbitrary rectangle
in constant time.
number of points that are inside the boundaries of G[i, j]. This is achieved through
a single MapReduce job that reads the entire data and determines the count for each
grid cell. Afterwards, we aggregate the data corresponding to each cell in G using
prefix-sums as in [74].
Refer to Figure 6.3 for illustration. For every row in G, we perform horizontal
aggregation, i.e., scan the cells from column 0 to column m and aggregate the values
as: G[i, j] = G[i, j] + G[i, j − 1] ∀ j ∈ [2, m]. Afterwards, we perform vertical
aggregation for each column, i.e., G[i, j] = G[i, j] +G[i− 1, j] ∀ i ∈ [2, n]. At this
moment, the value at each cell, say G[i, j], will correspond to the total number of
points in the rectangle bounded by G[0, 0] (top-left) and G[i, j] (bottom-right). For
example, the number of points in the red rectangle of Figure 6.3(a) can be determined
in O(1) by simply retrieving the value of the shaded cell that corresponds to the
bottom-right corner of the rectangle. To compute the number of points corresponding
to any given partition, i.e., rectangle, only four values need to be added/subtracted
as shown in Figure 6.3(b). Thus, the process of finding the number of points for any
given rectangle is performed in O(1).
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In addition to the above summarization technique, instead of trying all the possible
horizontal and vertical lines to determine the median line that evenly splits the points
in a given partition, we apply binary search on each dimension of the data. Given a
rectangle of r rows and c columns, first, we try a horizontal split of the rectangle at
Row r2 and determine the number of points in the corresponding two splits (in O(1)
operations as described above). If the number of points in both splits is the same, we
terminate, otherwise, we recursively repeat the process with the split that has higher
number of points. The process may be repeated for the vertical splits if no even
splitting is found for the horizontal splits. If no even splitting is found for the vertical
splits, we choose the best possible splitting amongst the vertical and horizontal splits,
i.e., the split that minimizes the absolute value of the difference between the number
of points in the emerging splits.
The above optimizations of grid-based pre-aggregation are essential for the ef-
ficiency of the initialization process as well as the repartitioning process that we
describe in the next section. Without pre-aggregation, e.g., using a straightforward
scan of the entire data, the partitioning would be impractical.
6.4.2 Data Acquisition and Repartitioning
6.4.2.1 Data Acquisition
Most sources of big spatial data are dynamic, where new batches of data are
received on an hourly or daily basis. For instance, since 2013, more than 500 Million
tweets are created every day [20]. AQWA provides a functionality to append the data
partitions with new batches of data. In AQWA, after the initialization process, each
of the partitions in the initial layout is appended with a new set of data points during
the data acquisition process. Appending a batch of data is performed through a
MapReduce job. In the Map phase, each data point is assigned to the corresponding
partition, and in the Reduce phase, the data points are appended. In addition,
each reducer determines the count of points it receives for the grid cells that overlap
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its corresponding partition. A temporary grid receives the aggregate counts, and
precomputations are performed the same way we explain in Section 6.4.1. Afterwards,
the counts in the fine-grained grid are incremented with the values in the temporary
grid.
We observe that after the data is appended, some (if not all) partitions may
increase in size by acquiring more data points. In order to maintain good pruning
at query time, these partitions need to be split. A straightforward approach for
altering the partitions is to aggressively repartition the entire data. However this
would be quite costly because the process of rereading and rewriting the entire data
is prohibitively expensive due to the size of the data. Furthermore, this approach
may require the entire system to halt until the new partitions are created. As we
demonstrate in Section 6.7, the process of reconstructing the partitions takes several
hours for a few Terabytes of data, which is impractical for dynamic scenarios, e.g.,
Twitter datasets, where new batches of data need to be appended frequently.
6.4.2.2 Adaptivity in AQWA
In AQWA, we apply an incremental mechanism that avoids rereading and rewrit-
ing the entire dataset, but rather splits a minimal number of partitions according to
the query workload. In particular, after a query is executed, it may (or may not)
trigger a change in the partitioning layout by splitting a leaf node (i.e., a partition)
in the k-d tree into two nodes. The decision of whether to apply such change or
not depends on the cost function of Equation 6.1. Three factors affect this decision,
namely, the cost gain that would result after splitting a partition, the overhead of
reading and writing the contents of these partitions, and the sizes of the resulting
partitions. Below, we explain each of these factors in detail.
1. The cost reduction that would result if a certain partition is further split into
two splits: Observe that a query usually partially overlaps few partitions. For
instance, in Figure 6.4(a), q1 partially overlaps partitions A, D, and E. When
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q1 is executed, it reads the entire data of these overlapping partitions. However,
not all the data in these overlapping partitions is relevant, i.e., there are some
points that are redundantly scanned in the Map phase of the MapReduce job
corresponding to q1. Thus, it would be beneficial w.r.t. q1 to further decompose,
i.e., split, Partitions A, D, and E so that the amount of irrelevant data to
be scanned is minimized. For example, assume that Partitions A, E, and D
contain 20, 30, and 15 points, respectively. According to Equation 6.1, the cost
corresponding to the partitioning layout of Figure 6.4(a) is 20×1+30×1+15×
1 = 65. However, if Partition E is split to Partitions E1 and E2, such that E1
and E2 have 15 points each (Figure 6.4(b)), the cost would drop to 50; q1 will
have to read only half of the data in Partition E (i.e., Partition E2) instead of
the entirety of Partition E. Thus, splitting a partition may lead to a decrease in
the cost corresponding to a partitioning layout. Similarly, Partition A is split
to A1 and A2, and then Partition A1 is further split to A11 and A12. More
formally, assume that a partition, say p, is to be split into two Partitions, say
p1 and p2. We estimate the decrease in cost, say Cd, associated with splitting p
as:
Cd(Split, p, p1, p2) = C(p)− C(p1)− C(p2). (6.2)
2. The cost of read/write during the split operation: Should we decide to split
a partition, the entire data of that partition will have to be read and then
written in order to create the new partitions. More formally, assume that a
partition, say p, is to be split. We estimate the read/write cost associated with
the splitting process as:
Crw(p) = 2×N(p), (6.3)
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Fig. 6.4. Incremental repartitioning of the data. Only partitions A and E are split.
3. The size of the resulting partitions: In AQWA, we ensure that the size of each
partition is greater than the block size in the underlying distributed file system.
If the number of points in any of the resulting partitions is less than a threshold
minCount, the split operation is cancelled. minCount is calculated as block sizeNB ,
where NB is the expected number of bytes that a data point consumes, that
can be estimated as the total number of bytes in the dataset divided by the
number of points in the dataset.
According to Equations 6.2 and 6.3, we decide to split a partition, say ps if:
Cd(Split, ps, ps1, ps2) > Crw
and N(ps1) > minCount (6.4)
and N(ps2) > minCount.
Observe that a query may overlap more than one partition. Upon the execution of
a query, say q, the cost corresponding to the partitions that overlap q changes. Also,
for each of these partitions, the values of cost decrease due to split (i.e., Cd) change.
Two challenges exist in this situation:
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1. How can we efficiently determine the best partitions to be split? We need to
choose the partition that, if split, would reduce the cost the most.
2. How can we efficiently determine the best split of a partition w.r.t. the query
workload, i.e., according to Equation 6.1? We already address this issue in
Section 6.4.1, but w.r.t. the data distribution only, i.e., without considering the
query workload.
To address the first challenge above, i.e., selecting the best partitions to be split,
we maintain a priority queue of candidate partitions which we refer to as the split-
queue. Partitions in the split-queue are decreasingly ordered in a max-heap according
to the cost reduction that would result after the split operations. For each partition,
say ps, in the split-queue, we determine the best split that would maximize the cost-
reduction, i.e., Cd, that corresponds to splitting ps. We explain the process of selecting
the best split in detail in the next section. Notice that for each partition, we subtract
the cost of the read/write associated with the split operation from the value of the
cost-reduction. Thus, the value maintained for each partition in the split-queue is
Cd − 2×N(ps).
After a query is executed, the overlapping partitions are determined and their
corresponding values are updated in the priority queue. Observe that if the number
of points in any of the resulting partitions of a split operation is < minCount, the
corresponding partition is not inserted into the split-queue.
6.4.2.3 Efficient Search for the Best Split
As illustrated in Section 6.3.1, for a given partition, the different choices for the
position and orientation of a split can have different costs. An important question to
address is how to efficiently determine, according to the cost model of Equation 6.2,
the best split of a partition that would result in the highest cost gain. To compute
the cost corresponding to a partition and each of its corresponding splits, Equa-
tion 6.1 embeds two factors that affect the cost corresponding to a partition, say p,
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namely, 1) the number of points in p, and 2) the number of queries that overlap p.
In Section 6.4.1, we demonstrate how to compute the number of points in any given
partition using an O(1) operation. Thus, in order to efficiently compute the whole
cost formula, we need an efficient way to determine the number of queries that overlap
a partition.
In Section 6.4.1 above, we demonstrate how to maintain aggregate information
for the number of points using a grid. However, extending this idea to maintain
aggregate information for the number of queries is challenging because a point resides
in only one grid cell, but a query may overlap more than one grid cell. Unless careful
aggregation is devised, over-counting may occur. We apply the Euler Histogram that
is introduced in [52, 73, 91] to address the problem of duplicate rectangle counting.
We extend the fine-grained grid G that maintains counts for the number of points (as
explained in Section 6.4.1). At each grid cell, say G[i, j] four additional counters are
maintained, namely,
• C1: a counter for the number of queries that overlap G[i, j],
• C2: a counter for the number of queries that overlap G[i, j], but not G[i, j−1]
(not in left),
• C3: a counter for the number of queries that overlap G[i, j], but not G[i−1, j]
(not in top), and
• C4: a counter for the number of queries that overlap G[i, j], but not G[i−1, j]
or G[i, j − 1] (neither in left nor in top).
Figure 6.5 gives an illustration of the values of the four counters that correspond to
two range queries.
We maintain prefix-sums as in [74] for the values of C1 through C4 in a way
similar to the one discussed in Section 6.4.1. For C2, we maintain horizontal prefix-
sums at each row. For C3, we maintain vertical prefix-sums at each column. For
C4, we horizontally and then vertically aggregate the values in the same manner as
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Number of regions Overlapping with p  
Inserting a region
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1, 1, 1, 1 1, 0, 1, 0 1, 0, 1, 0 1, 0, 1, 0
1, 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0
1, 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 2, 1, 1, 1 2, 0, 1, 0 1, 0, 1, 0 1, 0, 1, 0
1, 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 2, 1, 0, 0 2, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0
1, 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0
1, 1, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 0




Neither in Left nor Top
Fig. 6.5. The four counters maintained for each grid cell.
we aggregate the number of points (see Figure 6.3). As queries are invoked, the
aggregate values of the counters are updated according to the overlap between the
invoked queries and the cells of the grid. Observe that the process of updating the
prefix-sums is repeated per query. [88] introduces some techniques for minimizing
the update overhead required to maintain the prefix-sums. However, because the
fine-grained grid that maintains the counts resides in main-memory it is is cheap to
update even if the techniques in [88] are not applied.
A partition, say p, can be divided into four regions R1 through R4 as illustrated
in Figure 6.6. To determine the number of queries that overlap a certain partition,
say p, we perform the following four operations.
• We determine the value of C1 in Region R1, which is the top-left grid cell that
overlaps p.
• We determine the aggregate value of C2 in Region R2, which is the top border
of p except for the top-left cell.
• We determine the aggregate value of C3 in Region R3, which is the left border
of p except for the top-left cell.
• We determine the aggregate value of C4 for Region R4, which is every grid cell
that overlaps p except for the left and top borders.
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Number of all overlapping 
queries (C1) in top left cell
+ Sum of not in left queries 
(C2) in top row
+ Sum of not in top queries 
(C3) in left column
+ Sum of neither in left nor 
in top queries (C4) for the 
remaining
Fig. 6.6. Determining the number of queries that overlap a partition in O(1).
Because prefix-sums are maintained for Counters C1 through C4, each of the above
aggregate values can be obtained in constant time as in [74]. The sum of the above
values represents the number of queries that overlap p. Thus, we can determine the
number of queries that overlap a partition in an O(1) computation. This results in
efficient computation of the cost function and significantly improves the process of
finding the best split of a partition. Given a partition, to find the best split that
evenly distributes the cost between the two splits, we apply a binary search in a way
that is similar to the process we discuss in Section 6.4.1. The main difference is that
the number of queries is considered in the cost function.
6.4.2.4 Accounting for Workload Changes
AQWA is resistant to abrupt or temporary changes to the query workload. In-
equality 6.4 ensures that AQWA does not aggressively split partitions that do not
receive queries or that receive queries with low frequency. A partition is inserted in
the split-queue only if it is worth splitting, i.e., the gain corresponding to the split is
greater than the overhead of the split operation. However, when the query workload
permanently changes (e.g., moves to a new hotspot area), the number of queries re-
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ceived in the new workload would satisfy Inequality 6.4, and the desired splits can be
granted.
Time-Fading Weights
AQWA keeps the history of all the queries that have been processed. For every
processed query, say q, the grid cells overlapping q are determined, and the corre-
sponding four counters are incremented for each cell (see Section 6.4.2.3). Although
this mechanism captures the frequency of the queries, it does not differentiate between
fresh queries (i.e., those that belong to the current query-workload) and relatively old
queries; all queries have the same weight. This can lead to poor performance in
AQWA especially when a query workload changes. To illustrate, consider a scenario
where a certain area, say Aold, has received queries with high frequency in the past,
but the workload has permanently shifted to another area, say Anew. If a new batch of
data is received, it may trigger a set of split operations at Aold. However, these splits
are redundant, i.e., would not lead to any performance gains because the workload
has permanently shifted.
To address this issue, we need a way to “forget” older queries, or equivalently
alleviate their weight in the cost function. To achieve that, we differentiate between
queries received in the last T time units that we refer to as current queries, and
queries received before T time units that we refer to as old queries. T is a system
parameter that we refer to as the time-fading cycle. In Section 6.7.2.2, we study the
effect of varying T .
For each of the four counters (refer to c1 through c4 in Section 6.4.2.3) maintained
at each cell in the grid, we maintain separate counts for the old queries and the current
queries. The count corresponding to old queries, say Cold, gets decaying weight by
being divided by c every T time units, where c > 1. The count corresponding to
current queries, say Cnew, has no decaying weight. Every T time units, Cnew is
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added to Cold, and then Cnew is set to zero. At any time, the number of queries in a
region is determined as (Cnew + Cold).
Observe that every T time units, the sum (Cnew + Cold) changes, and this can
change the weights of the partitions to be split. This requires revisiting each partition
to determine its new weight and its new order in the split-queue. A straightforward
approach is to update the values corresponding to all the partitions and reconstruct
the split-queue every T time units. However, this approach can be costly because
it requires massive operations to rebuild the split-queue. To solve this problem, we
apply a lazy-update mechanism, where we process the partitions in a round-robin
cycle that takes T time units to pass over all the partitions. In other words, if Np
is the number of partitions, we process only NpT partitions every time unit. For each
of the NpT partitions, we recalculate the cost and reinsert these partitions into the
split-queue. Eventually, after T time units, all the entries in the split-queue are
updated.
6.5 Query Processing
AQWA can process spatial range and kNN queries. A range query is relatively
easy to process because the boundaries in which the answer of the query resides
are predefined (and fixed within the query itself). Hence, given a range query, only
the partitions that overlap the query can be passed as input to the MapReduce
job corresponding to the query without worrying about losing the correctness of the
answer of the query. In contrast, for a kNN query, the boundaries that contain the
answer of the query are unknown until the query is executed. Hence the partitions that
are needed as input to the MapReduce job corresponding to the query are unknown.
In particular, the spatial region that contains the answer of a kNN query depends on
the value of k, the location of the query focal point, and the distribution of the data
(see [28]). To illustrate, consider the example in Figure 6.7. Partition p in which
q1 resides is sufficient to find q1’s k1-closest closest. However, for k2 > k1, Partition
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p is not sufficient, and two further blocks (one above and one below) have to be
considered. Similarly, Partition p is not sufficient to find the k-closest neighbors of
q2 because of the location of q2 w.r.t. Partition p (i.e., being near the border of the
partition).
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Fig. 6.7. The partitions that contain the k-nearest-neighbors of a query point vary
according to the value of k, the location of the query focal point, and the distribution
of the data.
[16] tries to solve the above challenge by following a three-step approach, where
the execution of the query starts with a MapReduce job that takes as input the
partition, say p, in which the query’s focal point, say q, resides. In the second step,
which is a correctness-check step, the distance, say r, between q and the kth neighbor is
determined, and a check is performed to make sure that the boundaries of p are within
r distance from q, i.e., Partition p is sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the
answer. If it is not the case that Partition p is sufficient, the third step is performed,
where another MapReduce job is executed with the partitions surrounding p being
added as input. The second and third steps are repeated until the correctness-check
is satisfied.
A major drawback of the above solution is that it may require successive MapRe-
duce jobs in order to answer a single query. To solve this problem, we present a more
efficient approach that requires only one MapReduce job to answer a kNN query. In
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particular, we leverage the fine-grained virtual grid that contains statistics about the
data distribution. Given a kNN query, we determine the grid cells that are guar-
anteed to contain the answer of the query using the MINDIST and MAXDIST metrics
as in [35]. In particular, we scan the grid cells in increasing order of their MINDIST
from the query focal point, and count the number of points in the encountered cells.
Once the accumulative count reaches the value k, we mark the largest MAXDIST, say
M , between the query focal point and any encountered cell. We continue scanning
until the MINDIST of a scanned grid cell is greater than M . To illustrate, consider
the example in Figure 6.8. Given Query q, the count of the number of points in the
cell that contains q is determined. Assuming that this count is > k, the MAXDIST
between q and the cell in which it is contained is determined. Cells that are within
this MAXDIST are guaranteed to enclose the k-nearest-neighbors of q.
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Fig. 6.8. Finding the grid cells (with fine granularity) that are guaranteed to enclose
the answer of a kNN query. The rectangular region that bounds these cells transforms
a kNN query into a range query.
After we determine the grid cells that contain the query answer, we determine
a rectangular region that bounds these cells. Thus, we have transformed the kNN
query into a range query, and hence our algorithms and techniques for counting and
searching for the best splits can still handle kNN queries in the same way range
queries are handled.
After the rectangular region that bounds the answer is determined, the partitions
that overlap that region are passed as input to the MapReduce job corresponding to
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the query. Refer to Figure 6.9 for illustration. Partitions p1, p2, and p3 are passed as
the input for Query q2, while Partition p1 is passed as the input for Query q1.
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Fig. 6.9. A kNN query is treated as a range query once the rectangular bounds
enclosing the answer are determined.
Observe that the process of determining the region that encloses the k-nearest-
neighbors of a query point is efficient. The reason is that the whole process is based
on counting of main-memory aggregates without any need to scan any data points.
Moreover, because the granularity of the grid is fine, the determined region is compact,
and hence few partitions will be scanned during the execution of the kNN query.
6.6 System Integrity
6.6.1 Concurrency Control
As queries are received by AQWA, some partitions may need to be split. It is
possible that while a partition is being split, a new query may also trigger another
split to the very same partitions being altered. Unless an appropriate concurrency
control protocol is used, inconsistent partitioning will occur.
To address the above issue, we use a simple locking mechanism to coordinate the
incremental updates of the partitions. In particular, whenever a query, say q, triggers
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a split, before the partitions are updated, q tries to acquire a lock on each of the
partitions to be altered. If q succeeds to acquire all the locks, i.e., no other query
has a conflicting lock, then q is allowed to alter the partitions. The locks are released
after the partitions are completely altered. If q cannot acquire the locks due to a
concurrent query that already has one or more locks on the partitions being altered,
then the decision to alter the partitions is cancelled. Observe that canceling such
decision may negatively affect the quality of the partitioning, but only temporarily
because for a given query workload, queries similar to q will keep arriving afterwards
and the repartitioning will eventually take place.
A similar concurrency issue arises when updating the split-queue. Because the
split-queue resides in main-memory, updating the entries of queue is relatively fast
(requires a few milliseconds). Hence, to avoid the case where two queries result in
conflicting queue updates, we serialize the process of updating the split-queue using
a critical section.
6.6.2 Fault Tolerance
In case of system failures, the information in the main-memory structures might
get lost which can affect the correctness of the query evaluation and the accuracy of
the cost computations corresponding to Equation 6.1.
The main-memory grid contains two types of counts: 1) counts for the number
of points, and 2) counts for the number of queries. When a new batch of data
is received by AQWA, the counts of the number of points in the new batch are
determined through a MapReduce job that automatically writes these counts into
HDFS. Observe that the data points in the new batch are appended through the
same MapReduce job. At this moment, the counts (of the number of points) in the
grid are incremented and flushed into disk. Hence, the counts of the number of points
are always accurate even if failures occur. Thus, the kNN queries are always answered
correctly.
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As mentioned in Section 6.3.2, the counts corresponding to the queries (i.e., rect-
angles) are periodically flushed to disk. Observe that: 1) the correctness of query
evaluation does not depend on these counts, and 2) only the accuracy of the compu-
tation of the cost function is affected by these counts, which, in the worst case, leads
to a delayed decision of repartitioning. In the event of failure before the counts are
flushed into disk and if the query workload is consistently received at a certain spatial
region, the counts of queries will be incremented and repartitioning will eventually
occur.
6.7 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of AQWA. We realized a cluster-based
testbed in which we implemented AQWA as well as static grid-based partitioning
and static k-d tree partitioning (as in [16, 72]).2 We choose the k-d and grid-based
partitioning as our baselines because this allows us to contrast AQWA against two
different extreme partitioning schemes: 1) pure spatial decomposition, i.e., when using
a uniform grid, and 2) data decomposition, i.e., when using a k-d tree.
Experiments are conducted on a 7-node cluster running Hadoop 2.2 over Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 6. Each node in the cluster is a Dell r720xd server that has
16 Intel E5-2650v2 cores, 64 GB of memory, 48 B of local storage, and a 40 Gigabit
Ethernet interconnect. The number of cores in each node enables high parallelism
across the whole cluster, i.e., we could easily run a MapReduce job with 7× 16 = 112
Map/Reduce tasks.
We use a real spatial dataset from Twitter. The tweets were gathered over a period
of nearly 20 months (from January 2013 to July 2014). Only the tweets that have
spatial coordinates inside the United States were considered. The number of tweets
in the dataset is 1.5 Billion tweets comprising about 250 GB. The format of each
tweet is: tweet identifier, timestamp, longitude-latitude coordinates, and text. To
2Our implementation is publicly available on GitHub [92].
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better show the scalability of AQWA, we have further replicated this data 10 times,
reaching a scale of about 2.5 Terabytes.
We virtually split the space according to a 1000× 1000 grid that represents 1000
normalized unit-distance measures in each of the horizontal and vertical dimensions.
Because we are dealing with tweets in the United States, that has an area of 10 Million
square kilometers, each grid cell in the grid covers nearly 10 square kilometers, which
is a fairly good splitting of the space given the large scale of the data. In addition to
maintaining the count statistics, the grid defines the search space for the partitions,
i.e., the boundaries of the partitions are the same as the boundaries of the cells in
the grid.
6.7.1 Initialization
Data Size P Time Grid Time kd Time Grid (min) Time kd (min)
50 333 466.299592793 392.040467262 8E+00 6.53400779
100 666 912.102408876 707.658773818 2E+01 11.79431290
150 999 1,480.173519593 1,237.10215097 2E+01 20.61836918
200 1332 1,966.845743496 1,668.627141422 3E+01 27.81045236
250 1665 2,395.9295792312,008.021810296 4E+01 33.46703017
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(a) Small scale (up to 250 GB)
Data Size P Time Grid Time kd Time Grid (min) Time kd (min)
0.5 333 3,780.000000000 3,937.294230462 1E+00 1.09369284 4E+03
1 666 8,425.0000000007,786.810246857 2E+00 2.16300285
.5 99913,076.791955398 11,427.413283981 4E+00 3.17428147
2 133217,966.845743496 15,427.413283981 5E+00 4.28539258
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(b) Large scale (up to 2 TB)
Fig. 6.10. Performance of the initialization process.
In this experiment, we study the performance of the initialization process of
AQWA (Section 6.4.1). Figure 6.10 gives the execution time of the initialization pro-
cess for different sizes of the data. Observe that the initialization process of AQWA
is the same as that of a k-d tree partitioning. Hence, in the figure, we compare the
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performance of AQWA’s initialization process against the partitioning process of a
uniform grid. For the grid-partitioning, we set the number of partitions to the number
of partitions resulting from the k-d tree. Recall that in the initialization process of
AQWA, we apply recursive k-d partitioning, and we stop when splitting a partition
would result in small partitions, i.e., of size less than the block size in HDFS.
We observe that grid-partitioning requires relatively high execution time. Each
reduce task handles the data of one partition. Due to the skewness of the data
distribution, the load across the reduce tasks will be unbalanced, causing certain grid
cells, i.e., partitions, to receive more data points than others. Because a MapReduce
job does not terminate until the last reduce task completes, the unbalanced load leads
to a relatively high execution time compared to the k-d tree. In contrast, the k-d
tree partitioning, which is employed by AQWA, balances the data sizes across all the
partitions.
We also observe that as the data size increases, the time required to perform the
partitioning increases. As Figure 6.10(b) demonstrates, building the partitions from
scratch for the whole data takes nearly five hours for only two Terabytes of data.
Although this is a natural result, it motivates AQWA’s incremental methodology in
repartitioning, which is to avoid repartitioning the whole data throughout the system
lifetime. In particular, after the initialization process, AQWA never reconstructs the
partitions again if new batches of data are received. In contrast, AQWA alters a min-
imal number of partitions according to the query workload and the data distribution.
6.7.2 Adaptivity in AQWA
In the following experiments, we study the query performance in AQWA. Our
performance measures are: 1) the system throughput, which indicates the number of
queries that can be answered per unit time, and 2) the split overhead, which indicates
the time required to perform the split operations. To ensure full system utilization,
we issue batches of queries that are submitted to the system at once. The number of
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queries per batch is 20. The throughput is calculated by dividing 20 over the elapsed
time to process the queries in a batch.
6.7.2.1 Data Acquisition and Incremental Repartitioning
In this experiment, we study the query performance in AQWA after batches of
data are appended through the data acquisition process. To simulate a workload
with hotspots, we concentrate the queries over the areas that we identify as having
relatively high data density. Figure 6.11 gives the query performance when batches
of tweets are appended, where each batch is nearly 50 GB. Note that appending each
batch of data takes almost the same time it takes to create partitions for 50 GB of
data (i.e., first reading in Figure 6.10(a)). In this experiment, we focus on the query
performance after the data is appended. Each point in Figure 6.11(a) represents the
average performance for 50 batches of queries (each of 20 queries). Each point in
Figure 6.11(b) represents the total time required for all the split operations for all
the 50 batches, i.e., 1000 queries. Figure 6.12 repeats the same experiment, but for a
higher scale, where 250 GB of data is appended at each batch.
Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 26.000000000 10.658575425 3E+01 39.00708540 288 3E+01 8
2 2.000000000 7.042423459 3E+01 42.08974081 477 6E+01 7
3 5.000000000 5.598749792 2E+01 39.38929345 618 9E+01 10
4 4.000000000 4.209893897 2E+01 43.57126150 843 1E+02 10
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Fig. 6.11. Performance with data updates for small scale data. Each data batch is
50 GB.
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Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 70.000000000 19.047619048 3E+01 50.88072081 83 2E+01 10
2 35.000000000 18.448375543 3E+01 50.88072081 120 3E+01 8
3 8.000000000 15.558821185 2E+01 50.00000000 178 5E+01 10
4 68.000000000 11.856555075 2E+01 50.00000000 251 6E+01 10
5 40.000000000 11.041809260 2E+01 50.00000000 317 7E+01 12
6 20.000000000 9.519388892 2E+01 50.00000000 371 8E+01 10
7 26.000000000 8.548855825 2E+01 50.00000000 452 1E+02 11
8 0.000000000 7.666186203 2E+01 50.00000000 514 1E+02 11
9 27.000000000 7.054660063 2E+01 50.00000000 579 1E+02 14
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Fig. 6.12. Performance with data updates for large scale data. Each data batch is
250 GB.
As Figures 6.11 and 6.12 demonstrate, AQWA is an order of magnitude faster than
a static grid-partitioning, and nearly 4 times faster than a static k-d partitioning. As
more data is appended, the performance of both the static grid and k-d partitioning
degrades because both are static. In contrast, AQWA maintains steady throughput
regardless of the overall size of the data because it can dynamically split the partitions
according to the query workload. One can argue that the static k-d partitioning
could split as data is appended, however, this is quite costly because it requires
reading and writing (almost) all the partitions (i.e., the entire data) from scratch.
In contrast, AQWA determines a minimal set of partitions to split according to the
query workload.
Figures 6.11(b) and 6.12(b) give the overhead incurred by AQWA in order to
incrementally update the partitions. Notice that this overhead is in the scale of
seconds, and hence is negligible when compared to the hours required to recreate
the partitions from scratch (refer to Figures 6.10(b) and 6.10(a)). Furthermore, this
overhead is amortized over 1000 queries. Observe that the split overhead is not
consistently the same for each data batch because the distribution of the data can
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change from one batch to another, which directly affects the sizes of the partitions to
be split.
In the above experiment, we have used range queries of size 5 × 5 according to
our virtual grid, which is equivalent to 0.0025% of the area of the United States.
Figure 6.13 gives the steady-state performance, i.e., at the last data batch, when
varying the query region size. Observe that the performance degrades when the
query area size increases. However, an area of 1% of the United States is fairly large
(10,000 square kilometers). Figure 6.14 gives the performance of kNN queries for
different values of k.
Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
0.0001% 49.000000000 7.027954981 2E+01 64.83555292 470 1E+02 8
0.01% 107.000000000 6.517609538 2E+01 38.82328506 515 1E+02 10
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Fig. 6.13. Performance of Range queries against the query region size.
6.7.2.2 Handling Multiple Query-Workloads
In this set of experiments, we study the effect of having two or more query-
workloads. To have realistic workloads, i.e, where dense areas are likely to be queried
with high frequency, we identify 5 hotspot areas that have the highest density of data.
We have two modes of operation:
1. Serial Execution: In this mode, we simulate the migration of the work-
load from one hotspot to another. For instance, if we have 2000 queries and
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Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 45 6.000000000 20.000000000 60 647 153 11
10 54 6.401261322 19.838905550 61 555 128 10
100 80 7.000000000 18.844215342 59 557 125 9













































































Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 45 6.000000000 20.000000000 60 647 153 11
10 54 6.401261322 19.838905550 61 555 128 10
100 80 7.000000000 18.844215342 59 557 125 9













































































Fig. 6.14. Performance of k-NN queries against the value of k.
2 hotspots, the first 1000 queries will be executed over one hotspot, followed by
the other 1000 queries executed over the other hotspot.
2. Interleaved Execution: In this mode, queries are executed across the
hotspots simultaneously, i.e., they are generated in a round-robin fashion across
the hotspots. For instance, for 2000 queries and 2 hotspots, say h1 and h2, the
first query is executed at h1, the second query is executed at h2, the third query
is executed at h1, and so forth.
Figure 6.15 gives the performance for the serial execution of five hotspots, where
each hotspot gets 1000 range queries of region 0.01% of the area of the United States.
Observe that due to the skewness in the data, some hotspots may incur higher split
overhead than others (Figure 6.15(b)). Similarly, the query throughput is not the
same at all hotspots. However, for all hotspots, AQWA is superior to the static grid
and k-d partitioning (Figure 6.15(a)).
As discussed in Section 6.4.2.4, AQWA differentiates between older workloads and
the current workloads through the time-fading mechanism, which enables AQWA
to avoid redundant split operations and reduce the overhead of repartitioning. To
demonstrate the effect of varying the time-fading cycle T , we serially execute 2000
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Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 204.000000000 6.339943498 1E+01 29.75904643 517 2E+02 18
2 64.000000000 11.036336981 2E+01 43.18497739 235 1E+02 8
3 127.000000000 6.512792643 2E+01 65.21541364 510 1E+02 9
4 75.000000000 5.943537482 2E+01 41.40377064 595 1E+02 9
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Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 204.000000000 6.339943498 1E+01 29.75904643 517 2E+02 18
2 64.000000000 11.036336981 2E+01 43.18497739 235 1E+02 8
3 127.000000000 6.512792643 2E+01 65.21541364 510 1E+02 9
4 75.000000000 5.943537482 2E+01 41.40377064 595 1E+02 9
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Fig. 6.15. Serial execution of five different hotspots.
Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
10000 360 7.760586806 20.928809735 52 416 98 8
1000 360 7.746923781 20.757992726 52 419 97 7
100 50 7.746761706 20.642338250 52 422 99 8
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Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
10000 360 7.760586806 20.928809735 52 416 98 8
1000 360 7.746923781 20.757992726 52 419 97 7
100 50 7.746761706 20.642338250 52 422 99 8
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Fig. 6.16. Performance against the time-fading cycle T for serial hotspot execution.
queries at two hotspots. After the queries in the first hotspot are executed, some
queries are executed at the second hotspot, and at this point a batch of data of
250 GB is received. Figure 6.16 gives the performance when varying the time-fading
cycle T . As Figure 6.16(b) demonstrates, a small value of the fading-cycle (i.e., 100
queries or less) leads to a 5 times reduction in the split overhead. In contrast, a
relatively large fading-cycle (i.e., 1000 queries or more) does not avoid that redun-
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dant overhead. In all cases, however, AQWA achieves superiority in terms of query
throughput (Figure 6.16(a)) over both the static grid and k-d partitioning.
We have also experimented a mode of operation that is slightly different from the
serial execution mode, where the transition from one hotspot to another is gradual.
For instance, if we have two hotspots, say h1 and h2, some queries are executed first at
h1, then, afterwards, some queries are executed at h1 and h2 simultaneously. Finally,
all the queries are executed at h2 only. We find that this mode of operation yields
(almost) the same performance as the serial mode. We omit the results due to space
limitations.
Figure 6.17 gives the performance for the interleaved mode of execution of different
numbers of simultaneous hotspots, where each hotspot receives 1000 range queries of
region 0.01% of the area of the United States. As the number of simultaneous hotspots
increases, the split overhead increases. However, the split overhead is amortized over
thousands of queries. Moreover, the incremental repartitioning overhead is much
smaller than the time required to recreate the partitions from scratch.
Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 234.000000000 5.915254504 2E+01 50.66098101 560 1E+02 11
2 525.000000000 8.556023925 2E+01 51.54517643 407 1E+02 10
3 550.000000000 8.087857556 2E+01 52.41612998 431 1E+02 10
4 577.000000000 7.235878758 2E+01 52.53919463 473 1E+02 8








































































Data Size AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA Static Grid Static k-d tree AQWA
1 234.000000000 5.915254504 2E+01 50.66098101 560 1E+02 11
2 525.000000000 8.556023925 2E+01 51.54517643 407 1E+02 10
3 550.000000000 8.087857556 2E+01 52.41612998 431 1E+02 10
4 577.000000000 7.235878758 2E+01 52.53919463 473 1E+02 8














































































Fig. 6.17. Performance against the number of hotspots.
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6.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented AQWA, an adaptive and query-workload-aware par-
titioning mechanism for large-scale spatial data. We addressed several performance
and system challenges; these include the limitations of Hadoop (i.e., the NameNode
bottleneck), the overhead of rebuilding the partitions in HDFS, the dynamic nature of
the data where new batches are created every day, and the issue of workload-awareness
where not only the query workload is skewed, but also it can change. We showed that
AQWA successfully addresses these challenges and provides an efficient spatial-query
processing framework. Using our implementation of AQWA on a Hadoop cluster,
real spatial data from Twitter, and various workloads of range and kNN queries,
we demonstrated that AQWA outperforms the state-of-the-art system by an order
of magnitude in terms of query performance. Furthermore, we demonstrated that
AQWA incurs little overhead (during the process of repartitioning the data) that is
negligible when compared to the overhead of recreating the partitions.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we have addressed two key issues that have been overlooked by
existing spatial-query processing platforms, specifically, the multiplicity of predicates
in spatial queries, and the dynamic nature of big spatial data.
We presented a comprehensive study of the correctness and performance challenges
that spatial queries with multiple kNN predicates raise. In particular, we have pre-
sented efficient algorithms for processing queries with multiple kNN predicates while
preserving their correctness. We experimentally demonstrated that these algorithms
achieve query performance gains of orders of magnitude.
The algorithms presented in this dissertation for processing queries with multiple
kNN predicates are designed for snapshot queries. Applying further optimization
techniques that can support incremental evaluation of continuous queries with two
(or more) kNN predicates is a potential future work.
We identified the various semantics that spatial queries with kNN and relational
predicates embed. For each possible semantics, we presented various optimization
heuristics and query evaluation alternatives that can enhance the query performance
while maintaining the correct semantics. Furthermore, we presented efficient and
accurate cost estimation techniques that model the cost of the kNN predicates. We
experimentally demonstrated that the optimization heuristics coupled with the cost
model can achieve query performance gains of orders of magnitude.
In the algorithms, optimizations, and cost estimation techniques we presented for
processing queries with (multiple) kNN predicates with (or without) relational predi-
cates, we assumed that the Euclidean distance is the distance metric used to compute
the ranking of the spatial points in the processing of kNN predicates. Extending these
algorithms and techniques for other distance metrics, e.g., the road-network distance,
is a potential future work.
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We presented AQWA, an adaptive and workload-aware partitioning mechanism
for large-scale spatial data. Unlike the state-of-the-art systems that employ static
partitioning, AQWA incrementally updates the data-partitions according to changes
in the data distribution and the query workload. We experimentally demonstrated
that AQWA outperforms the standard spatial partitioning mechanisms by an order
of magnitude in terms of query performance.
Our implementation of AQWA is based on a Hadoop cluster. A potential future
work is to apply AQWA to other distributed platforms. An example is Storm [93],
a distributed platform for processing streaming data. In Storm, distributed process-
ing is achieved using topologies of bolts (i.e., processing units), where the bolts are
connected according to a user-defined structure (not necessarily MapReduce). One of
the limitations of Storm is that the number of bolts is fixed throughout the lifetime of
a topology. Hence, in addition to the split operations, AQWA has to support merge
operations in order to abide by that system limitation and keep a constant number
of data partitions (i.e., bolts).
In our design of AQWA, we focused on spatial range and kNN queries, which cover
a large spectrum of (useful) spatial queries. Extending AQWA to spatial-join queries
is another potential future work. In particular, this demands extending AQWA’s cost
model to account for the overhead of communicating the data between the processing
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